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Publication Details 
 
POS simplicity Publications developed this document.  Please contact 
info@possimplicity.com for content revisions, questions or comments. 
 

Copyright  
 
Copyright © 2000 – 2014 POS simplicity corporation. All rights reserved.  This product and 
related documentation are protected by copyright and are distributed under licenses 
restricting their use, copying, distribution and de-compilation.  No part of this document or 
related documentation may be reproduced in any form by any means without prior written 
authorization of POS Simplicity Corporation and its licensors, if any. 
 

Version 
 
Version 2014 
Printed in Canada October 1st, 2014 
Blank pages within this manual have been included on purpose. 
 

Disclaimer 
 
POS Simplicity Corporation has thoroughly reviewed this document, and is believed to be 
reliable. However, this document is provided for informational purposes only and POS 
Simplicity Corporation, POSsimplicity.com and POS simplicity make no warranties, either 
expressed or implied, in this document.  Information in this document is subject to change 
without notice.  The entire risk of use or the result of the use of this document remains with 
the user. 
 

Document Revisions 
 
Revisions to this document, if any, are available to registered users at 
www.POSsimplicity.com 
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IMPORTANT - Read Carefully 
 

POSsimplicity License Agreement   
 
 This legal document is an agreement between you, the end user and ‘POS simplicity corporation’. BY OPERATING 
the POSsimplicity Software, (hereinafter The SOFTWARE), YOU ARE AGREEING TO BECOME BOUND BY THE 
TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, WHICH INCLUDES THE SOFTWARE LICENSE, LIMITED WARRANTY AND 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, DO NOT USE The 
SOFTWARE, ERASE ALL OF The SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FROM YOUR HARD DRIVE AND RETURN THE 
ORIGINAL DISKS AND ANY MANUALS TO THE PLACE YOU OBTAINED THEM.  In order to preserve and protect 
its rights under applicable laws, ‘POS simplicity corporation’ does not sell any rights in The SOFTWARE. Rather, 
‘POS simplicity corporation’ grants the right to use The SOFTWARE by means of a SOFTWARE LICENSE. ‘POS 
simplicity corporation’ specifically retains title to The SOFTWARE  

 

POSsimplicity Software License   
 
1) GRANT OF LICENSE. In consideration of payment of the license fee which is a part of the price you paid for The 
SOFTWARE, and your agreement to abide by the terms and conditions of this License and the Limited Warranty, 
‘POS simplicity corporation’, as Licensor, grants to you, the licensee, a nonexclusive right to use and display this 
copy of The SOFTWARE on a single COMPUTER (ie. with one CPU) at a single location so long as you comply with 
the terms of the License. ‘POS simplicity corporation’ reserves all rights not expressly granted to the LICENSEE. 
2) OWNERSHIP OF SOFTWARE. As the licensee, you own the magnetic or other physical media on which The 
SOFTWARE is originally or subsequently recorded or fixed, but an expressed condition of this License is that ‘POS 
simplicity corporation’ retains title and ownership of The SOFTWARE recorded on the original disk copy(s) and all 
subsequent copies of The SOFTWARE, regardless of the form or media in or on which the original or other copies 
may exist. This license is not a sale of the original SOFTWARE or any copy. 
3) COPY RESTRICTIONS. This SOFTWARE and the accompanying written materials are copyrighted. Unauthorized 
copying of The SOFTWARE, including SOFTWARE, which has been modified, merged or included with other 
software, or of written materials is expressly forbidden. You may be held legally responsible for any copyright 
infringement which was caused or encouraged by your failure to abide by the terms of this License. Subject to the 
restrictions above, and if The SOFTWARE is not copy protected, you may make (1) ONE copy of The SOFTWARE 
solely for backup purposes. You must reproduce and include the copyright notice on the backup copy. 
4) USE RESTRICTIONS. You may not electronically transfer The SOFTWARE from one computer to another over a 
network. You may not distribute copies of The SOFTWARE or accompanying written materials to others. You may 
not modify, adapt, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble or create derivative workbases of The 
SOFTWARE. You may not modify, adapt, translate, or create derivative works based on written materials. 
5) TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS. The SOFTWARE is licensed only to you, the LICENSEE, and may not be 
transferred to anyone without the prior written consent of ‘POS simplicity corporation’. Any unauthorized transferee of 
The SOFTWARE shall be bound by the terms and conditions of this License and the Limited Warranty. In no event 
may you transfer assign, lease, rent, sell or otherwise dispose of The SOFTWARE on a temporary or permanent 
basis except as provided herein.  
6) TERMINATION. This License is effective until termination. This License will terminate automatically without notice 
from ‘POS simplicity corporation’ if you fail to comply with any provision of this License. Upon termination, you shall 
destroy the written materials and all copies of The SOFTWARE, including modified copies, if any. 
7) UPDATE POLICY. ‘POS simplicity corporation’ may create from time to time, updated versions of The 
SOFTWARE. At its option, ‘POS simplicity corporation’ will make such updates available to the LICENSEE and 
transferees who have paid the update fee, if any, and returned the Registration Card to ‘POS simplicity corporation’. 
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Limited Warranty  
 
 THE SOFTWARE AND ACCOMPANYING WRITTEN MATERIALS (INCLUDING INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE) ARE 
PROVIDED  'AS IS' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. FURTHER  
‘POS simplicity corporation’ DOES NOT WARRANT, GUARANTEE OR MAKE ANY  
REPRESENTATION REGARDING THE USE, OR THE RESULTS OF USE, OF THE SOFTWARE OR WRITTEN 
MATERIALS IN TERMS OF CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, RELIABLILITY, CURRENTNESS OR OTHERWISE. IF 
THE SOFTWARE OR WRITTEN MATERIALS ARE DEFECTIVE, YOU, AND NOT ‘POS simplicity corporation’ OR 
ITS DEALERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, ASSUME THE ENTIRE COST OF ALL NECESSARY 
SERVICING, REPAIR, OR CORRECTION. ‘POS simplicity corporation’ warrants to the original LICENSEE that the 
disk(s) on which The SOFTWARE is recorded is free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use 
and service for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase as evidenced by a copy of the receipt. ‘POS 
simplicity corporation’  entire liability and your exclusive remedy as the disk(s) shall be at ‘POS simplicity corporation’ 
option, either (a) return of the purchase price of The SOFTWARE or (b) replacement of the disk which does not meet 
‘POS simplicity corporation’s' Limited Warranty and which is returned to ‘POS simplicity corporation’ postage prepaid 
with a copy of the receipt of purchase. If failure of the disk(s) has resulted from accident, abuse, misapplication, ‘POS 
simplicity corporation’ shall have no responsibility to replace the disk(s) or refund the purchase price. In the event of 
replacement of the disk(s), the replacement disk(s) will be warranted for the remainder of the original warranty period 
or thirty (30) days, whichever is longer. THE ABOVE IS THE ONLY WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER 
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED 
WARRANITES OF THE MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE THAT IS MADE BY 
‘POS simplicity corporation’ OR ITS AGENTS ON THE SOFTWARE. NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR 
ADVISE GIVEN BY ‘POS simplicity corporation’, ITS DEALERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AGENTS OR EMPLOYEES 
SHALL CREATE A WARRANTY OR IN ANY WAY INCREASE THE SCOPE OF THIS WARRANTY AND YOU MAY 
NOT RELY ON ANY SUCH INFORMATION OR ADVISE. NEITHER ‘POS simplicity corporation’ NOR ANYONE 
ELSE WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN THE CREATION, PRODUCTION OR DELIVERY OF THIS PRODUCT 
SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUANTIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING 
DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERUPTION LOSS OF BUSINESS 
INFORMATION, AND THE LIKE) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE The SOFTWARE EVEN IF 
‘POS simplicity corporation’ HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS WARRANTY 
GIVES YOU SPECIFIC RIGHTS. YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS, WHICH VARY FROM PROVINCE TO 
PROVINCE, AND STATE-TO-STATE AND CERTAIN LIMITATIONS CONTAINED IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY 
MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. IN THE EVENT OF ANY CONFLICT BETWEEN PROVISIONS IN THIS LIMITED 
WARRANTY AND ANY APPLICABLE LEGISLATION, THE APPLICABLE LEGISLATION TAKES PRESEDENSE 
OVER THE CONTRAVENING PROVISION. 
 

Acknowledgement 
 
 YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS LICENSE AND LIMITED WARRANTY, UNDERSTANDING 
THEM, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THEIR TERMS AND CONDITIONS. YOU ALSO AGREE THAT THE 
LICENSE AND THE LIMITED WARRANTY ARE THE COMPLETE AND EXCLUSIVE STATEMENT OF 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES AND SUPERSEDE ALL PROPOSALS OR PRIOR AGREEMENTS ORAL 
OR WRITTEN, AND ANY OTHER COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN THE PARTIES RELATING TO THE SUBJECT 

MATTER OF THE LICENSE OR THE LIMITED WARRANTY. 
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Recommended Hardware and Peripherals 
 
This list is a guideline of hardware requirements only.  We recommend you exceed these 
guidelines wherever possible.  Computer hardware is very affordable today and purchasing 
quality hardware now can make you happier in the future. 
 
 
Recommended Hardware 
 
 2 Gig of Ram Memory or Greater 
 500 Gig Hard Drives on the Server, 80 Gigs on the Workstations 
 Video Card Supporting 32 Bit Color 
 Gigabyte Network Card 
 UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) 
 Pentium 4 CPU on the Server, 2.4 Gig Celeron on Workstations 
 DVD on the Server for software installations and backups 
 Microsoft Windows XP Professional or Greater 
 Touch Screen Monitor 
 Mouse 
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Peripherals 
 
Receipt and ‘Prep’ Printers 
You can use any brand of receipt printers.  Serial printers are preferred but POSsimplicity 
supports Serial, Parallel, USB and Network (TCPIP) printers. You can choose a Thermal or a 
Dot Matrix Printer.  If you want a cash drawer connected to your computer, the printer should 
also have a Cash Drawer Port. 
 
Cash Drawers 
Cash drawers that connect through your receipt printer are preferred, but USB cash drawers 
are also supported. 
 
Barcode Scanners 
You can use any barcode scanner you want provided it uses a keyboard/wedge or USB 
Connection. 
 
Portable Data Collectors 
 
Weight Scales 
POSsimplicity supports the CAS/Kilotech PD-1 Interface Scale. 
 
Customer Pole Displays  
POSsimplicity supports serial pole displays with an emulation of Epson or DSP800. 
 
LCD Monitor Customer Display 
Any LCD monitor can be used as a rear customer display. 
 
Barcode Printers 
POSsimplicity supports Eltron/Zebra and Cognitive Advantage printers. 
 

Visit us at www.POSsimplicity.com  Click POS News  Certified Devices to see a list 
of currently certified devices. 
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Windows 7 & 8 Installation & Configuration Tips 
 
There are a few installing tips when you are installing POSsimplicity on a Microsoft Windows 
7 or 8 operating system. 
 

 In the Windows Control Panel, turn Off User Access Control 
 

 In the Windows Control Panel, click System & Security  System  
Advanced System Settings  Advanced Tab  Performance Settings  
Adjust For Best Performance  Apply  OK 
 

 Never install the POSsimplicity server by left clicking the SystemSetup.exe 
icon. Instead, Right Click on SystemSetup.exe and Left Click on Run As 
Administrator. 
 

 Never install the POSsimplicity client by left clicking the StationSetup.exe 
icon. Instead, Right Click on StationSetup.exe and Left Click on Run As 
Administrator. 
 

 If you are installing on more than one terminal, make sure sharing and 
security on the POSEDGE root folder includes the user group Everyone with 
full read/write access.  
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Getting Up and Running (Single POS Station) 
 

Step 1  (Hardware Installation) 
 

 Verify that all your hardware meets our minimum specifications. 
 Install all computer hardware following the manufactures guidelines. This computer 

should be connected to a Battery Backup Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) 
 

Step 2  (Windows Configuration) 
 

 From Display Properties in the Windows Control Panel, set the screen resolution on 
your computer to 1024x768 High Color. 

 The Full Computer Name for this PC should be POSSERVER. 
 

Step 3  (POSsimplicity Installation) 
 
Insert the POSsimplicity Installation disk into the CD drive and install the software accepting 
all defaults.  When the installation is completed, remove the CD and restart your computer. 
 
For Windows 2000 Users Only 
After the computer restarts, you will need to run the MDAC (Microsoft Data Access 
Component) installation.  Click Start  Run C:\POSEDGE\MDACInstall\MDAC_TYP.EXE 
and follow the onscreen directions 
 

Step 4  (Setting Up Your System) 
 
(Refer to the online documentation for details on each topic) 
 

1) Double click the POSsimplicity icon on your desktop 
2) Once the system is loaded, click the Gecko on the screen and enter the default 

employee code (100) and click the Check Mark button. 
3) Click Managers Tasks and then POS Setup 
4) Create Job Positions 
5) Create Employees and assign them a Job Position 
6) Create Suppliers 
7) Create Sales Departments 
8) Create Product Types and link them to your Sales Departments. 
9) Create Products and link them to your Suppliers and Product Types 

10) Create Payment Methods 
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Getting Up and Running (Multiple POS Stations) 
 

Step 1  (Hardware Installation) 
 

 Verify that all your hardware meets our minimum specifications.  
 Install all computers and hardware following the manufactures guidelines.  Each 

computer should be connected to a Battery Backup Uninterruptible Power Supply 
(UPS) 

 
 

Step 2  (Windows Configuration) 
 

 From Display Properties in the Windows Control Panel, set the screen resolution on 
each computer to 1024x768 High Color.  

 Make the Full Computer Name for the main server computer POSSERVER. 
 Name all other computers appropriately. For example, OFFICE, BAR, 

STOCKROOM, STATION2. 
 Create a folder    C:\POSEDGE   on POSSERVER. 
 Share this folder giving it Full Read and Write Access. 

 

Step 3  (POSsimplicity Server Installation) 
 

 Insert the POSsimplicity Installation disk into the CD drive on POSSERVER and 
install the software. It is important that you change Destination Folder during the 
installation from C:\POSEDGE   to   \\POSSERVER\POSEDGE   

 When the installation is completed, remove the CD and restart the computer. 
 
Note: POSsimplicity requires all Windows users to have Full Read/Write Access to the POSEDGE folder on the 
server as well as the C:\POSLOCAL folder on each client computer. 
 

For Windows 2000 Users Only 
After the computer restarts, you will need to run the MDAC (Microsoft Data Access 
Component) installation.  Click Start  Run 

\\POSSERVER\POSEDGE\MDACInstall\MDAC_TYP.EXE and follow the onscreen 
directions. 
 

Step 4  (POSsimplicity Client Installation) 
 

 On all other computers that are running POSsimplicity, click Start  Run and type 
\\POSSERVER\POSEDGE\STATIONINSTALL\STATIONSETUP.EXE, click OK and 
follow the on screen directions accepting the installation defaults. 

 Create Shortcuts on your desktop for any applications you wish to run. 
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Step 5  (Setting Up Your System) 
 
(Refer to the online documentation for details on each topic) 
 

1) Double click the POSsimplicity icon on your desktop 
2) Once the system is loaded, click the Gecko on the screen and enter the default 

employee code (100) and click the Check Mark button. 
3) Click Managers Tasks and then POS Setup 
4) Create Job Positions 
5) Create Employees and assign them a Job Position 
6) Create Suppliers 
7) Create Sales Departments 
8) Create Product Types and link them to your Sales Departments. 
9) Create Products and link them to your Suppliers and Product Types 

10) Create Payment Methods 
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Installing LCD Monitor for Customer Display 
 
 
Each point of sale station can support a second monitor that can be used as a customer 
display.   
 

1) Turn off and unplug all computer equipment. 
2) Have a qualified technician install a dual port video card or USB to Video on 

the computer. 
3) Connect your touch screen and customer display monitor. 
4) Start your computer and Windows. 
5) Under display properties, configure Windows so that your touch screen is 

your primary display (Screen 1) and the customer display monitor is your 
secondary display (Screen 2) and active. Also, make sure the screen 
positioning under display properties visually shows screen 1 is the left screen 
and Screen 2 is the right screen. 

6) Set the screen size on the secondary display to 1024x768. 
7) Check Extend Your Windows Desktop onto the 2

nd
 display monitor. 

8) In POSsimplicity, under Station Setup Pole Display, select 2
nd

 Monitor 
Display. 

9) Shut down Windows and restart the computer. 
 
 
The customer display monitor is preconfigured in its layout. 
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Customer Display Image Advertising 
 
The customer display can display random images for advertising purposes.  Images are 
proportionately reduced down to fit in the image area. Images are never enlarged so it is a 
best practice to make the images larger then needed.  The actual size of the image area can 
be determined by right clicking on the image area.  The scrolling message will display the 
exact image area size.  Right click on the image again to display your scrolling message. 
 
To add images to your display, 
 

1. Add the images files to the \posedge\advertise folder. 
 

2. Run the application LoadScreenSaverImages.exe from the \posedge\advertise folder. 
This will populate the customerdisplayads.ini file. 
 
                                                             or 
 
edit the file \posedge\advertise\customerdisplayads.ini using notepad or any text 
editor.  This file contains one line for each image to display using the following format 
 
FILENAME,# 
 
where FILENAME is the filename of the image and # is the number of seconds the 
image remains on the display. 

 

Customer Display Scrolling Message 
 
The customer screen can display a single line scrolling message for advertising.  
 
To add a scrolling message to your display, edit the file 
\posedge\advertise\customerdisplayscroll.ini using notepad or any text editor and enter the 
message information using the following format. 
 
S,M,F,C     where 
 
S = the scrolling delay speed of the message  
M = the number of pixels to scroll after each delay 
F = the size of the font 
C = the message to display 
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Creating a Point Of Sale Shortcut On Desktop 
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Specifying a Station Number 
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Setting Up SMTPQ Mail Server 
 
The SMTPQ Mail Server is POSsimplicity email application for marketing purposes. This 
powerful tool can send background emails for marketing purposes. It works seamlessly on 
your POS server and bypasses firewalls and antivirus programs. The SMTPQ installation 
program, MailServerInstaller.MSI, will be located in the POSEDGE root folder on the POS 
server computer.  
 
Note: These installation instructions assume POSsimplicity has been installed to c:\posedge 
 

1. Run the MailServerInstaller and accept all installation defaults. 
2. Once the installation is complete,  

Click Start  Programs  ChilKat  SMTPQ Configure 
3. Change the Queue Directory to the c:\posedge\mail\queue 
4. Change the Undelivered Directory to c:\posedge\mail\undelivered 
5. Change the Sent Directory to c:\posedge\email\sent 
6. Change the Log Directory to c:\posedge\mail\log 
7. Click Install Service  
8. Click Start Service 
9. Click Auto Start 
10. Close the Window 
11. Start POSSetup and Logon 
12. Click Administration  System Setup 
13. Click the SMTP Setup tab 
14. Change the SMTPQ  Queue Path to c:\posedge\mail\queue 
15. Enter your Outgoing Mail Server address 
16. If required, enter your Send Mail Username and Password 
17. Enter you company name and email address 
18. Save the changes and exit POSSetup 

 
See System Setup for additional information 
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Hardware Stress Test 
 
POSsimplicity has a series of tests to verify the stability of your network and printer 
connections.  It is recommended to run the stress test on all terminals at the same time to 
have the most traffic possible on the network.  The stress test is limited to testing only one 
printer per station at a time, so if you have multiple printers connected to a specific station, 
such as a kitchen printer and a receipt printer, you may need to run the stress test more than 
once. 
 
To activate the stress test, 
 

1. Start the point of sale system. 
2. From the login screen, hold down Ctrl  Alt   Right Click the Mouse. 

 

 
 

3. Enter the information to begin the various tests. 
4. Press Begin to start the various tests. 
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POS Setup Concepts 
 
POS Setup is where all programming of your point of sale system takes place.  Setting up 
your products, employees, security, customer, it all takes place in from POS Setup.  
  

 
 
POS Setup can be accessed in three different ways. 
 

 Directly from Windows by clicking Start  Programs  POSsimplicity  POS 
Setup 

 From the point of sale by clicking Manager Tasks  POS Setup 

 Create a shortcut on your desktop to \\POSSERVER\POSEDGE\POSSETUP.EXE 
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To use POS Setup, you will need to Sign On to the system by clicking the Sign On/Off 
Button at the bottom of the POS Setup screen and entering your employee code.  The 
default code after installation is 100. 
 
Access the various functions by clicking the appropriate heading on the menu bar and 
selecting the function you want to access.  For example, to access Employee Setup, click 
Employees  Employee Setup 
 

 
 
Changes made to the system in POS Setup may not be visible immediately in the point of 
sale. The point of sale in POSsimplicity stores virtually all information in its memory.  
Changes made in POS Setup must be reloaded into memory at the point of sale.  This can be 
achieved by restarting POSsimplicity on each computer or by returning each computer to the 
main Login Screen, (the screen in the point of sale where the Gecko is floating around).  The 
Login Screen is always looking for any changes made in POS Setup. If any are found, the 
point of sale automatically reloads the information.  
 
Because POSsimplicity is a multi-user system, you only have to make changes in POS Setup 
on one computer and all computers will see the change. 
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Sign On/Off 
 
Click the Sign On/Off Button on the POS Setup toolbar to bring up the Login Screen. This will 
sign off the current user and allow you to sign on. 
 

 
 
Enter your employee code, (default code is 100), and click the Accept Button to sign yourself 
on to the system 
 

 
 
 
 
For Additional Information see Employee Setup & Job Positions 
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POS News and Web Access 
 
POS News gives you immediate access to our help web site.  This requires an active Internet 
connection.  This web site provides you access to information relating to POSsimplicity, 
program updates, on line help and much more. 
 

 
 
You can also access your corporate web site through POS Setup. 
 
You must enter the URL to your corporate web site under System Setup to display the icon to 
access your web site. 
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Using The Navigational Toolbar 
 
The Navigational Toolbar sits at the bottom of all data entry windows.  Whether you are 
entering product, suppliers, customers or employees, the functionality of the toolbar remains 
basically the same. 
 

 

 
 
The Copy Current Record is useful to add many new records where most of the information 
you are adding is the same as the previous record. 
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Deleting Records 
 

 
 
 
Use the Delete Icon on the Navigational Toolbar to delete records from the system.  We call it 
deleting records, but in reality, no records are actually ever deleted.  They are simply hidden 
from view. 
 
Under Administration in System Setup, there is a feature called Show Active Only.  When this 
feature is disabled, all deleted or hidden record can be viewed and you can actually undelete 
records if you wish.   
 
The Show Active Only feature should always be enabled. You can temporarily disable 
the feature so you can view or undelete a record, but always remember to enable it 
again! 
 
To undelete a record 

1) Go to POSsetup 
2) Click Administration  Remove the check mark from Show Active Only 
3) Go to the module where you want to undelete the record 

For example, to undelete an employee, go to employee setup 
4) Locate the record you want to undelete 
5) Remove the check mark beside the Deleted field 
6) Save the record 
7) Place the check mark back in Show Active Only 
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Setting Up Your Employees and Security 
 
Security is very important issue in any computer system. Over time, your POS system 
accumulates a lot of valuable information.  Making sure only authorized individuals view this 
information is a simple process. 
 
There are three main components when setting up the security system. 

1) Job Position Setup 
2) Security Level Setup 
3) Employee Setup 

 
Job Positions are a means of grouping Employees into various groups, such as 
Administrators, Managers and Cashiers.  Each Job Position is assigned a numerical Security 
Level from 0 to 99 where 0 would be the lowest level and 99 would be the highest level. 
 
Each Employee in your establishment must be assigned to at least one Job Position. Each 
function within the system is also assigned to a Job Position. This relationship determines 
what functions employees have access to. 
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Employees can only access functions that have a Job Position Security Level equal to or less 
than theirs.  For example, if you create an employee and assign them a Job Position of 
Cashier and then specify that Voids require a Job Position of Managers, then that employee 
could not perform voids. 
 
The basic steps to setting up your security system is,   
 

1) Create the Job Positions or use the system defaults 
2) Assign the appropriate Job Positions to the various system functions under Security 

Levels or use the system defaults 
3) Create your Employees and assign the Job Positions to each employee 

 

Security Basics 
 

 Make sure employees Log Out when they leave the system unattended or when they 
are finished using the system. 

 Make sure employees change their Employee Access Code often. In a touch screen 
environment, it is difficult to keep codes secret so changing codes often is a good 
security practice. 

 Never tell anyone your Employee Access Code. 
 When possible, use the keyboard to enter your Employee Access Code or use 

Employee Access Cards and a magnetic card reader. 
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Job Position Setup 
 
Job Positions group employees together for security and reporting purposes. Groups such as 
Supervisors, Managers and Cashiers provide the means in which we determine who can or 
cannot access the various functions POSsimplicity offers. Job Positions are assigned to each 
system functions and each employee.   
 

 
 
For example, 
The system function Void has been assigned the Job Position of Manager (Security Level 
75). You as an employee have been assigned the Job Position Cashier  (Security Level 25). 
You will not be able to use the Void Function because your security level of 25 is less than 
the required security level of 75. 
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By default, POSsimplicity has three Job Positions 

 Cashiers    (Security Level 25) 

 Managers   (Security Level 75) 

 Owners/Administrators  (Security Level 99) 
 

Job Position Fields 
 
Job Position Name 
Enter the job position name for this employee type.  For example, Manager, Cashier 
 
Security Level 
Enter the security level this Job Position carries.  Security levels are from 0 to 99 where 99 is 
the highest level. 
 
Department 
Select from the dropdown list, the appropriate department for the Job Position.  This is strictly 
used as a reporting tool to group job positions.  
 
For Additional Information see Employee Setup & Employee Department Setup 
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Employee Setup 
 
Use Employee Setup to maintain records for all employees who work at your establishment.  
The employee module determines who can access the system and is utilized by the time and 
attendance features of POSsimplicity.   (* Indicates required field) 
 

 
 

Employee Fields 
 
* Last Name and First Name  
Enter the employee’s name. 
 
* POS Name 
Enter the name to appear on reports and on the customer’s receipt. 
 
* Card Number 
Enter the employee’s access card number.  This is the number the employee enters to gain 
access to the system.  This code must be unique for each employee. 
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* Job Position and Pay Rate 
Add the job position for the employee. The job position gives the employee their security level 
and their pay rate.  Employees can have multiple job positions.  For example, a person 
maybe a bartender one day, and a floor manager the next day.  Their security level and pay 
rate would fluctuate between shifts.  Enter the hourly rate this employee receives.  If the 
employee is on salary, calculate an hourly rate.  This information is used to calculate labor 
costs in reporting and for payroll. 
 
Address, City etc 
Enter the employee’s mailing address. 
 
Phone Number and Fax Number 
Enter the employee’s telephone numbers 
 
Email Address 
Enter the employee’s email address 
 
Social Insurance Number 
Enter the SIN or Social Security Number for the employee. 
 
Pager Number Required 
Pagers are utilized in a hospitality environment to notify servers when their food is ready for 
pickup.  If checked, the employee will be prompted for their pager number when they clock in 
at the start of their shift. Staff can change their current pager number during their shift in the 
point of sale under Staff Tasks.  The pager number will appear on the kitchen and bar chits. 
 
Accessible Functions 
This list shows all the functions the employee can access based upon their Job Position. This 
is displayed for informational purposes only and can only be modified by changing the 
employee’s Job Position or by modifying Security Levels. 
 
Birthday 
Enter the employee’s birthday. 
 
Employee Since 
This is the date the employee’s record was created.  This field cannot be modified. 
 
Notes 
Enter any information you wish here. 
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Password Expires 
Check this to force the employee to change their card number every 5 days. This forces a 
higher level of security because passwords don’t become common knowledge throughout 
your company. This is primarily useful for companies where passwords are manually entered 
through the touch screen or the computer keyboard. Companies that utilize Employee Access 
Cards don’t require this feature because in this instance, passwords are never manually 
entered and therefore cannot ever be overseen by any employee. 
 
Photo 
Employees Picture. 
 
Gender 
Select male or female for the employee.  This is used to display specific gender icons within 
the system and also when providing gender in questions such as his or her and he or she. 
 
Hide In POS 
This will prevent the employee from showing up on schedules and various other systems.   
This would be useful if the employee were a computer technician and didn’t actually work in 
the establishment. 
 
 
For Additional Information see Job Position Setup 
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Employee Department Setup 
 
Employee Departments are a method of grouping Job Positions for reporting purposes. 
 

 
 
 

Employee Department Fields 
 
Department Name 
Enter the name for the department. 
 
For Additional Information see Job Position Setup  
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Security Level Setup 
 
The POSsimplicity system accumulates a lot of valuable information.  It is important to setup 
the security system so it cannot be accessed or modified by just anyone.  The Security 
Levels section is one area in which you can determine who has access to some functionality 
the system offers. 
 
By default, POSsimplicity assigns  

 Cashiers to very basic tasks. 

 Managers to most tasks but limited reporting and setup specifics. 

 Owner/Administrators to all tasks. 
 

 
 
Note Security Levels can also be assigned under Discount Setup, Payment Method 
Setup, Refund Reason Setup and Product Setup.
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Initially, it is recommended to use the system with the default security settings. Make 
adjustment as they become necessary.  If you determine that staff are accessing functions 
they should not or cannot access functions they require, then make the adjustment. 
 
You cannot add or delete records from the Security Levels module.  You can only modify the 
information. 
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Security Level Fields 

 
Description 
The description indicates what feature you are assigning a security level to.  Although you 
can modify this description, do not change the meaning of the description to something else.  
 
Job Position Required 
Select from the dropdown list the minimum Job Position required to access the feature. 
 
Note:  The Current Job Positions list shows the jobs positions that your system uses and the 
security level assigned to that job position. 
 
Security Levels can also be assigned under Product Setup, Discount Setup, Payment Method 
Setup and Refund Reason Setup. 
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Current Back Office functions that can have a security level 
 
Customer Setup   Employee Setup 
Supplier Setup    Customer Type Setup 
Job Position Setup   System Setup 
Station Setup    Security Level Setup 
POS Screen Design Setup  Menu Names Setup 
Product Setup    Sales Department Setup 
Product Type Setup   Modifier Setup 
Category Setup    Menu Design Setup 
Payment Method Setup   Discount Setup 
Refund Setup    Price Tables 
Sales Types    Tour Operator Setup 
Sales Tracker Setup   Define Printers 
System Printer Setup   Driver Setup 
Receive Stock    Image Group Setup 
Inventory Adjustments   Label Design 
Prompts Setup    Product Group Setup 
Currency Override Rate   Currency Setup 
Manually Adjust Statistics  Return Processing 
Floor Plan Designer   Table Setup 
Sections Setup    POS News 
Staff Scheduling   View/Change Passwords 
Booking Setup    Paid Out Reason Setup 
Backup Data    Marketing 
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Current Point Of Sale functions that can have a security level 
 
Exit POS to Windows   All Transaction Viewer 
Your Transaction Viewer  Flag Transaction Voided 
Reopen A Transaction   POS Reports 
Time Clock    Time Clock Adjustments 
Printer Manager    Float In 
Float Out    Cash Declaration 
Paid Out    Open the Store 
Close the Store    Reprint A Receipt 
Start New Shift    Send POS Mail 
Exceed Delivery Maximum  Print Employee Cash Out Summary 
Change Employee Code  Close Current Shift 
Override Credit Limit   Access Smart Scan System 
Access Point Of Sale System  Transfer All Checks 
My POS Reports   Access All Tables 
Edit Payments At POS   Move/Change Table # 
Direct Voids    Open Cash Drawer 
Close Credit Card Batch   POS Stock Adjustments 
Edit Daily Notes    Assign To Cash Drawer 
Access Any Table   Change Tender Method 
Frequent Buyer Adjustments  Open Cash Drawer With No Sale 
Access Invoicing
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Current Report functions that can have a security level 
 
Access Report Viewer   Employee Reports 
A/P Reports    Customer Reports 
A/R Reports    Enterprise Reports 
Multi Store Reports    Schedule Reporting 
Misc. Reports    Listings 
Product Reports   Winery Reports 
Load Reports Function   Prompt Reports 
 
 
For Additional Information see Job Position Setup & Employee Setup 
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Training Mode 
 
POSsimplicity has a full training mode for the point of sale.  Under training mode, you can 
open and close the store, make sales and voids, without affecting sales.   
 
Under training mode 
 

 Prices of products sold will always be random 

 The cash drawer will never open 

 Kitchen and Bar chits will not print 

 You cannot access POSsetup in training mode 

 Sales receipts will print with a training mode message, which can be set up under 
System Setup  Receipt Messages 

 
All POS functions can be used under training mode, including 
 

 Sales 

 Table Management 

 Voids and Refunds 

 Clocking In and Out 
 
 
Training mode will not start if the point of sale is currently running on the station. 
 
To access training mode, 
 

1. Exit the Point Of Sale on the terminal back to Windows. 
 

2. Enter POSsetup and click Employees  Training Mode. 
 

3. Click the Check Mark to begin training mode. 
 

4. Select the station number to use for the training mode.  This should be the terminal 
number of the station you are using. 
 

Be patient. Before training mode begins, POSsimplicity creates a copy of your database in its 
current state.  Once created, the point of sale will open and you are in training mode.  You 
will be reminded you are in training mode when each employee clocks in and on the 
completion of each sales transaction. All functions can be used in training mode. 
 

5 To exit training mode, Log In and click Manager  Exit POS 
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Staff Scheduling 
 
Under Construction. 
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Setting Up Your Products 
 
Before you start creating the products you sell, there are several steps that should be 
completed first.  The following is a general guideline on how you should set up the system. 
 

1) Find as much paperwork as you can that contains supplier information, product 
descriptions, costs etc. 
 

2) Create the Suppliers you purchase your products from.  Enter all relevant information 
such as phone numbers and credit limits.  
 

3) Determine on paper the breakdown of your Sales Departments and Product Types.  
See example below.  Each Product you sell will increment a Product Type category.  
Each Product Type category will increment a Sales Department.  The main reason 
for this breakdown is to group your products for reporting purposes, so a little extra 
thought and effort at this early stage in the setup process, can reward you with 
valuable reporting statistics in the long run.  
 

4) Create the Sales Departments you determined in step 3. 
 

5) Create the Product Types you determined in step 3. 
 

6) Create the Products your establishment will sell. 
 

 
For Additional Information see 
 Modifier Setup 
 Report Group Setup 
 Price Table Setup 
 Prompt Setup 
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Supplier Setup 
 
Enter your supplier information here.  This information will be used when ordering products. 
Supplier Setup can be found under the Inventory Menu in POS setup. 
 
Supplier Setup is also tightly integrated with Product Setup and Purchase Orders.  
 

 Create and modify purchase orders 

 Delete and Undelete products associated with the supplier 

 Modify the cost and retail price of products associated with the supplier 
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Supplier Fields 

 
Company Name 
Enter the name of the supplier. 
 
Address, City….Country 
Enter the mailing information for the supplier. 
 
Phone and Fax Numbers 
Enter the supplier’s telephone numbers. 
 
Email Address 
Enter the email address for the supplier. 
 
Web Address 
Enter the address to the supplier’s web site 
 
Our Customer Code 
Enter the code the supplier has assigned to your company. 
 
Contact 
Enter the name of the person whom you normally talk to at the company. 
 
Terms 
Enter the payment terms the supplier has assigned to your company. For example, Net 30 
Days. 
 
Credit Limit 
Enter the credit limit your have with the supplier. 
 
Account Balance 
This is the amount of money you currently owe the supplier. You cannot enter anything in this 
field.  It is calculated by the system. 
 
Notes 
Enter any additional information regarding the supplier here. 
 
Purchase Orders Tab 
Create, View and Edit Open & Closed Purchase orders for the supplier. 
See Purchase Orders for additional information. 
 
Products Tab 
View and edit products that are ordered from the selected supplier. 
Click the Product TabLoad Products to list the products purchased from the supplier. 
See Product Setup for additional information. 
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Sales Department Setup 
 
Sales Departments are used to group your sales into categories for reporting purposes.  
Sales departments are your top level of reporting. Each Sales Department is incremented by 
a Product Types.   Product Types are in turn incremented by Products. 
The Sales Department Setup can be found under the Products Menu in POS Setup. 
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Sales Department Fields 

 
Department Name 
Enter the name of the sales department. For example, Food, Modifiers, Merchandise. 
 
Accounting Code 
Enter the GL Account Number that this sales department applies to in an optional accounting 
package.  See Accounting Integration for additional information. 
 
Hash Department 
A hash department is a department that should be excluded from your sales.  For example, 
you sell raffle tickets for a charity.  You are taking the money in, but giving it away.  It is not 
your sale.  Check this if this department is a hash department. 
 
 
For Additional Information see Product Type Setup & Setting Up Your Products.
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Product Type Setup 
 
Product Types are used to group your sales into categories for reporting purposes.  Product 
Types are your second level of reporting. Each product you create must be assigned to a 
Product Type.  The product type provides the product with its tax status, and also links the 
product to any remote printers that should be printed to when the product is sold. 
Product Type Setup can be found under the Products Menu in POS setup. 
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Product Type Fields 

 
Product Type Name 
Enter the name for the product type. For example, Appetizers, Entrees, Merchandise, Hats 
 
Sales Department 
Select from the dropdown list the sales department that this product type will increment when 
sales are made. 
 
Head Office Sales Group 
Select from the dropdown list the head office sales group that this product type will increment 
when sales are made. 
 
Rate 
The rate field has various uses depending on how your system has been configured in 
system setup. 
 

 Under normal circumstances, this field would be the commission rate an employee 
would receive if a product were sold under this category. 

 

 If the Use Frequent Buyer Program has been enabled, this field contains the number 
of units that a customer must purchase to be entitled to a free one. 

 

 If the Use Sales Tracker feature has been enabled, this field contains the commission 
rate to be paid to Drivers and Tour Operators when products are purchased under 
this category. 

 
Link To UPC 
The UPC code specified under Link To UPC will be sold automatically whenever this product 
type is used.  You can also set the Link To UPC at the product level under Product Setup. 
 
Taxes 
Select the taxes that products in this product type category should charge. 
 
Deposits 
Enter the value of any deposit to collect, such as a bottle deposit, that should be applied to 
items that use this product type. 
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Printers 
Select any remote printers that products in this product type category should print to when 
sold.  Generally, this feature is used by restaurants to send how to make information to the 
kitchen and bar printers.  You do not have to select any printers for normal receipt printing.  
Receipt printing is automatic and has nothing to do with printer selection here. 
 
Note: If you do not use optional printer’s, you can hide it under System Setup, Show Optional 
Printers  
 
Use Age Verification 1 & 2 
The age verification feature allows an onscreen prompt to cashiers and servers when selling 
products to customers that must meet a minimum age requirement.  This prompt will let the 
cashier know what the birth date should be for a customer purchasing the product.  Enable 
this feature if this product type relates to any products that require age verification.  The Age 
Verification feature is configured under System Setup. 
 
Receipt Text 
Enter any special text that you want to appear on the sales receipt when a product 
associated with this product type is sold.  See Format Receipt Text for additional information. 
 
Invoice Module Gets Taxes From Wine Pricer 
This line will only appear if your POS system is configured as an Ontario Winery.  See 
Wineries for additional information. 
 
Price Schedule 
Price Schedules allow product pricing to fluctuate automatically.  For example, you could 
have special pricing on draft beer every Friday between 5 pm and 8 pm.  You can create a 
price schedule for a entire product type or for individual products.  If the Price Schedule 
button is flashing, then a price table is in effect on the selected product type.  See Price 
Schedule for additional information. 
 
Spec. Sheet 
The Spec. Sheet is used in conjunction with our Auto Sale Email feature. Select the 
document, (normally a PDF document) which markets this product type.  See Marketing 
Tools for additional information. 
 
 
For Additional Information see Sales Departments & Products 
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Product Setup 
 
Product setup is where you create the various items and products that you sell in your 
business.  If you want the items to appear on your point of sale screen, then the items should 
be created using the POS Menu Designer. The Menu Designer will create the product and 
then allow you to place it directly on your point of sale screen. 
 
 
Product Setup can be accessed from many different places. 
 

 From POS Setup, click Products  Product Setup 

 From Suppliers Setup on the Products Tab 

 From Menu Design by clicking Product Setup 

 From Stock Adjustment Utilities by clicking Product Setup 

 From the point of sale, click Manager Tasks  Products  Product Setup 
 

 
 
Products can include 

 The items you sell; Hammers, Post Cards, New York Steak Dinner 

 Modifiers for restaurants such as Rare, Medium and Well for a steak which direct 
kitchen staff on how to prepare the Steak Dinner 
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Product Screen In Retail Mode 
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Product Screen In Hospitality Mode 
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Product Screen In Winery Mode  
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Product Fields 

 
Description 
Enter the description of the product.  This description appears on the customer’s sales receipt 
as well as all reports.  You can enter up to 50 characters for the description.  Due to 
constraints on receipt printers, only the first 25 characters print on the sales receipt.  Analysis 
reports will display the complete description. The description is also a key search field so 
make it meaningful.   
 
Kitchen Print 
Enter the description of the product that will print on the remote printers that are selected 
under product type setup.  Typically, this feature is used in a hospitality environment to 
instruct the kitchen staff on what product to prepare.  This description should be shorter that 
the product description because it prints double size and will be truncated on the remote 
printer. It is recommended to keep the kitchen print to a maximum or 15 characters. If the 
products classification is Manually Entered Comment, the kitchen print text will appear on the 
line following the manually entered comment. 
 
Product Type 
Select from the dropdown list the product type that applies to this product. 
 
Matrix 
The Matrix feature would be primarily used in a retail environment. You can set up size or 
color matrixes for products such as clothing and shoes. Select the applicable matrix for the 
product. See Matrix Setup for additional information. 
 

 
 
Note: The Matrix feature is optional and must be activated under System Setup. 
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Classification 
Select from the dropdown list the classification that describes this product. 
 

 Product 
For example, NY Strip Steak, Hammer, Lamp 

 Modifier 
For example, Rare, Medium, Well Done 

 Weighted Product By Price 
A weighted product is an item where the barcode for the product contains the price of 
the product. Commonly, these are products that have a barcode assigned by a 
weight scale such as in a deli counter.  See Weighted Product Format under System 
Setup. 

 Manually Entered Comment 
The system will bring up an on screen keyboard when the product is sold at the point 
of sale. 

 Ingredient 
An ingredient would be any product that is used to create another product, but is not 
sold by itself.  Ingredients are used to create or manufacture other products. For 
example, if you manufacture wine, the bottle, label, cork are all ingredients required 
to manufacture the bottle of wine. See Manufacturing and Recipes for additional 
information. 

 Non-POS Item 
Non POS Items are products that you may stock, but are used internally for your 
business. For example, cleaning supplies. 

 Winery Sales By Bottle 
Sales of wine by the bottle sold by Retail Wine Outlets. If this is selected, the Wine 
Pricer will be available to price your wine for the various retail channels. See Wine 
Pricer for additional information. 

 Winery Sales By Glass 
Sales of wine by the glass sold by Retail Wine Outlets. 

 Product – Multi Price Level 
The system will prompt you for the price level when the item is purchased. For 
example, create an item called strawberries with price levels by pint, quart, flat. 

 Weighted Product By Weight 
The system will prompt you for the products weight when you sell the item. 

 Price By UPC and Alternate 
UPC sells for retail 1, Alternate UPC1 sells for retail 2 and Alternate UPC2 sells for 
retail 3. 
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 Super Button 
This product will sell a Super Button.  See Super Button for additional information. 
If Super Button is selected, you will be required to select the Super Button the 
product applies to from the dropdown menu. 
 

 
 

 Wine Club 
This product will sell a Wine Club See Wine Club for additional information. 

If Wine Club is selected, you will need to select the Wine Club the product applies to 
from the dropdown menu. 
 

 
 
 
UPC Code 
Enter the UPC for the product. If you have a barcode scanner attached to your system then 
you should set this field for any product you intend to scan. Scanning the barcode with your 
barcode scanner can also complete this field.  
 
Alternate Product Code and Quantity 
You can have up to two secondary product codes for each product.  Each alternate code can 
also have an optional quantity associated with it. 
 
For example, there is a UPC code on every can of pop. Pop normally comes in a case of 24. 
Each case would also have a barcode.  The barcode on the can would be different from the 
barcode on the case 

1) Set UPC code to the barcode on the can. 
2) Set the Alternate Code to the barcode on the case and set the alternate quantity to 

24. 
When you scan the can, 1 unit will be deducted from stock. When you scan the case, 24 units 
will be deducted from stock. 
 
User Field 1 and 2 
These fields are included in the system as a means of sorting the inventory in a way that we 
did not think of. For example, if you are a bookstore, you might want to use User Field 1 as 
Authors Name, allow you to quickly search for books by a particular author. 
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Report Group 
Select from the dropdown list the report group that applies to this product. 
 
Price Table 
Select from the dropdown list any price table that applies to this product.  A price table is a 
convenient way of pricing a group of items that all charge the same retail price.  A good 
example of this is bottled domestic beer.  Since most beer cost and sell for the same price, 
you could set up a price table for beer and assign this table to each beer product you create.  
This way if the price of beer changes, you only need to update the change in the price table 
instead of in each different beer product you created. See Price Table Setup for additional 
information. 
 
Retail 1 each 
Enter the regular retail price for this product. 
 
Retail 2 through 15 
Enter the retail price for the appropriate price level. 
 
Modifier Price 
Enter the price to sell this item for if it is being sold as a modifier.  For example, if this product 
was Ginger Ale, you might also use this Ginger Ale product as a modifier for a drink Rye and 
Ginger.  Your Retail Price 1 might be $1.50 but your modifier price would be $0.00 because 
you don’t charge for the soda that comes with a mixed drink. 
 
Cost/Qty 
Enter the cost for the product.  You can specify the cost as a price per unit or you can specify 
the case price.  For example, if the product is cans of pop, you could say you pay $0.20 for 1 
or  $4.80 for 24 because pop normally comes in a case of 24.  Either method is acceptable.   
 
Note:  If you specify the Qty value as anything other than 1 (one), then when you receive 
product into stock, the system will assume that you are receiving by the case and will multiply 
the amount of stock you are receiving by Qty value. 
 

Using our above example with the pop, if you are receiving 2 cases or 48 cans of pop 
into stock, 
 
If we enter the cost as  $0.20 for 1 then we would receive 48 cans into stock 
If we enter the cost as  $4.80 for 24 then we would receive 2 cases into stock 
 
Both methods would give us a total of 48 cans in stock 

 
 
POS Button Appearance  
The POS Button is what appears on the screen for the cashier or server.  If you want to 
change the buttons text, click on the button and use the backspace keys to remove text and 
then type the new text. 
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 Change the color of the buttons text and background. 

 The button can contain text, a graphic image or both. 

 Enter specific text to appear on the top left of the button.  
 
Supplier 
Select from the dropdown list the supplier that you purchase this product from.  There are 
dropdown lists for 3 different suppliers for each product.  The first dropdown list box is the 
supplier that the purchase order system will utilize when generating orders.  The remaining 
list boxes are for reference only of other suppliers that can supply the product 
 
Supplier Part Number 
Enter for each supplier, their part number for the product for ordering purposes. 
 
Track Stock 
Enable or disable track stocking for this product.  There are sometimes products that you 
don’t receive into stock such as ‘labor’.  By disabling stock tracking, you won’t end up with a 
large negative ‘Quantity On Hand’ figure for this product. 
 
Minimum Stock Levels 
Enter the minimum quantity of product you want to have in stock for this product at any given 
time.  The system will generate stock order reports based on this figure. You can manually 
enter this figure or the system can auto-generate it based on the last 1 to 52 months of sales 
history. See System Setup for additional information. 

 
Re-Order Quantity 
This figure determines how many units the system will say to order if your minimum stock 
level has been reached. . The re-order quantity figure is how many units the system will say 
to order if you’re current quantity on hand is the Minimum Stock Level. 
 

Minimum Stock Level   20 units 
Re-Order Quantity   30 units 
Current Quantity On Hand  10 units 
The system will assume that you want to get your stock level to 50 units  (20 units + 
30 units).  Since you only have 10 units in stock the order report will suggest you 
purchase 40 units  (50 units - 10 units). 

 
Label Type 
Select from the dropdown list any label that you want to print when you receive the product 
into stock. You can use our preset label types or create your own label designs.  See Label 
Designer for additional information. 
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Package Size 
Enter how this product is packaged from the supplier.  For example,150-gram bag or 2 
lb.box.  This is a descriptive field and is only used for reporting purposes. 
 
Modifier Table 
Select from the dropdown list, any modifiers or forced questions that apply to the product. 
See Modifier Setup for additional information. 
 
Course Sorting 
Course Sorting allows product to appear in a particular order when printed on remote printers 
such as kitchen printer.  Servers can modify this sort order when the order is entered, but 
setting the basic order here will make the servers job easier.  For example, you don’t want 
the cherry cheesecake to appear on the kitchen chit before the steak dinner.  Select the 
primary sort order when items are sent to remote printers such as bars and kitchen printers.   
See System Printers for additional information. 
 
POS Keyboard Shortcut 
You can create a shortcut to a particular product.  This allows for quick access to the product 
by pressing a key on the keyboard. 
Shortcuts can be applied to the following keys: 

 F1 ~ F12 

 Alt F1 ~ Alt F12 

 Ctrl F1 ~ Ctrl F12 

 Shift F1 ~ Shift F12 
 
Notes 
Enter any additional information relating to the product for reference purposes. 
 
Prompt 
Select from the dropdown list any prompt you want to appear when you sell the product. See 
Prompt Setup for additional information. 
 
Security Level Required 
Select from the dropdown list the minimum Job Position that is required to sell this product. 
 
Image Group 
Select from the dropdown list the appropriate Image Group to assign to this product.  Image 
groups allow you to search for a product by its picture.  For example, in a grocery store you 
might have an Image Group called Lettuce.  You could program in pictures of all the different 
types of lettuce you sell and search for the particular type of lettuce a customer brings to the 
checkout by its picture.  See Image Group Setup for additional information. 
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Product Image 
Use the Get Button to locate the picture of this product. 
 
Special From, Special To, Price 
Select the date the product will go on special, the date the special ends and the price the 
product will be on special.  The computer will automatically start and end the special. 
 
Link To UPC 
The UPC code specified under Link To UPC will be sold automatically whenever this product 
is sold.  Link To UPC can also be specified under Product Type Setup. The Link To UPC 
under Product Type Setup always overrides the Link To UPC specified in Product Setup  
 
Points 
Enter the amount of additional reward points that a customer will receive if they purchase this 
product.   See Reward Systems for more information. 
 
Open Priced 
With this feature enabled, the system will prompt for a price when you sell the product. 
 
Is Negative 
With this feature enabled, the system will force the Open Priced item to be a negative price. 
 
Use Scale 
Enabling this will cause the retail price of an item to be multiplied by the weight on the 
terminals weight scale. 
 
Spec. Sheet 
The Spec. Sheet is used in conjunction with our Auto Sale Email feature. Select the 
document, (normally a PDF document) which markets this item.  See Marketing Tools for 
additional information. 
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Product Type Tab 
 
Normally products inherit their taxes and price schedules from their assigned product type.  
Sometime it may be necessary to override these defaults.  Under the Product Type tab, you 
can override the defaults and set the taxes and price schedules at the product level. 
 
If Override Product Type Defaults is not checked, the page will be grayed out and will indicate 
the values assigned by the associated product type.  
 

 
 
Taxes 
Select the taxes this product needs to charge 
 
Price Schedule 
Price Schedules allow product pricing to fluctuate automatically.  For example, you could 
have special pricing on chicken wings every Tuesday between 5 pm and close.  You can 
create a price schedule for an entire product type or for individual products.  If the Price 
Schedule button is flashing, then a price table is in effect on the selected product. 
See Price Schedule for additional information. 
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For Additional Information see 
 Sales Departments 
 Product Types 
 Report Groups 
 Price Tables 
 Prompts 
 Modifiers 
 Image Groups 
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Manufacturing and Recipes 
 
Manufacturing and Recipes can be accessed by clicking the How To Make tab under Product 
Setup.  This process allows for detailed stock tracking for both retailers and restaurants. 
 

 In a restaurant environment, you could create a recipe for a steak dinner.  When you 
sell the dinner, the system would deduct from inventory, 1 Steak, 1 Potato, 1 Salad. 
 

 In a retail environment, you could create a recipe for a gift basket.  When you sell the 
basket, the system would deduct from inventory, 1 Basket and a variety of other 
products that are in the basket. 

 
Note: If using the recipe feature, the Price Table feature is disabled 
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Manufacturing and Recipes allow you to create and track stock on products that are required 
in order to sell other products.  In our example above, we manufacture wine. Each bottle of 
wine we produce requires several ingredients. A bottle, label, cork and juice.  If we receive 10 
bottles of wine into stock, the system will automatically remove 10 labels, 10 corks, 10 bottles 
and 7.5 units of juice from stock. 
 
Pre-Packaged Item 
Pre-Packaged determines when ingredient stock is deducted.  
 

 If a product is pre-packaged, the ingredient stock is deducted from inventory when 
you receive the Bottle of Wine into stock. For example, if we quick receive 10 bottles 
of wine, the system would deduct from stock, 10 bottles, 10 labels, 10 corks and 7.5 
units of red wine juice. Typically, if a product is pre-packaged, each ingredient item 
should have Track Stock checked. 
 

 If a product is not pre-packaged, the ingredient stock is deducted each time you sell 
the Bottle of Wine. Typically, if a product is not pre-packaged, each ingredient item 
should have Track Stock unchecked. 

 
How To Make 
The how to make section is a notepad region in which you can enter specific details as to 
how this product is prepared or manufactured.  This area can also be printed on product 
labels. 
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Price Schedules 
 
Price Schedules allow product pricing to fluctuate automatically.  For example, you could 
have special pricing on chicken wings every Tuesday between 5 pm and close or draft beer 
could be on special for a happy hour daily between 4 pm and 7 pm.  Price schedules can be 
created at the at the product type level where the table will affect all the associated products 
or they can be created for individual products. Price schedules can be programmed to 30 
minute intervals. 
 
The Price Schedule option must be enabled under System Setup to be available. 
 

 
 
The above example shows a price table at the product type level. All beers would charge 
retail price 1 during the red periods, retail price 2 during the orange periods and would be 
unavailable during the pink periods. 
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If the price schedule is created from the Product Type Setup screen, the schedule will apply 
to all products associated with the product type.  If the price schedule is created from the 
product setup screen, the price schedule will apply to that product only. 
 
If the Price Schedule button is flashing, then a price table is in effect on the selected product 
or product type. 
 
To use the schedule grid, 
 

1. Using your mouse, highlight then time period you want to set 
2. Click the price level to charge during that period 
3. Click Save when you are finished. 

 
Click Delete to remove a price schedule. 
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Image Group Setup 
 
Image groups are used to enable quick searches of products by their picture.  You can create 
various groups.  For example, a grocery store may create groups for Lettuce and for 
Mushrooms.  Once all the various lettuce and mushroom products have been programmed 
into the system with their picture, you can bring up visual lists to locate the particular item by 
its picture. 
 

                 
 
Once you have created the Image Groups, you assign them to the appropriate products in 
Product Setup.  See Product Setup for additional information. 
 
The Image Search List can be implemented by pressing the Image Search button on the 
Product Setup toolbar or by pressing the Image Search button from the Product Inquiry 
Screen in the Point Of Sale.  
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Report Group Setup 
 
Report Groups are used to group your products into categories for reporting purposes.  Each 
product can be optionally assigned to a Report Group. 
 
 
 

Report Group Fields 
 
Report Group Name 
Enter the name for the report group. For example, Appetizers, Entrees, Merchandise, Hats 
 
For Additional Information see Product Setup. 
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Matrix Setup 
 
The Matrix feature is primarily used in the retail industry. Create a color or size matrix for 
products such as clothing and shoes. 
 

 
 
 
Note: The Matrix feature is optional and must be activated under System Setup. 
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For example, you sell a T-Shirt in 3 different sizes. You have two options on how to set up 
this product. 
 
Option #1: Create 3 different products for the T-Shirt, 

 T-Shirt Small 

 T-Shirt Medium 

 T-Shirt Large 
 
Option #3: Create a Matrix called What Size and assign it the following values 

 Small 

 Medium 

 Large 
 
Create a product called T-Shirt and assign the matrix What Size to it. 
When you sell the T-Shirt, it will ask you for the particular size.   

 
 

Matrix Fields 
 
Matrix Name 
Enter a descriptive name for the Matrix. For example, What Shirt Size 
 
1 to 40 
Enter up to 40 descriptive names for the matrix For example, Small, Medium, Large 
 
For Additional Information see Product Setup. 
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Price Table Setup 
 
Price tables have two possible uses. 

 Mix n Match Pricing 

 Group Pricing 
 
 

Mix n Match Pricing 
 
A convenience store would typically use Mix n Match pricing for several of their products.  
Chocolate bars are a good example. 

 Purchase any one chocolate bar for $0.85 
 Purchase any two chocolate bars for $1.25 
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Group Pricing  
 
Group pricing is a convenient way of grouping similar priced objects together. For example, in 
a restaurant, you could create a price table for domestic beer and assign all of the domestic 
beers you sell to the price table.  When the price of domestic beer changes, you only need to 
adjust the price table as opposed to adjusting the price in every beer record. 

 

 
 
 

Price Table Fields 
 
Description 
Enter a name to describe the price table such as Bottled Beer or Chocolate Bars. 
 
Is Mix N Match 
If the price table is a Mix N Match table, check this box. 
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Price A/Qty 
Enter the standard retail price for the product. Always enter 1 for the quantity for Price A. 
 
Price B/Qty to Price F/Qty and Modifier Price 
For Mix n Match pricing, enter the discounted price and the quantity that must be purchased 
to receive that price. 
 
Cost Price/Qty, Special From, Special To, Special Price 
For added convenience, these fields can optionally be included or excluded from the price 
table. 
 
 
 
See Product Setup for a detailed description of these fields. 
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Modifier Setup 
 
Modifiers are used mainly in the hospitality industry.  They are a series of questions and 
answers that help cooks and bartenders prepare your food and drink orders.  For example, if 
you order a Steak Dinner, an appropriate question would be ‘How Cook Steak?’ and the 
answers would be Rare, Medium Rare, Medium, Medium Well or Well.  Once you have 
created your modifiers, you can assign them to the appropriate products. In product Setup, 
you can assign up to 5 modifiers to each product.  Each answer within a modifier table is in 
itself a product, so each answer can also have up to 5 modifiers.  In our example below, the 
steak dinner has 3 modifiers, How Cook Steak, What Potato and What Salad.  The Garden 
Salad answer in the What Salad question also has a modifier, What Dressing. 
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Modifier Fields 
 
Table Name 
Enter the name for the modifier table such as ‘How Cook Steak?’. 
 
Minimum Choices 
Enter the minimum number of choices that the server can select from the list.  For a question 
such as ‘How Cook Steak?’, the minimum number of choices would be one.  You must select 
one cooking method otherwise the chef could not prepare the steak. 
 
Maximum Choices 
Enter the maximum number of choices that the server can select from the list.  For a question 
such as ‘How Cook Steak?’, the maximum number of choices would be one.  The steak can 
only be prepared one way.  If the question was ‘What Burger Toppings?’ then the maximum 
choices would be higher, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Relish, Onions, Ketchup. 
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Allow How Many Splits 
Splits allow you to order one product and have it prepared more that one way.  An order of 
chicken wings could be ½ Honey Garlic and ½ Hot, or a pizza may have olives on just one 
side.  The number of splits determine how the item can divided.  

2 Splits allow for halves 
3 Splits allow for thirds 
4 Splits allow for quarters 
Etc 

 
Auto Accept Selection 
Auto Accept is useful if the Minimum Choices and the Maximum Choices are equal.  When 
the maximum number of choices is reached, the modifier window automatically closes.  If 
Auto Accept is disabled, you must touch the Ok box to close the modifier window. 
 
Compact Screen     (compared to Full Screen) 
Select this option to display a compacted modifier screen as apposed to a full screen. To use 
the compact screen function, you must have, 

 Auto Accept selected  
 Minimum choices equal to 1 
 Maximum choices equal to 1  

 
Roll Up Price 
Roll Up Price will force the price on any modifiers to be added to the master item.  
 
Is Combo 
Is Combo will automatically sell all the items in the modifier table up to the Maximum 
Choices. See Combo Setup for additional information. 
 
Number Free Choices 
Generally, modifiers are free, but there are times when there is a charge.  This choice allows 
you to specify how many choices are free.  For example, you sell a Medium Pizza with 3 
Toppings for $10.99.  All toppings sell for 50 cents.  Our question ‘What Pizza Toppings?’ 
would allow for 3 free choices.  That would mean the first 3 toppings selected would all be 
priced at zero, but any additional toppings would charge their retail price of 50 cents.   
 
Maximum Price For Free Choice 
The maximum price for a free choice puts a dollar value limit on what can be selected as free.  
For example, if the maximum price was fifty cents, and they purchased a topping such as 
double cheese, which costs a dollar, then it would count as two items. 
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Add Item Button 
Moves the item selected in the Product List to the Modifier Answer List. 
 
Remove Item Button 
Removes the item selected in the Modifier Answer List. 
 
Product Setup Button 
Takes you to Product Setup so you can create a new product (modifier answer).  When you 
create the modifier answer in Product Setup, make sure you set the Classification for the 
product to Modifier. 
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Assigning Modifiers to Products 
 
Once you have created your modifiers, you must assign them to the appropriate products in 
Product Setup. 
 

 
 
When you sell the item at the point of sale, the modifier selection screen will appear. 
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Full Modifier Screen With Split Option
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Compact Modifier Screen 
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Full Modifier Screen 
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Combo Setup 
 
A typical scenario to describe combos is a hamburger meal.  The hamburger meal 
automatically sells the Hamburger, Fries and Drink for a discounted price.  Combos can also 
be used to create gift baskets or packages. 
 

Create a Hamburger Combo Example 
 

3) Create a product called Hamburger with a retail price of $2.95 and a modifier price of 
$0.00. 

4) Create a product called Fries with a retail price of $1.50 and a modifier price of $0.00. 
5) Create a product call Soft Drink with a retail price of $1.50 and a modifier price of 

$0.00. 
6) Create a Modifier Table called Burger Combo 

 
a) Assign the products Hamburger, Fries and Soft Drink to the table. 

b) Set the Minimum Choices to three. 
c) Set the Maximum Choices to three. 
d) Check Auto Accept and Is Combo. 
e) Uncheck Roll-Up Price. 
 

7) Create a product called Hamburger Combo with a retail price of $4.95. Assign the 
Modifier Table Burger Combo to the product. 

 

Selling the Combo 
 
If the items are sold individually, the customer is charged $5.95 for the products. If the items 
are purchased through the combo, the discounted price of $4.95 will be charged.  
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Super Button Setup 
 
The Super Button is an expanded modifier option for restaurants. It allows for multiple 
products to apply to a single modifier question.  For example, you sell a pizza and wing 
combo that consists of 2 medium pizzas with a total of 4 free toppings and 20 wings with your 
choice of sauce.  The Super Button can easily handle this combo.  The super button also 
handles scenarios such as pepperoni on one whole pizza and onions only on one half. The 
Super Button works in conjunction with the Modifier Tables.  
 
To illustrate how to configure a Super Button, we will use the following example 
 
2 Medium Pizzas, 4 free toppings, 20 Wings 
 

1) Click  Administration and Language Setup. 
 

 Click on Retail 2 and change its name to Small Topping Price 

 Click on Retail 3 and change its name to Medium Topping Price 

 Click on Retail 4 and change its name to Large Topping Price 

 
 

2) Create a product and call it Medium Pizza. If you are only going to sell the medium pizza 
using the Super Button, then you do not need to include any pricing or modifier tables.  

 
3) Create a product and call it 20 Wings. If you are only going to sell the 20 Wings using the 

Super Button, then you do not need to include and pricing or modifier tables. 
 

4) Create a modifier table and call it How Cook Wings.  Create and assign the choices Mild, 
Medium and Hot to the modifier table. 
 

5) Create a modifier table and call it Pizza Toppings.  Create and assign the available 
topping choices to the modifier table.  Eg Pepperoni, Onions, Olives. 
 
Pizza toppings will normally have a price assigned to them. Eg Pepperoni on a small 
pizza costs $1.00 while Pepperoni on a medium pizza costs $2.00.  Super Buttons utilize 
different price levels in product setup.  When you create the various topping products, 
assign the appropriate topping prices, Small Topping Price $1.00, Medium Topping Price 
$2.00 
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6) Create a Super Button similar to the illustrations. 
 

 
 
On the Item #1 tab  (Pizza Page) 
 

 Select the product this page applies to, in our case Medium Pizza 

 Can Split refers to whether the topping can be split eg ½ onions ½ oliveas 

 Enter 2 for How Many Of This Item because our combo is 2 medium pizzas 

 Select the Price Level.  In our case it’s a medium pizza so select the Medium 
Topping Price level. 

 Dollar Amount Free Choice is $8.00.  We are charging $2.00 for each medium 
topping and are giving 4 free toppings,  $2.00 x 4 toppings = $8.00 
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On the Item #2 tab  (Wings Page) 
 

 Select the product this page applies to, in our case 20 Wings 

 Can Split refers to whether the topping can be split eg ½ Mild ½ Hot 

 Enter 1 for How Many Of This Item because our combo is 1 order of 20 wings 

 Price Level and Dollar Amount Free Choice do not apply to our wings because all 
the choices are free. 
 

7) Lastly, create one final product called 2 Medium Pizzas and 20 Wings Combo. 
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 Description is 2 Medium Pizzas and 20 Wings Combo 

 Classification is Super Button and select 2 Pizzas & 20 Wings as the combo 

 Enter a Retail1 price of  $29.95. 
 
Our Super Button can be placed on your POS screen and is ready to sell. 
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Menu Categories 
 
Menu categories are a way of organizing or grouping products on your POS screen.  
 
If you are a restaurant, you may have categories such as Appetizers, Entrees, Beverages, 
Beer.  On each of these pages, you would have the corresponding items for example, on the 
Beer category page, you would have Budweiser, Coors Light etc. and on the Beverages 
category page you would have Coffee, Tea, Soda etc. 
 
In a convenience store, your categories might be lottery, tobacco, candy. 
 
It doesn’t really matter what the categories are, as long as they make it easy for the cashier 
to locate the products to sell.  Putting Budweiser on the Appetizers category page would not 
be user friendly to the cashier. 
 
It is important to note, menu categories have no other function in the system other than 
organizing products on the POS screen,  There are no reports that use these groups for any 
purpose. 
 
See Menu Designer for additional information.  
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Menu Designer 
 
Adding Products, Discounts and Other Buttons to your POS Screen 
 
Menu Designer is a specialized tool that allows helps you design your menu order screens. 
The order screens allow you to categorize your products into groups and display these 
categories and corresponding products on the point of sale screen, making it easy to locate 
and sell the product. This is especially useful for restaurants, but also for any business where 
not all products have UPC codes.  You can have some, all or none of your products located 
on the screen. 
 
The Menu Designer allows you to create and modify Menu Categories, Products and 
Discounts as well as assign them to a position on the screen.  
 
The Menu Designer is divided into three sections. 
 

1) Menu Category Pages 
 
The Category Page contains one or more Category Buttons.  When you click on a 
Category Button, the products assigned to the category appear in the Product Page 
section.  
 

2) Product & Discount Pages 

 
The Product & Discount Page contains the products for the current selected Menu 
Category Button 
 

3) Lists 
 
 Product displays a list of all products currently in your system. 
 Category displays a list of all Menu Categories currently in your system. 
 Discount displays a list of all Discounts currently in your system. 
 Other displays a list of other buttons you can place on your point of sale menu. 

(Gift Certificate Sale buttons, Get UPC button) 
 
You can drag the items from the lists to vacant positions on the Category and 
Product Pages.  
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Note: You determine the number of Category Buttons and Product Pages in POS Screen 
Design. You can have one category with one hundred products or fifteen categories, each 
with fifty products.  The only limits to your design are the size of your computer screen. 
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 Start the Menu Designer by clicking the Menu Designer icon or click Menu Designer 
from the Product Menu in POS Setup. 

 Select the Screen Name that you want to work with from the dropdown list. 

 Click on any Category Page Button to view the Products on that page. 

 To create or modify a Category Button, click the appropriate button and then click the 
Category Setup button. 

 To create or modify a Product Button, click the appropriate button and then click the 
Product Setup button. 

 To create or modify a Discount Button, click the appropriate button and then click the 
Discount Setup button. 

 To remove any Buttons from the screen, drag them to the Remove It button or Right 
Click on the button and select Remove.   Removing a product or category button from 
a menu does not delete it from the corresponding data file. It just removes it from the 
menu. 

 To move any Buttons, click and drag them to the new position. 

 To move a product from one category screen to another, click and drag the product 
to the category screen you would like it to appear on.  

 To change the colour of a product button, right click and select change background 
colour. To change the colour of multiple product buttons at once, hold the ctrl key and 
select all of the buttons you wish to change then right click and select change 
background colour. This also works for changing the text colour.  

 The system automatically saves all changes so when you are done, simply click the 
Exit Button 
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To add existing items to a screen, left click on the item you want to add to the screen and 
drag it to the position you want. When your over the position, release the mouse button. 
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Right Click on any button in use on the Product & Discount Page to bring up the Edit Menu.  
This menu allows you to: 

 Edit the button 

 Remove the button from the Product & Discount Page 

 Change the buttons background color 

 Change the buttons text color 

 Change the button text 

 Change the retail price 

 Change the modifier price 
 
Right Click on any vacant button on the Product & Discount Page to bring up the Edit Menu.  
This menu allows you to: 

 Create a new product on that button 

 Create a new discount on that button 
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Note: To multi-select several items, hold down the CTRL key and click on several product 
buttons. When all the items have been selected, right click on one selected item to display 
the multi-select menu.  
 
Point Of Sale Screen Examples 
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Inventory - Receiving & Adjusting Stock Levels 
 
Maintaining stock levels is an important aspect of the POSsimplicity system. POSsimplicity 
has the ability to track stock across up to 20 warehouses. 
 
A typical restaurant or retail store will keep all their stock within the premises of the building 
and maintain stock within the building. In this case, the business will only use one 
warehouse. Other businesses may maintain stock off premises as well as on premises so 
they may need to maintain more than one warehouse. You could also have a locked stock 
room on premises so that could be classified as a separate warehouse. 
 
Whatever the configuration you choose, POSsimplicity can work with you. 
 
Several things must be kept in mind when working with inventory. 

 Under Station Setup, you select the warehouse each POS station will use 
for stock depletion. 

 Any of the methods listed below will allow you to make stock adjustments to 
a warehouse 

 Stock can only be moved between warehouses using Stock Transfers 

 A detailed stock history for any product can be found under Product Setup 
 History  Load Details. 

 
There are several methods available to adjust stock levels. 

 Click Inventory  Stock Adjustment Utilities 

 Click Inventory  Purchase orders 

 Click Inventory  Stock Transfers 

 Click Inventory  Stock Adjustments 

 POS Stock Adjustments (see the Point Of Sale User Guide) 

 Click Products  Locate the product  Click Quick Receive 

 Click Inventory  Suppliers  Locate the products supplier  Click the 
products tab  Locate the product  Click Adjust Stock  

 Sales from the Point Of Sale and Invoicing will always adjust stock levels 
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Warehouse Setup  
 
POSsimplicity has the ability to track stock across single or multiple warehouses.  Typically, 
your stock is located within your store, but sometimes it becomes necessary to keep your 
stock in various areas. 
 
For example, 
A restaurant may keep liquor behind the bar as well as a locked stock room.  Management 
can transfer liquor from the stock room to the bar as required. At shift end, it would only be 
necessary for bartenders to count bar stock because they never had access to the stock 
room.   
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Warehouse Fields 

 
Warehouse Name 
Enter the name of the warehouse. Remember warehouse 1 is always your main store. 
 
Include In QOH 
Check this box if you want the quantity of stock in this warehouse to be reflected in your 
quantity on hand.  You may have an off site warehouse with stock that is not readily available 
for sale, so you may not want it included in your quantity on hand totals.  
 
Default Warehouse For Invoicing 
Select the warehouse invoicing will default to at the start of each transaction. You can 
optionally modify the warehouse. 
 
Lock Invoicing Warehouse 
Check this box if you do not want staff to be able to modify the default warehouse in 
invoicing. 
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Stock Adjustment Reasons 
 
Stock Adjustment Reasons are used to create a descriptive history for all adjustments make 
to inventory levels.  Stock adjustment reports will be broken down into these categories. 
Typical adjustment reasons could include 
 

 Shrinkage 

 Stock Transfers 

 Damaged 
 
 

Stock Adjustment Reason Fields 
 
Reason Description 
Enter a descriptive name for the adjustment reason. 
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Stock Adjustment Utilities 

 
Stock Adjustment utilities are used to perform stock maintenance on a selected group of 
products. 
 

 Stock Transfers 

 Stock Receiving 

 Stock Adjustments 

 Physical Stock Counts 
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1) Start Stock Adjustment Utilities by clicking the Inventory Menu and then Stock 
Adjustment Utilities. 
 

2) Fill the grid with products.  You can add products individually using any of the search 
buttons or click Load Grid to add a group of products. 
 

  
To select multiple items from any one column, hold down the CTRL key on your 
keyboard as you click each item. 
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3) Enter the adjustment quantities. 
 

 
 

 
 
4) Print any adjustment reports. 
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5) Post Changes to inventory. 
 
No changes are ever made to the inventory until the changes are posted. 
 
The Yes button will not enable until you have selected a Posting Method, Stock 
Source & Destination, and a Reason.  The comment is optional. 
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Posting Methods 
 
Stock Adjustment: When you post the changes, the adjustment quantity you 
entered will be added or subtracted from the current quantity on hand. A positive 
adjustment value will be added and a negative adjustment value will be subtracted. 
Under stock adjustment, any changes to retail price, cost price or cost quantity will be 
ignored. 
 
Quick Receive: When you post the changes, the adjustment quantity you entered 
will be added or subtracted from the current quantity on hand. A positive adjustment 
value will be added and a negative adjustment value will be subtracted. 
 
Physical Count: When you post the changes, the adjustment quantity you entered 
will become the current quantity on hand. 
 
Stock Transfer: When you post the changes, the adjustment quantity you entered 
will be removed from the source warehouse and will be added to the destination 
warehouse. 
 
 
 
 
  

6) Once the adjustments have been posted to inventory, the grid will automatically 
erase itself. 

 
 

 
 See Stock Adjustment Reasons and Warehouse Setup for additional information. 
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The Purchase Orders System 
 
POSsimplicity contains a powerful, full-featured purchase order system.  The purchase 
orders system allows you to create and issue order for stock to your suppliers and then 
quickly receive the stock when the merchandise arrives at your store. 
 
Purchase order can be accessed directly from POSsetup by clicking Inventory  Purchase 
Orders or through Supplier Setup  Purchase Order tab. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
To access purchase orders, click 
Inventory  Purchase Order System 
from POSsetup.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Purchase Order Features: 
  

 Create stock orders for your suppliers. 
 Modify your orders.  
 Receive the purchase order when the goods arrive at your door. 
 Process back orders. 
 Print or email your orders to your suppliers  
 Work multiple orders at the same time. 
 Print various reports. 
 Print product labels when stock is received. 
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Creating a Purchase Order 
 
There are several steps in generating a purchase order. 
 

1) Start the Purchase Order system by clicking Inventory  Purchase Orders. 
 

2) Click File  New and select the type of order to create. 
 

 Load No Items:  Create a new purchase order for a particular supplier but 
don’t preload any information in to the order.  The items can be manually 
added to the order. 

 Load Required Only Items:  Create a new purchase order for a particular 
supplier and load any items into the order that require stock based upon 
each products Minimum and Reorder Quantities. 

 Load All Items:  Create a new purchase order for a particular supplier and 
load all items purchased from the supplier into the order. 

 Load All – No Filter: Create a new purchase order for a particular supplier 
and load all items purchased from the supplier including items with Track 
Stock turned off. 
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3) Select the supplier you wish to create an order for. 
 

 
 

4) Enter the quantity you wish to order in under the Order column. 
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5) Enter any other purchase order information on the Header Screen. 
 

 
6) Click File  Close to save and print the complete the order. 
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Product Bar 
 
The product bar allows access to several functions of the purchase order systems. 

 

 
 

Modifying a Purchase Order 
 

1) Start the Purchase Order system. 
2) Click File  Modify. 
3) Select the Purchase Order you wish to open from the list. 
4) Modify the order as required. 
5) Click File  Close to save the complete the order. 

 

Print a Purchase Order 
 

1) Start the Purchase Order system. 
2) Click File  Print. 
3) Select the Purchase Order you wish to print from the list. 

 

Delete a Purchase Order Without Receiving Stock 
 

1) Start the Purchase Order system. 
2) Click File  Delete. 
3) Select the Purchase Order you wish to delete from the list. 
4) Confirm the delete by selecting Yes when prompted. 
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Receiving a Purchase Order and Update Stock Levels 
 
When your stock arrives at your back door, you need to receive your purchase order.  
Receiving the order will update your stock levels and print any product labels that are 
required. 
 

1) Start the Purchase Order system. 
2) Click File  Receive. 

 

 
 

3) Select from the list, the order you wish to receive. 
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4) Under the Receive column, enter the actual quantity that you received for each 

item.  Optionally, modify the cost and retail prices if required. 
 

 
 
 

5) Click File  Close to Save The Order.  When prompted select Yes to Post the 
order.  The posting process will update your stock and print any product labels 
that are required. 
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Back Order Processing 
 
 
 
POSsimplicity can create a back order if the 
entire purchase order is not received.  For 
example, you ordered 10 hammers and only 8 
were shipped. A back order of 2 hammers can 
be created. 
 
When you receive a purchase order, you will 
be prompted to generate a back order if all the 
goods were not received. 
 
When a back order is generated, POSsimplicity will create a new purchase order with the 
back ordered quantities.   
 

 
 
The back order purchase order is treated the same as any other purchase order.  
  
Note: The back order system can be disabled by adding the following line to the Options 
section in the main POSEDGE.INI file. 
 NoBackOrders=True 
See Global POSEDGE.INI for additional information. 
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Stock Transfer 
 
Stock Transfer allows a quick method to transfer stock between warehouses for individual 
items. To access Stock Transfer, click the Inventory Menu followed by Stock Transfer. 
 

 
 
 

1) Enter/Scan the Product UPC code or press the search button to list products 
2) Select the Stock Source (where is the product coming from) 
3) Select the Stock Destination (where is the stock going to) 
4) Select a reason for the adjustment 
5) Enter the quantity of stock to transfer 
6) Post the Transfer 

 
 
 
Note: You will not see the adjustment take place automatically in the quantity list.  If you wish 
to see the stock transfer result, you may need to press the Refresh List button several times. 
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Stock Adjustment 
 
Stock Adjustment allows a quick method to increase or decrease stock levels for a 
warehouse. To access Stock Adjustment, click the Inventory Menu followed by Stock 
Adjustment. 
 

 
 
 

1) Enter/Scan the Product UPC code or press the search button to list products 
2) Select the Stock Destination (where is the stock going to) 
3) Select a reason for the adjustment 
4) Enter the adjustment quantity 
5) Post the Adjustment 

 
 
Note: You will not see the adjustment take place automatically in the quantity list.  If you wish 
to see the stock adjustment result, you may need to press the Refresh List button several 
times. 
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Stock Receive 
 
Stock Receive allows a quick method to receive stock for an individual warehouse. To access 
Stock Receive, click the Inventory Menu followed by Stock Receive. 
 

 
 
 

1) Enter/Scan the Product UPC code or press the search button to list products 
2) Select the Stock Destination (where is the stock going to) 
3) Select a reason for the adjustment 
4) Enter the quantity of stock to receive 
5) Post the Receive 

 
 
Note: You will not see the adjustment take place automatically in the quantity list.  If you wish 
to see the stock receive result, you may need to press the Refresh List button several times. 
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Setting Up and Using Your Portable Data 
Collector 
 
Portable data collectors provide an efficient and accurate method of verifying stock levels and 
receiving stock.  They allow you to walk throughout your business, collect the stock 
information into the collector and then have the collector update or verify your stock levels. 
The data collector can also be used to verify product barcodes and prices. 
 
If you purchase your Data Collector from POS simplicity corporation, it will come to you pre-
programmed with all applicable software.  If you purchase the product elsewhere, then you 
must program the unit yourself with any required software.  
 

Unitech PT630 Data Collector Basic Installation & System Configuration 
 

1) Install Job Generator Software to C:\JGPlus5. 
 

2) Install PTComm Software to c:\JGPlus5. 
 

3) (If you purchased the data collector from POS simplicity corporation, then your data 
collector has already been programmed so you can proceed to step 4) 
Program your data collector using directions that accompanied your data collector. 
The required programming files are located in the C:\POSEDGE\3rdParty directory 
on your main point of sale computer. 
 

4) Add or verify the following lines exist in the POSEDGE.INI file located in the 
POSEDGE directory on your main point of sale computer. 
 
[PortableDataCollector] 
UseDataCollector =True 
AutoCreate=True 
DataCollectorFiles={enter the path name here; usually c:\posedge\3rdparty} 
 
DataFormat=UQ                 for entering UPC and Quantity  
        ---or---  
DataFormat=UMQ              for entering UPC, Matrix and Quantity 
 

5) Connect your data collector to COM Port One on your computer.  
If you need to connect the data collector to a different port, then you must manually 
edit the file  C:\POSEDGE\3rdParty\GetPT630Data.bat  using any text editor and 
adjust the section ComPort:1 to be the appropriate ComPort number. 

Basic Usage for Data Collection 
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Using Your Portable Data Collector For Stock Taking 
 
The following flow chart describes how to Collect Data into your data collector and also how 
to Erase the Poll File from the data collector after the information has been uploaded into 
your computer.  
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Uploading Data Collector Information 
 
Once you have collected information using the data collector, you need to get the information 
into the point of sale system. The following steps outline the basic procedure. 
 

1) Connect the data collector to the computer using the cables provided or by placing 
the data collector into its cradle.  

 
2) Click Poll Collector.  Several Windows will appear on the screen.  When you see 

Uploaded bytes 100%, Click the X to close the Windows. 
 

 
 
 

3) Click Yes to perform the update from the poll file.  This will take the information that 
was received from the data collector and place it in the Stock Adjustment Grid. 
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4) Click Yes to erase the Data Collector Poll File.  This file contains all the information 
that was received from the data collector.  The only time you would click No, is if any 
errors occurred earlier in this process. 

 

 
 

5) You must now erase the Poll File from the data collector. Use the flow chart on Using 
Your Portable Data Collector which explains the process on erasing this file. 
 

 
 
Repeat the steps on collecting data using the Data Collector and uploading the information 
into POSsimplicity.  Once completed, Post Changes to inventory.  For more information, see 
Stock Adjustment Utilities in this manual 
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Customer Setup 
 
The customer module allows you to enter information about each person who is purchasing 
from your establishment.  A customer is the most valuable asset any business has.  Tracking 
their buying habits, remembering names, birthdays, previous orders and direct-targeted mail 
help to keep your customers coming back. 
 

 
 
 

Customer Fields 
 
Last Name, First Name 
Enter the customer’s name. 
 
Salutation 
Select from the dropdown list any salutation that applies to this customer. 
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Address, City…..Country 
Enter the mailing information for the customer. 
 
Phone and Fax Numbers 
Enter the customer’s telephone numbers. 
 
Email Address 
Enter the customer’s email address. 
 
Web Address 
Enter the customers web site address. 
 
Customer Number 
Enter any customer number used to identify the customer.  This information is usually from a 
customer membership card or a customer loyalty card.  This provides a quick method of 
locating the customer in the system.  If you don’t use a customer number, you can still search 
for customers by their name or phone number. 
 
Customer Type 
Select from the dropdown list any customer type that applies to this customer.  Customer 
Types allow you to group your customers for reporting purposes.  You could create customer 
types for male or female, seniors etc. 
 
Credit Limit 
Enter the dollar amount credit limit that you are extending to this customer.  This credit limit 
determines how much they can charge on their account when they purchase from your 
establishment.  If their current charges plus the amount they are purchasing exceed their 
credit limit, the purchase will not be able to be charged on their account.  If you don’t extend 
credit to your customers, enter $0.00 here.  
 
Spouses and Child’s Names and Birthdays 
Enter any family information you have for this customer.  Again, any information you have 
can be used in targeted direct mailings to customers. 
 
Notes 
Enter any information you want here. 
 
I.D. 1 and I.D. 2 
Enter any identification information you have on hand for this customer.  (Credit Card 
numbers or Driver’s License number) 
 
Credit Card Number & Expiry 
If you need to store the customer’s credit card information for batch billing purposes or similar 
then enter the information here.  Enter the credit card number with no spaces and the card 
expiry (format MMYY) for the customer. 
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Account Expiry 
Select or enter that date that this account should become inactive.  If your accounts do not 
expire, leave this date as its default. 
 
Retail Price Level 
Select from the dropdown list the retail price this customer should be charged when they 
purchase a product.  When you create products, you assign a Retail price 1, through Retail 
Price 15 to the product.  You can assign one of these price levels to the customer.  Retail 
Price 1 would be your normal selling price and Retail Price 2 might be your wholesale selling 
price.  If this was a wholesale customer, then assign Price Level Retail 2 to them.  This way 
when they make purchases, they are always charged the wholesale rate. 
 
Note: You must select Customer Price Level as the Price Structure under Station Setup for 
this function to operate in the point of sale. 
 
Photo 
Customer Photo. 
 
Ship To Address 
Enter the shipping or delivery address for the customer if it varies from their home address. 
Optionally, you can enter a secondary shipping address for the customer. 
 
Tax Exempt 
Check any taxes that this customer is exempt from. The tax exemption will be applied 
automatically at the point of sale. 
 
Tax Exempt Number 
Enter any tax-exempt number for the customer that you wish to keep on file. 
 
Exclude Customer From Reward Systems 
Check to exclude the customer from all POSsimplicity reward systems. 
 
Exclude Customer From Frequent Buyer Programs 
Check to exclude the customer from the POSsimplicity Frequent Buyer Program. 
 
Sales Representative 
Select from the dropdown list any sales representative that looks after this customers 
account. 
 
Correspondence Preference 
Select from the dropdown list the preferred method to send correspondence to the customer.  
Select Mail or Email or No Correspondence. 
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Purchase Order Number Required 
Check this box if this customer required a purchase order number for all purchases.  This 
function only applies to Invoicing. 
 
Contact 
Enter any contact information for this customer.  This field would normally if the customer is a 
company and not a person.  The contact would be the individual at the company you deal 
with on a regular basic.  You can also have additional contact information for the company by 

clicking the  button at the end of the field. See Contacts for additional information. 
 
 
For Additional Information see Customer Type Setup and Sales Representative Setup. 
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Customer Type Setup 
 
Customer Types allow for a means of grouping your customers for reporting purposes.  How 
you would do this or if you require it would depend greatly on the type of business you are 
running. 
 
For example,  

A general retail store may group their customers as Male or Female. 
A golf course could group their customers by member type. 

 
Setting these types now and assigning them to your customers will make it easier to generate 
specific customer reports later. 
 
 

Customer Type Fields 
 
Customer Type Name 
Enter the name to describe the customer type. 
 
For Additional Information see Customer Setup. 
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Contact Setup 
 
Under Construction. 
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Marketing Tools 
 
POSsimplicity has many built in function to help market your products to your customers. 
 

 Customer Tracking 

 Loyalty / Reward Points 

 Gift Card Management 

 Auto Sale Email Feature 
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Sales Representative Setup 
 
Sales Representatives can be assigned to your customers as a reporting tool or because 
your business actually has sales reps that look after your customers. Many of the reports that 
are included with POSsimplicity can be filtered by sales reps. Sales reps themselves can use 
web reporting to remotely gather reports on their customers activities. 
 
See Sales Representative Web Reporting for additional information. 
 
Use Sales Representatives to track commission sales to customers. 
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Sales Representative Web Reporting 
 
POSsimplicity offers some basic web reporting for your sales representatives. Using web 
reporting, sales representatives can log in via any Internet connection and report on their 
customer’s purchases and account standing.  
 
Setting up web reporting is not a task for just anyone.  Your IT professional should be 
configuring this for you. POSsimplicity can provide sample HTML and ASP web page code to 
assist your IT professional.  
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Customer Reward Systems 
 
Reward Systems are a means of giving your customer something in return for their 
patronage.  POSsimplicity provides three built in Reward Systems. 
 

 Reward Points values based on a percentage of the pre-tax value of the sale. For 
example, if you are offering a 5% reward and the customer spends $100, they would 
receive 5 Bonus Bucks on their account to be used against future purchases. The 
total points earned are stored in the customer’s profile.  
 

 Reward Point values can be assigned to individual products.  When a customer 
purchases these products, they earn the point value.  The total points earned are 
stores in the customer’s profile. 
 

 Gift Card Point values based on a percentage of the pre-tax value of a range of 
product types. The total points earned are assigned to a new or pre-existing gift card. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note 
 
All Rewards can only be redeemed on future purchases.  They cannot be applied against the 
transaction on which they were earned. 
 
A valid Customer must be assigned to the sale to use the rewards points. 
 
All Reward Systems can be disabled in System Setup  Customer Features Tab. 
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Setting up Reward Point 
 
Under the Customer Tab in System Setup, enter the percentage value for your reward 
system and a name for your reward system. Entering a value of zero will disable the reward 
system. You must also create a Payment Method called Bonus Bucks Redeem or similar and 
set its Authorization Method to Bonus Buck Redeem.  This Payment Method will be used at 
the point of sale to redeem Bonus Bucks. 
 

Earning and Redeeming Reward Points 
 
Reward points are accumulated automatically every time a customer makes a purchase. 
Reward points are treated as money so they are redeemed using a payment method.  At the 
point of sale, simply click the Redeem button you created.  Any reward points the customer 
has on their account will be applied against their purchase and their reward points total will be 
adjusted to appropriately.  Any new reward points they received on the current purchase will 
then be applied to their account for use against future purchases. Reward points can also be 
redeemed using discounts. 
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Setting Up Gift Card Points 

 
Click Administration  System Setup  Gift Card Tab 
 

1) Enter the percent rate to apply to the gift card. 
2) Select the product types that the percent rate applies to.  Only items purchased that 

belong to selected categories will earn points. 
3) Select the minimum value or floor limit that must be purchased within these product 

types to earn points.  You can override the floor limit by adding the Gift Card Promo 
button to your payment screen under the POS Screen Designer. 

4) If you want POSsimplicity to track the gift cards, uncheck Untracked Gift Cards.  
Untracked gift cards are typically tracked through you banks credit card terminal. 
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Earning and Redeeming Gift Card Points 
 
If Gift Card Points were earned during the sales transaction and the customer purchased 
enough products to meet the floor limit, the POS will prompt for the gift card number to assign 
the points to.   
 
If the customer did not purchase enough products to meet the floor limit, but you still want to 
give them the rewards, you can press the Gift Card Promo button on your payment screen 
prior to finalizing the transaction. 
 
If you want to cancel the assignment of points, click the X button when prompted for the gift 
card number.  Gift card points can be assigned to new or existing gift cards. 
 
Gift Card points are redeemed as a normal gift card. 
 
Your day end reports all Gift Card Points issued. 
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POS Mail 
 
POSsimplicity contains an internal email system that provides an efficient method of sending 
messages to your staff and computer stations.   
 
You can send mail to: 

 Selected Employees 

 Selected Job Positions 

 Selected Computer Stations 
 
 

 
 
Hold the CTRL key on your keyboard while clicking to select multiple items from the list 
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There are three types of mail that you can send.  
 

1) View Anytime Mail - will appear in your Inbox under Employee Tasks in the Point Of 
Sale. 

2) View At Login - appears automatically any time you login to the Point Of Sale. 
3) Yes/No Reponse - appears automatically any time you login to the Point Of Sale any 

requires you to reply with a Yes or No response to the mail.  Your response will be 
sent to the sender and will appear in their Inbox as mail.  

 
 
Expiry 
Enter any expiry date for the mail. Once the expiry date has been reached, the message will 
not appear to any staff that has not already viewed it. 
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Daily Notes 
 
Daily notes provide a convenient method to get messages to all employees.  The notepad 
can be accessed from 
 

 POSsetup by click Employees  Notes 

 Employee Tasks in the Point Of Sale 
 

Notes can be created and viewed for any time period in the past or future. 
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Payment Method Setup 
 
Under Payment Methods, you can create the various currencies that your establishment 
accepts, such as Cash, Visa and Checks. 
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Payment Method Fields 

 
Name 
Enter the name of the currency. E.g. Cash, Visa 
 
Exchange Rate 
If this is a foreign currency, enter the current rate of exchange. For example, for 25%, enter 
1.25 
 
Change Is 
This field determines how to deal with the over tender on a payment method.  Select from the 
dropdown list one of the following choices 
 

 Domestic Currency 
Change will be given as your domestic Cash. 

 This Currency 
Change will be given back using the currency tendered. 

 
Number Of Decimals 
Enter the number of decimal points this currency uses, usually 2. 
 
Security Level Required 
Select from the dropdown list and level of security that is required to use this currency. 
 
Tender Required 
Enable this feature to require employees to tender how much money the customer is giving 
you.  This allows the system to always calculate the change due, thus eliminating errors. 
 
Tender Allowed 
Enable this feature to allow tendering on a currency. Payment methods such as credit cards 
normally would not require tendering because the complete sales total is normally charged. 
 
Over Tender Allowed 
Enable this feature to allow employees to over tender the amount of money the customer is 
giving. 
 
Print On Receipt 
This feature is normally used only in a restaurant environment.  When the final bill is printed 
for the customer, would you want this payment method to appear?  This would be useful if 
you wanted the customer to see the total due in a foreign currency. The total due in domestic 
currency always appears on the receipt. 
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Print Extra Receipt 
Enabling this feature allows the system to automatically print an extra copy of the sales 
receipt. 
 
Float In Required 
Enable this feature to make it mandatory that the initial float of this currency is entered before 
any sales can be made. 
 
Float Entry Method 
Select the method to use when entering a float or declaration 

 Standard 

 Denomination 

 Add Up 
 
Card Prefixes 
Enter the credit card prefix codes for this payment method.  For example, if this is a North 
American installation and the payment method is Visa, the prefix code would be 4 because all 
Visa cards begin with the number 4. For Master Card, the prefix codes would be 
50,51,52,53,54 because all Master Cards begin with one of these sequences. 
 
Card Type    Starts With 
Visa     4 
Master Card    51,52,53,54,55 
American Express   34,37 
Diners Club/Carte Blanche  36,38 
EnRoute    2014,2149 
JCB     2031,1800 
 
Refund Domestic Currency 
When a refund transaction is made using this payment method, do you want to refund this 
payment method or domestic cash? 
 
Accounting Code 
Enter the GL Account Number that this payment method applies to in an optional accounting 
package.  This is an optional feature. 
 
Prompt 
Select from the dropdown list any prompt you want to appear when you use this payment 
method. For Additional Information see Prompt Setup. 
 
Cash Drawer 1 or 2 
Select what cash drawers should be opened when this payment method is used.  If you want 
the cash drawer to open and have enabled Prompt For Cash Drawer When Employee Clocks 
In under System Setup, then you must check both drawers one and two. 
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POS Button Appearance 
Design how this payment method button will appear to the cashier. The POS button can 
contain text, a graphic image or both.  To modify the button text, click on the button and use 
the backspace key to remove characters and then type the new characters. 
 
Refund This Currency 
This feature relates to refund transactions only.  Enabling this feature for a payment method 
forces the system to refund the same currency in the event of a refund, otherwise the 
domestic currency is refunded. 
 
Service Fee % Rate 
This feature is normally used in conjunction with Tips and Credit Cards. The Service Fee 
Rate is the percent rate that your bank charges for using their system.  Normally this rate is 
between 2 and 4 percent.  This percentage amount will be deducted from Tips due to a 
cashier. 
 

For example, 
the Tips Collected on Visa were $20.00 
the Bank Charges you 3.5% 
the Total Tips Due to the cashier would be   $19.30 or ($20. less 3.5%) 
If you do not wish to use this feature, set the rate to zero. 

 
Receipt Text 
Enter any special text that you want to appear on the sales receipt when this payment 
method is used.  See Format Receipt Text for additional information. 
 
Card Type 
Select from the dropdown the type of payment card. Eg Visa, MasterCard, Debit.  Leave 
blank if it does not apply. This will allow for a credit card total on your Day End Sales Report 
and is also utilized when credit/debit processing is integrated into POSsimplicity. 
 
Prompt for Cash Back 
Check this box if you want to add cash back to the transaction.  This is useful for debit 
transactions.  
 
Always Print Receipt  
Enable this to force a receipt to print whenever the payment method is used in a sales 
transaction, even if receipt printing is turned off. 
 
Hide In POS  
This will prevent the payment method from appearing in the point of sale.  This would be 
useful if the payment method is only to be used in the invoicing module. 
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Prompt for Tip 
Enable this to force this payment method to request a gratuity amount.  The gratuity amount 
can be entered as a dollar or percent amount. If a tip has already been added to the bill, then 
the tip prompt will be ignored. 
 
Change Is Tip 
Enable this if you want any change to be issued on this payment method to be regarded as a 
gratuity amount. 
 
Is Currency 
Check this option if the selected payment method is a currency. Non currency items will not 
appear on cash declarations and float out entries.  A good example of a payment method that 
is not a currency would be a house charge.  It is a payment method, but it is not physically in 
our cash drawer. 
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Authorization Method 
Select any authorization that must be performed and approved before this payment method 
can be used. 
 
Note: The Tendering Allowed option is disabled for Gift Certificate Redeem, Bonus Buck 
Redeem, Credit Note Redeem and Customer Account Authorize. 
 

 No Authorize 
No authorization is required. 

 Gift Certificate 
The system will verify the tendered amount against the gift certificate amount 
available in the system. See Gift Certificates for more information. 

 Customer Account 
The customers account balance is checked to make sure any additional charges to 
their account will not exceed their credit limit. 

 Bank Authorize Credit 
The system will try to obtain an electronic authorization of a credit card.  For more 
information, see Credit and Debit Card Integration. 

 Bank Authorize Debit 
The system will try to obtain an electronic authorization of a debit card.  For more 
information, see Credit and Debit Card Integration. 

 Bank Pre-Authorize Credit 
The system will try to obtain an electronic pre-authorization of a credit card.  For 
more information, see Credit and Debit Card Integration. 

 Front Desk (Print on PMS Printer) 
The system will prompt for a room number and will then print a room charge chit to 
the Property Management Printer that has been set up under System Setup. 

 Front Desk (Authorize Folio) 
This feature is used in a hotel environment.  The system will try to post the 
transaction to a customer’s room folio. 

 Bonus Buck Redeem 
Select this to have the system redeem the Bonus Bucks a customer has on their 
account.  See Reward Systems for more information. 

 Credit Note Redeem 
The system will verify the tendered amount against the credit note amount available 
in the system. 

 Convenience Card Redeem 
The system will verify the total due against the balance available on the convenience 
card. See Convenience Cards for more information. 
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Credit and Debit Integration 
 
POSsimplicity allows you to integrate you Credit and Debit Card authorization system directly 
into your point of sale.  This allows for fast, error free processing of credit and debit card 
transactions.  
 
Requirements for each Point Of Sale Station 
 

 Magnetic Card Reader 

 Pinpad for Debit Transactions 

 High Speed Internet 
 

 
Preliminary Setup 
 

1) Contact POSsimplicity to get a list of financial institution that is currently available. 
2) Purchase the Credit Card Authorization software from POSsimplicity.  The software 

will come with specific installation instructions. 
3) Contact the financial institution and set up an account with them. They will provide 

you with the appropriate pin pad.  Once the hardware and passwords arrive at your 
establishment, you can continue with the setup of your system. 

 
Setup of the Authorization System 

 
1) Select the appropriate Bank Authorization system in Station Setup. 
2) Program the Credit Authorization Software. 
3) Create the credit and debit payment methods that you require and set the 

authorization methods for each to Bank Authorize Credit or Bank Authorize Debit. 
See Payment Methods for additional information. 

 
Usage 
 
From the point of sale, you can finalize any Credit transaction by simply sliding the credit card 
though the magnetic card reader.  Debit transactions can be completed by pressing the debit 
key on the payment screen and then allowing the customer to slide their debit card through 
the pinpad and following the pinpads on screen directions. 
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Configure Global Payments & Chase Paymentech Semi Integration 
 
Note: These settings must be completed on each POS station that has a Pinpad 
attached 
 
Add the following lines to the local POSEDGE.INI file 
 
[GlobalPayments] 
Port=#  where # is the serial port the Pinpad is physically connected on the PC 
Parm=9600,e,7,1 
Delay=# where delay is the number of seconds before the Cancel button appears on  
  POS screen allowing you to cancel the pinpad transaction in the event of a 
  communication failure. By default, this is 20 seconds. 
 
 
See POSEDGE.INI for more information. 
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Credit Notes 
 
POSsimplicity can track credit notes for your customers.  When a customer returns a product, 
you can issue them a credit note instead of cash, which they can redeem against future 
purchases. 
 
Setting Up Credit Notes 
 
Create a Payment Method and call in Credit Note or similar and set the authorization method 
to Credit Note Redeem. 
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Gift Cards Tracked By POSsimplicity 
 
POSsimplicity has complete gift card tracking. Gift cards can be sold in preset denominations 
or by random amounts.  Once issued, the gift card can be redeemed in part or in full against 
future purchases. Customers can also add value to their gift card as the cards value is 
depleted. 
 

   
 
 
Note: Once issued, gift cards are like cash. When you have your gift cards printed, ensure 
there is a legal blurb on the back to protect yourself.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample Gift Card Back 
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Purchasing Your Gift Cards 

 
Gift cards can usually be purchased from local printers. The front of the card should carry 
your business name and logo. The back of the card should contain a legal blurb as well as an 
identification number. 
 
This I.D. number can be represented in several formats. 

1. Code 3 of 9 barcode 
2. Magnetic stripe (track 1 or 2) 
3. Number physically printed on card 
4. All or some of the above 

 
We recommend the I.D. numbers run sequentially from 77800001 to 77899999. 
 
 

Gift Card Reports 

 
Under Analysis Report, 
 

 All Gift Card Summary  displays all gift cards (Active and Closed) 

 Active Gift Card Summary displays all gift cards that have an outstanding balance. 

 Active Gift Card Summary With Details displays the details of all outstanding gift 
cards. 

 
From the Point of Sale  Manager  Other Report Tab 
 

 Gift Card Summary will display all the gift cards that have an outstanding balance. 
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Setting Up Gift Card Tracking 

 
1) POSSetup  Administration  System Setup  Gift Card Tab 

 

 
 

 Enter any preset values for the gift cards you offer. 

 Enter the length of your gift card numbers. (Typically 8 digits) 

 Uncheck Untracked Gift Cards 
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2) From Products  Menu Design  Other Buttons Tab 
 
Drag the appropriate gift card functions on to any category screen you wish. 
 

 Get Card Balance is used to see the balance and history of a gift card. 

 Gift Card Open allows for a manually enter value for the gift card. 

 Gift Card Preset amounts are for fixed gift card values. 
 
See POS Menu Design for additional information. 
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3) Click POS Setup  Payment Methods 

 
Create a Payment Method called Gift Certificate, which will be used to redeem the gift 
certificates. 
 

 Set the Authorization Method to Gift Certificate Redeem. 

 Check Tender Allowed. 

 Uncheck Over Tender Allowed. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
See the POS User Guide for directions on selling and redeeming gift certificates. 
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Gift Cards (Untracked) 
 
The following process describes setting up and using gift cards that are not tracked by 
POSsimplicity.  These would typically include gift cards that are sold through your Banks 
Credit Card Terminal.   
 
POSsimplicity offers no reporting on untracked gift cards other than the basic information that 
appears on day end and cashier reports. 
 
 

Setting Up Untracked Gift Card 
 
1) POSSetup  Administration  System Setup  Gift Card Tab 

 

 
 

 Enter the length of your gift card numbers. (Typically 8 digits) 

 Check Untracked Gift Cards 
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2) From Products  Menu Design  Other Buttons Tab 
 
Drag the gift card open button on to any category screen you wish. 
 

 Gift Card Open allows for a manually enter value for the gift card. 
 
See POS Menu Design for additional information. 
 

 
 

 
3) Click POS Setup  Payment Methods 

Create a Payment Method called Gift Certificate, which will be used to redeem the gift 
certificates. 
 

 
 
 
See the POS User Guide for directions on selling and redeeming gift certificates. 
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Floats 
 
There are many options when working with floats in POSsimplicity.  There are three main 
aspects with regards to floats. 
 
Float In Entry 
The Float In Entry allow for the employee to specify the amount of currency in the till.  
 
Float Out Entry 
The Float Out Entry allows you to remove money from a till throughout the shift. 
 
Cash Declaration Entry 
The Cash Declaration allows for a blind reconciliation of monies at the end of the shift. 
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Discount Setup 
 
Discount setup allows you create the various discounts your establishment offers. Discounts 
can include: 
 

 Dollar Amount Discounts 

 Percentage Discounts 

 Reward Points Redemption 
 
There is no limit to how many discounts you can create.  This allows you to create specific 
discounts such as Managers Complimentary or Staff Discount.  By creating the various 
discounts, you can monitor the amounts of various discounts you are offering. 
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Discount Fields 
 
Name 
Enter the name for the discount.   For example Staff Discount. 
 
Open Entry Allowed 
Check this box to enable manual entry of the discount amount. 
 
Amount 
Enter the preset amount of the discount. For example 10 would be 10 percent.  
 
Note: If open entry is enabled, then the Amount field represents the maximum discount 
allowed.  For example, if the amount field was set to 20%, then entering any amount of 21% 
or greater at the point of sale would produce an entry exceeded error. 
 
Sign 

 Plus 
Discount Premium. 

 Minus 
Normal Discount. 

 
Security Level Required 
Select from the dropdown list the level of security that is required to use this discount.  For 
example, a cashier many be able to give a 10% discounts, but requires a managers 
authorization to give a 100% discount. 
 
Prompt 
Select from the dropdown list any prompt you want to appear when you use this discount. 
 
GL Account 
Enter the general ledgers account number to apply this discount to when creating reports. 
 
Barcode 
Enter the barcode number of the discount.  Use this feature if you are scanning your coupons 
with a barcode scanner.  This eliminates cashier error. 
This feature will only function if you enable Look For Discount If UPC Not Found under 
System Setup.  
 
POS Button Appearance 
Design how this discount button will appear to the cashier. 
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Bonus Bucks 
Enter the amount of bonus bucks to be redeemed or applied when the discount is used. 
  eg.  -500 to use 500 points. 
 
Always Print Receipt  
Enable this to force a receipt to print whenever the discount is used in a sales transaction, 
even if receipt printing is turned off. 
 
Type 

 Item Percent Discount 
Percent discount off the selected item. 

 Sale Percent Discount 
Percent discount off all items currently sold. 

 Item Dollar Discount 
Dollar discount off the selected item. 

 Sale Dollar Discount 
Dollar discount off the entire sale. 

 Bonus Buck Promo 
The appropriate discount is applied to the selected item and Bonus Bucks are 
deducted from the customers account. 

 Group Percent Discount 
Percent discount off all items in the sale that belong to certain Product Types.  
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 Specific Item Percent Discount 
Percent discount off a pre-selected specific item. 

 Specific Item Dollar Discount 
Dollar discount off a pre-selected specific item. 

 
 
 

 

 
 
Deduct Taxes 
Check the taxes that will be deducted if the discount is used. 
 
For example, we sell an item for one dollar and it charges Tax1 and we deduct 10 percent 
using a discount so we are selling the item for 90 cents. 

 Discount is set to Deduct Tax1; we charge Tax1 on $0.90 
 Discount is not set to deduct Tax1; we charge Tax1 on $1.00 
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POS Shortcut Key 
You can create a shortcut to a particular discount.  This allows for quick access to the 
discount by pressing a key on the keyboard. 
Shortcuts can be applied to the following keys: 

 F1 ~ F12 

 Alt F1 ~ Alt F12 

 Ctrl F1 ~ Ctrl F12 

 Shift F1 ~ Shift F12 
 
Receipt Text 
Enter any special text that you want to appear on the sales receipt when this discount is 
used.  See Format Receipt Text for additional information. 
 
Valid From, Valid To 
Enter the date range between which the discount is valid. 
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Negative Check Files 
 
Negative check files allow a simple means in which an item can only be scanned once. 
 
Let’s outline an example of this scenario. You are a restaurant and you sell a large pizza for 
ten dollars. You offer a web coupon for the pizza that can be purchased on line for five 
dollars. When a client purchases the pizza coupon, they print out the coupon which can be 
redeemed at the restaurant. Each coupon printed will have a unique barcode, e.g. 52010001, 
52010002 etc. When the customer presents the coupon, the barcode number is entered or 
scanned to sell the discounted pizza. Once the barcode number is entered into the point of 
sale, it cannot be entered again so double coupons can never be used. This means no matter 
how many copies of the coupon the customer prints, they can only redeem it once. 
 
To set this up,  
 

1. Under System Setup, set the Negative Check File prefix code. This is the unique 
number sequence to identify the code entered is a Negative Check File item. For 
example 52##.  This prefix would indicate any product starting with a UPC code of 52 
would be a Negative Check File item. The 52 with ## would identify the specific 
product. 

2. Create the Products or Discount as needed.  In our example above, our pizza 
coupon could have a UPC code of 5201. Maybe we offered a Chicken Wing coupon. 
Its UPC code could have a UPC code of 5202 

 
Our online coupons for the pizza could have barcodes that range from 52010001 to 
52019999 
Our online coupons for the wings could have barcodes that range from 52020001 to 
52029999 
 
Refer to product or discount setup for more information. 
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Prompt Setup 
 
Prompts are a method of capturing specific data when a particular task is performed at the 
point of sale. For example, you could create a prompt to ask for a ‘Drivers Licence and 
Passport Number’ when you accept traveler’s checks or a prompt to ask for a Postal or Zip 
Code before a transaction is completed. 
 

 
 
 
You can create prompts that are required before a transaction can be completed or are 
required when you use a specific product, discount or payment method. 
 
For Additional Information see 

Product Setup 
Discount Setup 
Payment Method Setup 
Station Setup 
  

 
There are four steps in creating and using prompts. 

1) Create the Prompt Details, such as Drivers Licence, Passport Number, Postal Code. 
2) Create the Prompt Groups, such as Get I.D. or Get Customer Location. 
3) Assign the appropriate Prompt Details to the Prompt Groups.  For example, you 

could create a group called Ask For I.D. and assign the details Drivers Licence and 
Passport Number to that group. 

4) Assign the Prompt Groups to the products, discounts and payment methods that 
you wish to collect information on.  For example, you might assign the Ask For I.D. 
Prompt Group to a payment method called Traveler’s Checks so every time you 
accept a traveler’s check, you get the appropriate identification from the customer. 
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Prompt Details 
 

 
 
 

Prompt Detail Fields 
 
Short Name 
Enter a name to describe this prompt. For example Drivers Licence.  This name appears on 
reports and optionally on the customer’s sales receipt.  
 
Prompt 
Enter what should appear on the screen for the cashier when the information is being 
requested. For Example, ask the customer for their driver’s licence number. 
 
Input Type 
Select the type of data the cashier should enter, Numeric, Alpha, or Alphanumeric. 
 
Is Required 
Check this box if the prompt details are required information.  Required information must be 
entered or the function will be cancelled. 
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Prompt Groups 
 

 

Prompt Group Fields 
 
Name 
Enter a descriptive name for the group.  For example, ‘Ask For I.D.’. 
 
Assign Prompt Details 
Move the prompts you want to include in the group from the Prompt List to the ‘Prompts 
Included in Group’ list. 
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Sale Start Prompts 
 
A sale start prompt is useful for tracking where your customer base is coming from. Typically, 
a sale start prompt would be asking for the customers Postal or Zip Code. Once this 
information is captured, you can graphically report what physical locations support your 
business.  This information can be extremely valuable when planning marketing strategies. 
 
Creating A Sale Start Prompt 
 

1) Under Prompt Setup, create a prompt group called ‘Sale Prompt’ with one prompt 
detail called ‘Get Postal/Zip Code’. 

2) Under Station Setup, assign the prompt group ‘Sale Prompt’ to all point of sale 
stations. 
 

You can report the information that is collected by running the report ‘Where are my 
customers coming from by Sales Start Prompt’.     
 
 
See Prompt Setup for additional information. 
 
 
 
Note: A Sale Start Prompt as described here can only be useful when accepting a single 
piece of information such as a Postal or Zip Code.  If you try to capture additional information 
such as a phone number, the reporting will be very limited. 
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Refund & Void Reason Setup 
 
Refund and Void Reasons give you some control and security with regard to refunds and 
voids. 
 
If you don’t wish to use Void & Refund Reasons, you can disable them under System Setup 
 

 Control who can perform the Voids and Refunds. 

 Determine if the product is returned to stock.  For example Damaged Goods. 

 Create a Returns List for the supplier of the product. 

 Control if the correction appears on the customers receipt.  In a restaurant, the void 
may be due to a staff error and maybe you may not wish to remind the customer of 
the incident. 

 In a restaurant, control whether correction should print on the kitchen, bar or prep 
printers. 

 
A refund or void reason is required anytime a product is  

 Refunded 
 Voided after the receipt has been printed 
 Voided after it has printed to a remote printer 
 Voided after the transaction was parked or closed 
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Refund Reason Fields 
 
Name 
Enter a name for the refund reason or void. 
 
Security Level Required 
Select from the dropdown list the security level that is required to access this refund or void 
reason. 
 
Prompt 
Select from the dropdown list, any prompts that you want this refund reason to ask.  You 
could create prompts to get identification from a customer for refunds without a sales receipt 
or to get a description of the damage for a defective product return.  See Prompts in this 
manual for more information.  
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Return To Stock 
Check this box if you want the product to be returned to your stock.  If it is a damaged or 
defective product being returned, you would not want the product returned to your stock. 
 
Print To All Required Printer Destinations 
Check this box if you want this refund or void to print to kitchen, bar or prep printers. 
 
Print On Customers Receipt 
Check this box if you want this correction to appear on the customer’s receipt. 
 
Add To Returns List 
A Returns List is a list of products that need to be returned to a supplier. When the product is 
returned, it is added to the appropriate suppliers returns list.  See Returns System for 
additional information. 
 
Generate RMA Number 
Check this box if you want an automatic return authorization number generated for the 
product.  See Returns System for additional information. 
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Sales Type Setup 
 
Sales Types are basically used to group your sales for reporting purposes.  For example, you 
might create sales types as: 
 

 Dine-In 

 Pick Up  

 Delivery 
 
When you are making a sale, you can select the appropriate Sales Type by pressing the 
Sales Type button.  This type will be recorded for the transaction so you can generate reports 
to determine the percentage of sales that were delivery as opposed to pick up. 
 

Sales Type Fields 
 
Name 
Enter a descriptive name for the sales type. 
 
Next Invoice Number 
Set the next invoice number for this sales type. 
 
Price Level 
This field allows you to set price levels by sales type. For example, the price of a sandwich 
could vary based on the type of sale: 

 Pick Up   $5 

 Dine-In   $6 

 Delivery $7 
 
The default setting for this field forces the system to use the price level that has been 
established by some other method.  
 
Note: You must select Sales Type Price Level as the Price Structure under Station Setup for 
this function to operate in the point of sale. 
 
Note:   
You can set the default sales type for each station under Station Setup.  
Customers can have their own default sales type.  The customers default sales type will 
override the stations default sales type unless the station sales type is locked. Set the 
customers default sales type in customer setup.  
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Setting Up Your Table Management 
 
Table Management is the tracking of tables in a restaurant. There are several steps involved 
in setting this system up. 
 

1) In System Setup under the Hospitality Features tab, set the Check Show Hospitality. 
You will need to restart POS Setup to activate these features. 
 

2) Under Table Management, label the various sections in your restaurant. 
 
3) You must create a Floor Plan Design of your restaurant. 

 
4) In Station Setup for all applicable stations, set the Station Type to Hospitality. 

 
5) In Station Setup for all applicable stations, select your Floor Plan Design. 

 
6) In Station Setup for all applicable stations, enable or disable the Table Inactivity 

Timer. 
 

7) In POS Screen Design, make sure you have all the appropriate Table Management 
keys on your POS desktop.  For example, Service, Change Table Number, Split 
Check. 
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Floor Plan Design Setup 
 
Floor Plan Design is a feature used by the hospitality industry.  This feature gives restaurants 
the ability to have an on screen graphical representation of their restaurant for quick and easy 
table access. 
 
 

 
 

Right click on object on the floor plan to bring up sub menus. Sub menus 
allow you to modify colors, font, copy, paste plus various other features. 
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Add New Tables 

 
Confirm your Font, Font Size, and Text Color before adding your table to your floor plan. 
To add a new table to your floor plan, click the appropriate table button, (Square, Round or 
Diamond Shape) and then click on your floor plan. When prompted, enter a table number for 
the table. 
 
Add Walls 

 
Confirm your background color before adding walls to your floor plan. 
To add a wall to your floor plan, click the wall button and then click on your floor plan. 
 
Add Boxes 

 
Confirm your background color before adding boxes to your floor plan. 
To add a box to your floor plan, click the box button and then click on your floor plan. 
 
 
Add Text 

 
Confirm your Font, Font Size, Text and Background Colors before adding the text to your 
floor plan. 
To add text to your floor plan, click the text button and then click on your floor plan. Enter 
your text in the area provided. 
 
 
Add Plants  

 
To add a plant to your floor plan, click the Plant button and then click on your floor plan. 
 
Add a Graphical Image 

 
Graphical Images can be any BMP or JPG that you want displayed on your floor plan.  You 
can add images that would represent different floor coverings, restroom signs or a pool table.  
These images will help to identify your establishment better to your staff. 
 
All graphical images used in your floor plan must be stored in the folder 
        \\POSSERVER\POSEDGE\FLOORPLANS\IMAGES\ … 
 
To add a graphical image to your floor plan, click the Image button and then click on your 
floor plan.  You will be prompted with a Standard Open File Window.  Locate your image to 
display it on the screen. 
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Add Go To Section 

 
Confirm your Font, Font Size, Text and Background Colors before adding the go to section to 
your floor plan. 
To add a Go To Section to your floor plan, click the Go To button and then click on your floor 
plan. Select the section you wish this button to link to from the list provided. 
 
Delete Next Object 

 
To remove an object from the screen, click the Delete button and then click the object you 
wish to delete. 
 
Change Background and Text Colors of Objects and Fonts 

 
Click these buttons to change the current background and text colors 
 
 
Resizing Objects 

 
You can resize objects once they are on your floor plan.  Move your mouse to the top left 
corner of the object and when your mouse turns to the ‘cross size pointer’, click and hold your 
left mouse button and drag the mouse to resize the object. Releasing your mouse button will 
stop the resizing. 
 
Moving Objects 
Click your left mouse button on any object and drag the object to where you want it on the 
screen. Releasing the mouse button will stop the dragging. 
 
Snap to Grid or Free Form Moving 
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POS Screen Name Setup 
 
POS Screen Names are a convenient way to identify the various screens your point of sale 
system uses. Each POS Screen Name has a reference to a POS Screen Layout file and 
each POS Screen Name can have a different menu associated with it. Each Point Of Sale 
station is assigned a particular POS Screen Name.  Using this method, you can have all of 
your pos stations using the same screen layout and menu or one or more can have a 
different screen layout.  Most retail establishments would only require one POS Screen Name 
because generally, all screens and menus would appear the same. Restaurants on the other 
hand may require several screen layouts. For example, a bartender terminal would have a 
different screen and menu layout than the floor terminal. 
 
For Additional Information see POS Screen Layout Design & Menu Designer. 
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POS Screen Layout Design 
 
POSsimplicity allows for complete customization of your point of sale and payment screens. 
This allows you to create screens that are optimally designed for your business. 
POSsimplicity comes with a variety of pre-designed screens that you can use and modify or 
you can create one of your own. 
 
All layout files use a file extension of .lay and are located in the folder  
{drive:}\{pos directory}\data\layouts\filename.lay 
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Find new objects by clicking on Order Screen Objects or Payment Screen Objects 
Change the position of an object by clicking and dragging the object around the screen or by 
clicking the object and manually adjusting the Top and Left positions and clicking the 
ReDraw Screen Button. Top and Left refer to the position of the Top Left corner of the 
object. 
Change the size of an object by clicking on the object and manually adjusting the Width and 
Height and click the ReDraw Screen Button or hold the mouse over the top left corner of 
the object. When the mouse changes to the cross-arrow mark, click the mouse and adjust the 
size of the object.  
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Setting Up Your Printers 
 
For the purposes of setting up POSsimplicity, there are only two types of printers. 
 

1) Report Printers 
Your POS system requires at least one report printer to print back office reports. This 
printer is installed using the installation CD that came with the printer or using the 
Microsoft Windows Add Printer Wizard. 

 
2) Receipt & ‘Prep’ Printers 

Normally, each POS station will have a Receipt Printer physically connected to it to 
print customer receipts and bills.  Additionally, some establishments such as 
restaurants would also require ‘Prep’ Printers.  These are printers that are located in 
kitchens and at the bar to print chits showing what the customer ordered so the cooks 
and bartenders know what to prepare. ‘Prep’ Printers are normally connected to the 
POS station that is closest to the location of that printer.  Printers can also share 
tasks.  For example, a Receipt Printer connected to the Bars POS Station could also 
double as the Bar ‘Prep’ Printer. 

 
Note: Do not create receipt and prep printers as Windows printers unless the manual instructs you to do so.  If you 
click Start, Settings, Printers, you should not see any receipt or prep printers. 

 
 

Receipt & ‘Prep’ Printers 
 
There are several steps you must follow in order to set up your system printers. 
 

1) Determine and Create Your Printer Destination Names 
  
Printer Destinations have nothing to do with the physical printers your business uses.  
 
A restaurant may have 3 kitchen printers, 2 bar printers and 6 receipt or guest check 
printers, but this typical scenario would probably only have 3 different printer 
destinations; Kitchen, Bar and Local Receipt.  
 
A general retailer would probably only have one printer destination; the Local 
Receipt. 
 
You create Printer Destinations under System Setup. 
Go to POSsetup  Click Administration  System Setup Printers Tab 
 
Note: Local Receipt Destinations Name must always be your Local Receipt Printer. 
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2) Create Your System Printers 
System printers are the physical printers your business uses.  If you purchased five 
receipt/prep printers, you should have five System Printers.  You create these 
printers under System Printers.  You must create one System Printer for each 
physical printer you are using. 
Go to POSsetup  Click Administration  System Printers 
 
 

3) Assign the Printer Destination to each POS Station 
Assign the appropriate System Printers for each Printer Destination to each computer 
station.  In Station Setup, under the Printers tab, select the appropriate printer from 
the dropdown list for each destination.  
Go to POSsetup  Click Administration  Station Setup Printers Tab 
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4) Assign Printer Destinations to Product Types 
The final setup is to assign the appropriate Printer Destinations to your Product 
Types so the system knows to send food items to the kitchen printer and bar items to 
the bar printer.  
 
Note 1: You Do Not have to assign Product Types to your local receipt in order 
to have receipts.  Receipt printing is standard automatically on all products. 
 
Note 2: The printer selection window on the product types screen can be 
hidden if not required. See System Setup, Show Optional Printers 

 
 

Report Printers 
 
The report printer is installed using the installation CD that came with the printer or using the 
Microsoft Add Printer Wizard.  Report printers require no setup within POSsimplicity. 
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Quick Create Windows Receipt Printer 
 
The following process will quickly allow you to set up and create your Windows receipt printer 
on point of sale station #1. 
 

1) Connect your hardware. 
 

 Plug your cash drawer into the back of your receipt printer. 

 Plug your receipt printer into the back of your PC. 

 Connect the receipt printer’s power connection. 
 

2) From your Windows desktop, create the printer in Windows. 
 

 Click Start  Control Panel  Printers & Faxes 

 Click Add New Printer 

 Follow the on screen directions to create a Generic/Text Only printer. 
Name the printer MyReceipt and specify the Port the printer is physically 
connected to on your computer. Do not share the printer. 

 When prompted, click Yes to Print Test Page. If the test page prints 
correctly, you have completed this step successfully. 
If the test page fails to print, then you must diagnose the problem.  The 
problem normally lies in the physical port you selected. 
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3) Start POSsetup to create the printer in POSsimplicity. 

 

 Enter your employee code to Sign On to the system. 

 Click Administration  System Printers. 

 Click Add New. 

 Enter the following information. 
 

 
The printer type may vary depending on the make and model of printer 
you purchased. 

 Click Save and Exit. 
 

4) Click Administration  System Setup  Printers Tab. 
 

5) Set the local receipt for station #1 to MyReceipt1. 
 

 
 
Click Save and Exit. 
 

6) Go to the Point Of Sale and test your printer.  
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System Printer Setup 
 
System Printer Setup is used to configure the various Receipt and ‘Prep’ Printers that are 
connected to your point of sale system.  Different types of businesses will require different 
types of printers. General retailers will usually only require local receipt printers connected to 
each POS station while a restaurant would also require ‘Prep’ printers such as Kitchen, Bar 
and Apps. 
 
Whatever configuration you require, you create these printers under System Printers Setup. 
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System Printers 
 
You create one record for each receipt or ‘prep’ printer your POS system uses. 
 
 
Important:  
Local Receipt Printers should always be physically connected to the computer they are 
assigned to. 
 
In General, Prep Printers should be physically connected to the computer that is closest to 
their location. However, if you have multiple Prep Printers, it is a good practice to physically 
connect them to different computers.  If you have all your Prep Printers connected to one 
computer and that computer goes down, you would lose all printing to Prep Printers.  By 
connecting the Prep Printers to different computers, you can always redirect printing to 
another printer if a computer goes down. 
 
 

System Printer Fields 
 
Name 
You can call these printers whatever you wish but it is generally a good idea to have the 
printer name describe the printer’s function.  (For example, Bar, Kitchen, Receipt)  
 
Printer Type 
Select from the drop down list, the make and model of the printer.  If your printer type is not 
listed, you can try one of the models listed and experiment or you can create your specific 
printer under Printer Definitions. 
 
What Station 
Select from the dropdown list the station the printer is physically connected to. 
 
What Port 
Select from the drop down list the physical communication port the printer is connected to.  
(Usually Com1 or Com2 on a standard PC) 
 
If your computer needs additional serial ports, you can purchase a USB to Serial adapter.  
These simply connect to any vacant USB port on your PC and provide you with an additional 
serial port. (Approx $30) 
 
Make sure any adapter you use utilizes the Prolific Windows Driver! 
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Port Parameters 
This field is used to adjust the speed at which the printer is designed to accept information 
from the computer.  The information is expressed in the format  (BaudRate,Parity,Data 
Bits,Stop Bits).  The system and most receipt printers default to 9600,n, 8,1 so generally no 
information should be entered here. 
 
Print Format (Hospitality Feature) 
Select various formats for printing on remote printers. For example, in a restaurant, a kitchen 
chit contains a lot of information.  The consolidation totals critical information to help expedite 
the preparation of products.   

 
 
Course Division Line  (Hospitality Feature) 
Place a separator between the various courses that are sent to remote printers. For example, 
place a division between Appetizers and Entrees. 
 
Use Windows Printer 
Check this box to utilize a Windows printer as a receipt or prep printer.  To do this, you must 
create the appropriate printer using the Add Printer Wizard in windows.  The name that you 
assign to the printer in windows must be the same as the Name you assign to the printer in 
System Printer Setup. 
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Windows Printer Name 
If you have checked Use Windows Printer, enter the name you assigned to the printer in the 
Add Printer Wizard. 
 
 
Note:  System Printer Setup is only to be used to create receipt and ‘prep’ printers. Do 
not create your back office report printer here. It should be created as a standard 
Windows Printer using Windows printer setup. 
 
Note:  You Do Not create any receipt or ‘prep’ printers as Windows Printers unless you 
check the Use Windows Printer box for that printer. 
 
For Additional Information see Printer Definition Setup. 
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Printer Definition Setup 
 
POSsimplicity utilizes its own print spooler to print sales receipts and all POS reports.  
Because we are not using standard Windows printer drivers, we must create our own.  These 
drivers are created as Printer Definitions.  Standard POS receipt printers use a variety of 
decimal codes to determine if the text should be bold, double size, red etc.  A variety of 
printer definitions have been pre-created for you but if you wish to use a printer that is not 
listed, you can easily create your own.  The manual that comes with your printer should 
contain all the information that you require. 
 

Printer Definition Fields 
 
Name 
Enter the name of the printer. 
 
Advance Lines 
Enter the number of lines the printer must feed to eject the receipt from the printer. 
 
Enter the decimal codes that the printer uses for the following functions 

Initialize Printer 
Finalize Print Job 
Bold Print On and Bold Print Off 
Red Print On and Red Print Off 
Double Width Print On and Double Width Print Off 
Kitchen Text Print On and Kitchen Text Print Off 
Normal Text Print 
Cutter Code  (if the printer has an auto page cutter) 
Open Cash Drawer 1 codes 
Open Cash Drawer 2 codes 
Print Graphic Logo codes 
Print Barcode On and Print Barcode Off 

 
For Additional Information see System Printer Setup 
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Setting Up Your Label Printer 
 
You can connect a barcode label printer to any station within the system.  This will allow you 
the ability to product pricing tags and barcode tags for your products as well as shelf tags for 
your store.  Under Label Setup, you can design a variety of label formats, so various products 
can have different looking tags if you wish.  Tags can also be printed on your laser or inkjet 
printer using standard label sheets or be exported to third party label applications. 
 
Most barcode printers are programmable devices which use a command language that has 
become an industry standard.  This means that we can work with most barcode printers on 
the market.  Currently, POSsimplicity is certified with several Cognitive Solutions printers and 
Eltron printers.  You can use any format of barcode printer, such as serial, parallel or USB.   
 
The barcode printer is installed using the Add Printer Wizard that comes standard with 
Microsoft Windows.  Do not install the printer using the installation CD that comes with 
the printer.  Always install the printer in Windows as a Generic Text Only printer.   
 
Each printer created in Windows requires a unique name.  You can assign any name you 
wish to the printer, but this name must also be the same on all work stations that share this 
printer as well as in the label itself under the Windows Name 
 

 
 
This printer can be shared between the various POS stations running on your network but the 
name of the printer on each networked station must be the same. 
Refer to your Microsoft Windows Help on Sharing Printers 
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Creating Your Label Types 
 

 
 
 
Under Label Design, you can create your various labels. 
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Label Design Fields 

 
Label Name 
Enter a descriptive name for the Label. For example, Shelf Tag For Specials. 
 
Label Printer Type 
Select from the dropdown list the type of printer. This can be a physical printer or it can also 
be an export file that can be imported into other label printing software. 
 

 Export to TAGEXPRT.Dat   
Tag information is exported to a file which can be used by a third party label printing 
application. No Printer Codes are required. 
 

 Export to TAGEXPR1.Dat   
Tag information is exported to a file which can be used by a third party label printing 
application. No Printer Codes are required. 
 

 Print to Eltron Series Barcode Printer  
Tag is printed directly to a Eltron Barcode Printer. 
 

 Print to Blazer Advantage Barcode Printer 
Tag is printed directly to a Blazer Barcode Printer. 
 

 Export to Tags.DBF 
Tag information is saved and automatically printed on standard label sheets that can 
be used with your laser or inkjet printer.  You must select your Tag.DBF Label Format 
and Shelf Tag Format under System Setup. No Printer Codes are required. 
 

Windows Name:  Enter the name you assigned to the Barcode Printer when the printer was 
created in Windows using the Add Printer Wizard. 
 
Printer Codes:  The printer codes are the command language that is sent to the printer to tell 
the printer how the label should look.  Refer to the manual that accompanied the printer for a 
list of printer codes 
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Assign Label Types to your Products 
 
The next step is to assign the Label Types to any products that require tags. 
Under Product Setup, select from the Label Type dropdown list, the appropriate tag or select 
No Label for no tags. 
 

 
 

Assign the Shelf Tag Label Type 
 
Under System Setup, select from the dropdown list the appropriate label type for the Shelf 
Tag if required. 
 
 
Note:  
Under System Setup, you can Tag Printing On or Off.  This can be used to disable tag 
printing if your tag printer breaks. 
  
You can manually print tags advanced Tab in Product Setup using the Print Shelf Tag and 
Print Product Tag buttons. 
 
You can print a range of labels under Stock Adjustment Utilities. 
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System Setup 
 
 

 
 
 
System Setup gives you the opportunity to customize the software to meet your needs.  Here 
you can enable and disable many of the POSsimplicity features. 
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General Tab Fields 
 
System Language 
Select from the dropdown list the language you want the program to display.  You can select 
one of the predefined languages or create your own under Language Setup. 
 
Screen Saver Logo 
You can replace our Gecko logo at the point of sale with your own logo.  Enter the path and 
file name for your logo.  If the file is not found, the system will default to our logo. 
 
Your Corporate Web Site 
Enter the URL to your corporate web site. Leave this field blank to disable web access. 
 
Domestic Currency 
Select from the dropdown list your domestic currency, usually Cash. 
 
Week Start Day 
Select the starting day for your business week.  This day will be the first date on calendars 
and schedules. 
 
Time Clock Rounding 
Enter a value from 0 to 14 minutes for time clock rounding.  Time clock rounding occurs when 
employees clock in and out of the system.  To disable rounding, enter 0 minutes. 
For example, time clock rounding has been set at 4 minutes and an employee’s shift begins 
at 9:00 am.  If that employee clocks in between 9 00am and 9:04 am, the system will clock 
them in at 9:00am. If the same employee clocks in between 9:05 and 9:14am, the system will 
clock them in at 9:15am. 
 
Next Fiscal Period Start Date 
Enter the next date that you want the system to transfer product sales statistics and customer 
purchase statistics from the current year to the previous year. These statistics are found in 
Product and Customer Setup under the Statistics Tab. 
 
Warn If Receive Stock Exceeds 
Enter a maximum value of stock that can be received at one time before the system warns 
you.  This is a safety feature to prevent abnormally large quantities being received.  If you set 
the limit to 9999 units and then tried to receive 10000 units, the system would prompt you 
with an ‘Are You Sure?’  warning.  
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Negative Check File Prefix 
Enter the first digits that will identify a product as a negative check file. Eg 56##. See 
Negative Check Files for more information.  
 
Employee Prefix 
The employee prefix code is used if you scan or swipe employee I.D. cards.  The prefix code 
represents up to the first 6 digits of the employee code.  When you scan or swipe an 
employee I.D. card at the point of sale, the system will check the first 6 digits of the bar code 
to see if they equal this prefix code.  If they do, then the system will assume you are scanning 
an employee I.D. card and will look for an exact match to the bar code in the employee file.  If 
you are using bar-coded employee I.D. cards, then all the employee codes should begin with 
this prefix code. 
 
Look For Discount If UPC Not Found 
Check this if you want the system to automatically look in the discount file for any UPC that is 
scanned and not found in the product file.  This feature should only be enabled if you are 
using bar-coded discounted coupons. 
 
Discount Prefix 
The discount prefix code is used if you have bar coded discount coupons.  The prefix code 
represents up to the first 6 digits of the bar code.  When you scan a coupon at the point of 
sale, the system will check the first 6 digits of the bar code to see if they equal this prefix 
code.  If they do, then the system will assume you are scanning a coupon and will look for an 
exact match to the bar code in the discount file.  All of your bar-coded coupons should start 
with this prefix code. 
 
Sales Tracker Method 
Select from the dropdown list, the method you wish to use for the sales tracker.  This feature 
is used mostly in the tourism industry where tour bus drivers and companies are paid a 
commission based on the total amount the passengers on their bus spent in your 
establishment.  The sales tracker will record the purchases made and calculate the 
commission the driver is due. 
 
Sales Tracker Prefix 
If you have enabled the Sales Tracker, enter the prefix code for the bar codes on your sales 
tracker cards. 
 
Grid Font 
Select the font to use for the Guest Check Grid at the point of sale. 
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Min. Line height 
Select the minimum height for each line on the Guest Check.  The larger the number, the 
larger each line will physically be making it easier to select using the touch screen. Typically 
400 should be sufficient.  Enter 0 to have the line size default to whatever is required 
determined by the font size. 
 
System Font 
Select the font to use for general screens. 
  
Menu Font 
Select the font to use for POS Buttons at the point of sale. 
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Receipt Setup Tab Fields 
 
When entering the receipt header and receipt footer, it is a good practice to remember that 
standard receipt printers will print approximately 40 characters on each line for normal print 
and 20 characters per line for double size print. 
 
You can enter the following codes to format your text. 

^C will center the text on the line 
^D will print the text on the line double width 
^A will print the receipt # as a barcode 
^R will print the text in Red 
^L will print the printers stored graphic logo 
^B will print the text in bold characters 

   
(Not all printers support all codes) 
 
For example,  ^C^DHave A Nice Day !: 
Will print the line centered and double sized 
 
Receipt Header 
Enter the text that you want to have printed at the top of the customer’s receipt. 
See Format Receipt Text for additional information. 
 
Receipt Footer 
Enter the text that you want to have printed at the bottom of the customer’s receipt. 
See Format Receipt Text for additional information. 
 
Short Receipt 
Enabling short receipt reduces the amount of information that prints on the customer’s 
receipt. 
 
Print Sales Type On Receipt 
Print or hide the sales type on the customers receipt. 
 
Show Prompts On Receipt 
Enable any prompts you want to appear on the customer’s receipt.  See Prompts for 
additional information. 
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Printers Tab Fields 
 
A Printer Destination Name is a pre-determined route an item is going to take when it is to be 
printed.  Food items would go to a kitchen printer, bar items would go to a bar printer. Enter a 
unique and meaningful name for each printer channel your system will use.  Printer 
destinations are generally used in a restaurant environment.  In a restaurant, each computer 
station would have its own receipt printer to print the customer’s bill.  You would also have 
situated around your restaurant other printers such as a kitchen printer and a bar printer.  
These printers let the cooks and bartenders know what they should be making. 
 
Using this example, we would set our printer channels as follows 
 

Local Receipt Destination Name  Local Receipt 
Printer Destination 2 Name  Kitchen 
Printer Destination 3 Name  Bar 
Printer Destination 4 Name   
… 
Printer Destination 8 Name   

 
 
Note: Local Receipt Destination Name is reserved always to be the stations receipt 
printer for guest checks and reports. 
 
Property Management Printer 
The property management printer is generally used in a hotel environment.  This would be a 
receipt printer that would be set up at the front desk in the hotel.  Charges that a customer 
makes to their room would print on this printer so they could be manually posted to the room 
folio. Select the printer from the dropdown list.  These printers are created under System 
Printers.  See Property Management. 
 
Show Optional Printers 
Uncheck this feature if you don’t require the optional printers displayed in Product Type 
Setup. 
 
Print Price on Ticket Printer 
Check this feature if you want the retail price to print on any admission tickets issued. 
 
Print Individual Tickets On Ticket Printer 
Check this feature if you want one chit to print for each ticket required.  If unchecked, one chit 
will print for with all required tickets listed. 
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Reports Tab Fields 
 
POS Reports 
Select the reports that you want to print when employees cash out and also when you close 
the store. 
 
Shipping Address 
Enter your shipping address for purchase orders. 
 
Include These Stations On Day End Report 
When you close the store at the end of the day, select what POS station sales figures should 
appear on the report. 
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Customer Features Tab Fields 
 
Customer Prefix 
The customer prefix code is used if you scan customer I.D. cards.  The prefix code 
represents up to the first 6 digits of the customer code.  When you scan a customer I.D. card 
at the point of sale, the system will check the first 6 digits of the bar code to see if they equal 
this prefix code.  If they do, then the system will assume you are scanning a customer I.D. 
card and will look for an exact match to the bar code in the customer file.  If you are using 
bar-coded customer I.D. cards, then all the customer codes should begin with this prefix 
code. 
 
Default City 
Enter the city name you want to appear when adding a new customer record. 
 
Default Province 
Enter the province name you want to appear when adding a new customer record. 
 
Default Country 
Enter the country name you want to appear when adding a new customer record. 
 
Default Terms 
Enter the terms you want to appear when adding a new customer record. Eg Net 30 or COD 
 
Default Credit Limit 
Enter the credit limit you want to appear when adding a new customer record. 
 
Default Customer Search Method 
When the Customer Query button is pressed and if no customer is currently active, what 
customer search screen do you wish to appear as default. 

 None 

 Customer Name List 

 Search by Customer Code 

 Search by Customer Phone Number. 
 
Bonus Buck % Rate 
Bonus Bucks are a reward point system based upon the dollar amount a customer spends 
per transaction.  Enter the percent amount that a customer is rewarded, for example, 5% of 
their purchase. 
Zero disables the Bonus Bucks Reward System. 
See Reward Systems for more information. 
 
Bonus Buck Name 
If you are using the Bonus Buck system, enter the name you want to use for your Bonus 
Bucks.  For example   Joe’s Hardware Rewards. 
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Default Sales Type for a New Customer 
Select from the dropdown list the default sales type to appear when adding a new customer 
record. 
 
Default Customer Type for a New Customer 
Select from the dropdown list the default customer type to appear when adding a new 
customer record. 
 
Default Customer Expiry Date 
Enter the customer expiry date you want to appear when adding a new customer record. 
 
Warn If Customer Is Changed Within An Active Sale 
Enable this if you want the system to warn you if you are changing the customer associated 
with a sales transaction to a new customer.  This feature is here to eliminate potential errors. 
 
Override Credit Limit Allowed 
If enabled, the system will prompt to override a customer’s credit limit if their charges will 
exceed their limit.  The ability to do this will depend on the Security Level of the currently 
logged on employee. 
 
Initial Customer Screen 
Select from the dropdown, the first customer information screen to display when a customer 
is selected at the point of sale. 
 
Show Reward Points On Receipt 
Enable this feature if you want the customer’s reward point balance to show on the sales 
receipt every time the customer makes a purchase. 
 
Ignore Customer Expiry 
Check this box to disable the customer account expiry check at the point of sale. 
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Use Customer Quick Create 
Customer Quick Create provides a simpler and faster method of entering customers at the 
point of sale, but the amount of information the can be entered is limited. 
 
Disable All Reward System 
Check this box to turn off all rewards system.  Point can still be redeemed but no points will 
be rewarded. 
 
Show Customer Stats On Day End Report 
Check this box if you want a detailed breakdown of each customer’s total account charges 
and payments to appear on the standard day end report. 
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Retail Tab Fields 
 
Weighted Product UPC Format 
The weight product UPC format is commonly used in business where barcodes are assigned 
by a weight scale such as in a deli counter.  The scale at the deli counter will assign a 
barcode to a product.  This barcode will contain sections to identify the product as well as 
stating the retail price for the particular weight of the product. The formats you set up here 
identifies the various barcode sections. 
 
For example, the format               29####*$$$$$   
 

29#### indicates the UPC starts with 29 and ends in position 6 
* is an ignored character 
$$$$$ indicates the price is located in position 9 to 12 

 
Lottery Ticket Scanning UPC Format (Ontario Lottery Corporation) 
Lottery ticket scanning allows for the scanning of lottery sales and lottery pay outs.  Lottery 
ticket scanning must be turned on by the Ontario Lottery Commission for this function to 
work. 
 
 Lottery Purchase UPC  should be 22####$$$$$$C 
 Lottery Win UPC  should be 980####$$$$$C 
 

Create Two Products as shown below. 
  

 Name   Lottery Sale 

 UPC      221000 

 Classification Price Embedded In Barcode 

 Product Type Lottery 
 

 Name  Lottery Pay Outs 

 UPC  9801000 

 Classification  Price Embedded In Barcode 

 Product Type Lottery Win 
 
With this configured, you can scan the lottery ticket for sales and pay outs 
 
Scale Unit Of Measure 
If you have a weight scale attached to POSsimplicity, enter the unit of measure for the 
system. (LB or KG) 
 
Shelf Tag Type 
Select from the dropdown list, the appropriate shelf label format to print when the Shelf Tag 
button is pressed in product setup. 
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Tag Printing Enabled 
If you print product labels or barcode tags, you can disable tag printing temporarily in the 
event of a mechanical problem with a printer. 
 
Quick Receive Method 

 By Each 
When you receive stock, your inventory is adjusted by the amount of product you 
enter. 
 

 By Cost Quantity 
When you receive stock, your inventory is adjusted by the amount of product you 
enter multiplied by the ‘Cost Quantity’ figure. 

 
Tag.DBF Shelf Tag Format 
If you are going to produce your own shelf tags on your laser or ink jet printer, then you select 
the type of tag that will be produced. All label formats use standard media stock.  
 
Tag.DBF Product Tag Format 
If you are going to produce your own product labels on your laser or ink jet printer, then you 
select the type of tag that will be produced. All label formats use standard media stock.  
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Use Smart Scan 
Smart Scan will quickly add a new product to your system if it is not found at the point of sale.  
Smart Scan will prompt you for a Description, Product Type and Retail Price and then create 
the product for a quick sale. 
 
Allow Product Add/Delete 
This is a specialty feature. If enable you cannot add or delete products from your system.  
Enabling this feature will automatically disable the Smart Scan feature. 
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Enable Features Tab Fields 
 
Use Expanded Login 
The expanded login works the same as the standard login window, but it does allow greater 
flexibility.  See Log In & Out for more information. 
 
Use Admission Tracker 
The Admission Tracker is a feature that would be used organizations that offer some form of 
memberships such as a health club.  When the member enters the premises, they would 
scan their customer card and the system would record and display appropriate information.  
See Admission Tracker for additional information. 
 
Use Frequent Buyer Program 
See Frequent Buyer Program for additional information on this feature. 
 
Use Shifts 
Shifts are very similar to a standard X and Z reports found on most cash registers. When 
enabled, you will find a Close Shift button under Manager Tasks in the point of sale.  When 
you close a shift, you will get a report of all sales since the last shift close. 
 
Use Open & Close Store Feature 
The Open & Close Store Feature is primarily used for business that are open past midnight 
on any given day.  When you Open the Store at the start of the day, the system sets the 
current business date as the date of the computer.  All sales that take place will be recorded 
as taking place on the current business date and the current business date will not be reset 
until you Close the Store at the end of the day.  This way, when the computer clock goes past 
midnight, you are still recording the sales as taking place on the current business date.  If you 
do not use this feature, all sales take place based on the computers date. 
 
Ask For Weather 
Check this if you want the system to prompt for the weather conditions when you close the 
store. 
See Weather Setup for additional information. 
 
Use Matrix Feature 
Check this if you want to enable the Matrix feature. 
See Matrix Setup for additional information.  
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More Features Tab Fields 
 
Force Employee Clock Out 
When enabled, the system will force all employee’s be clocked out before you can Close The 
Store at the point of sale. 
 
Auto Create UPC 
When enabled, the system will automatically generate the next available UPC code when 
adding a new product record. 
 
Use Auto Shutdown 
When enabled, the Manager Tasks screen at the point of sale will display a Shutdown Station 
button.  Clicking this button will shut down windows and turn the computer off. 
 
Force Close Check For Day End 
When enabled, the system will require that all open checks/transactions be closed before a 
day end can be performed. 
 
Hide Edit Payment Button 
Check this box to hide the Edit Payment button on the POS Payment Screen. 
 
Show Date & Time On Screen Saver 
Check this box to display the date & time on the POS screen saver. 
 
Automatically Return to Sales Screen on Change Due Close 
Enable this to automatically close the Payment Screen when the Change Due window is 
closed. 
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Print Time Chit On Employee Clock Out 
Enable this if you would like a time sheet to print out for each employee when they are 
clocked out at the end of their shift. 
 
Disable Refund Reasons 
If you disable refund reasons, then the system will not ask for a reason to void or refund a 
product. 
 
Cash Drawer Method 
Select the method that will determine what cash drawer to open. 

1. Open cash drawer based upon the payment method used. 
2. Open cash drawer based upon employee (Only one employee can be assigned to 

the drawer. 
3. Open cash drawer based upon employee (Multiple employees can be assigned to 

the drawer. 
 

See Station Setup for additional information. 
 
Allow Price Updates From Purchase Orders and Stock Adjustments 
Disable this if you only want price changes made directly from product setup. 
 
Print to Local Receipt On Stock Adjustments 
Print a receive summary on the local receipt printer when stock adjustments are made. 
 
Do Shifts by Station 
If you are using shift reports (see above), then do you want the shift to be created by store or 
by individual station? 
 
Profit Method 
Select the calculation method you would prefer when calculating your profit margin. 
 
Use Alpha-Numeric UPC Codes 
If selected, the system will display a alpha-numeric keyboard on screen to manually enter 
UPC codes as opposed to the standard numeric keypad. 
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Age Verification Tab Fields 
 
The Age Verification Feature helps to control the sale of products to minors. You program in 
the minimum age required to purchase products and any message you want to appear to the 
cashier when these products are being purchased. The POS system will display your 
message and the date the customer should be born on or before in order to be allowed to 
purchase the product.  The cashier can quickly cancel the sale if the customer does not meet 
the age requirements. 
 
Minimum Age 
Enter the minimum age required in order to be allowed to purchase the products. 
 
Cashier Message 
Enter any message that you want to appear on the screen to the cashier when tobacco 
products are being purchased.  This message could contain information about the types of 
I.D. that are acceptable. 
 
Age Verification Method 
Select from the dropdown the age verification method to use. 

 Basic will display the minimum age required to purchase the product. You select Yes 
or No to accept. 

 Ontario Driver’s License offers the same features as the basic method with the added 
ability to scan an Ontario Driver’s License. 

 Date Entry Method prompts you to enter the customer’s birthdate. 
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Hospitality Features Tab Fields 
 
Floor Plan Table Colors 
Select the various table colors to use to indicate the table status in the Point Of Sale.  These 
colors will visually indicate if a table is Available, Occupied, Available Soon or Not Your 
Table. 
 
The Reset Colors sets the colors back to their defaults. 
 
Table Inactivity Timer 
Enter the number of seconds before the Floor Plan notifies you that a table has had no 
activity. 
 
Countdown Timer Delay 
Countdowns are generally a hospitality feature.  For example, you may only have twenty 
Prime Rib Dinners available for the evening so you could put Prime Rib on a countdown of 
twenty. POSsimplicity monitors all stations for sales of Prime Rib and will sell out the product 
once all of the twenty are sold. The Timer Delay is the interval that POSsimplicity waits 
before looking to see if any products are sold out. A small delay allows for quicker notification 
but is also more taxes on computer resources.  The recommended value is 3 to 4 seconds. 
Enter the number of seconds between refreshing all items on countdowns. An entry of zero 
will disable all countdown checking.  
 
Print Zero Priced Modifiers 
Enable this feature if you want zero priced modifiers to print on the customer’s receipt.  For 
example, if you order a Steak Medium-Rare, do you want the Medium-Rare to appear on the 
customer’s receipt? 
 
Hide Transfer Check Button 
Check this box to hide the Transfer Check Buttons in the point of sale on the Time Clock and 
Employee Tasks screens 
 
Show Hospitality Features 
Check this box if you require hospitality features.  In hospitality mode, the system is geared 
towards restaurants.  
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Force Voiding Of Master Item 
Enabling this feature prevents the direct voiding of product modifiers.  When you void the 
master item, all its associated modifiers are automatically voided. 
 
Auto Create Seat Positions When Customer Count Is Available 
Seat Positions will be created automatically when a new table is started.  If this feature is 
disabled, seat positions must be created manually by pressing the Seat # key in your point of 
sale. 
 
Group Similar Items Together 
The computer will try to group items to save screen and receipt space.  For example, you 
press the Coffee button 3 times; the point of sale will increment the quantity counter to 3 
instead of showing 3 individual coffees. 
 
Auto Gratuity 

 Number Of People: Enter the minimum customer count required to force a 
mandatory gratuity to appear on the customer’s bill. 

 % Rate: Enter the percent rate to charge for the gratuity. 
 
Suggested Gratuity Rate 1 to 3 
Enter the suggested gratuity percent rates to appear on the customers.  Enter 0 to disable the 
feature.  
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Float Tab Fields 
 
Hide Float Buttons 
Check this box to hide the Float In, Float Out and Cash Declaration buttons on the Employee 
Tasks Screen. 
 
Float Method 
Check if you are going to monitor floats by station or by employee. 
 
Denominations Name and Value 
Enter for your domestic currency, the currency names and their corresponding values. 
For example, 

Penny  .01 
Nickel  .05 
Dime  .10 
   ………. 
Dollar  1.00 
Five Dollar  5.00 
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Pizza Delivery Tab Fields 
 
Print Sale Total On All Kitchen Chits 
This feature is mostly used in a restaurant pickup and delivery environment.  When enabled, 
the total amount due on the order is printed on the kitchen printer.  This kitchen chit could 
then be used for the delivery or pickup receipt for the customer. 
 
Customer Receipt Prints On Kitchen Printer 2 For Deliveries 
This feature in mostly used in a restaurant delivery or pickup environment.  When enabled, 
customer receipt will print on Kitchen Printer 2 following the kitchen chit. 
 
Print Secondary Customer Information On Kitchen Chit 
This feature is mostly used in a restaurant pickup and delivery environment.  When enabled, 
the Customer Information for Secondary Documents will print on the kitchen chit.  This can be 
given to the delivery driver or be used to identify the customer order on pickup orders.  See 
Receipt Message 2 for additional information. 
 
Force Receipt for Delivery 
Check this if you want to force receipt printing when the Delivery button is pressed. 
 
Default Sales Type for Deliveries 
Select from the dropdown list the sales type to use for deliveries. 
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Staff Scheduling Tab Fields 
 
Open & Close Times 
Enter the opening and closing times for your business. 
 
Interval 
Select the interval for the schedule.  

 15 minutes 

 30 minutes 

 1 hour 

 2 hours 

 4 hours 
 
Schedule Length 
Enter the number of days to include on each schedule. Most business work with a 7 or 14 
day schedule. 
 
Include Closed Periods On Schedule 
Select if you want all periods, even those when you are closed, to appear on the schedules. 
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Invoicing / Purchase Order Tab Fields 
 
Force Payment Method Selection For Each Sale 
You will be required to select the payment method prior to posting an invoice or account 
payment. 
 
# Invoice Copies 
Enter the number of copies to print when printing invoices. 
 
Select Find Method Invoice Module 
When using the Invoicing Module, you can look up products quickly using either the products 
UPC code with a barcode scanner or by entering the products PLU number. 
 
Invoice Numbering Method 
Select between standard Invoice Numbers or Invoice Numbers generated by the Sales Type. 
 
Confirm Invoice Before Posting 
The system will prompt you to confirm the Sales Type, Price Level and Payment Method prior 
to posting an invoice. 
 
Shipping label Message 
Enter any information to include on the shipping label, for example Fragile. 
 
Your Company Name and Address For Invoices & PO’s 
Enter you company’s mailing information.  This will appear on some various reports. 
 
Invoice Message 
Enter any message to appear on the Invoice.  Eg 1.5% Charged On Past Due Accounts 
 
Copy Supplier Notes To Purchase Order 
If you enable this feature, the notes field in a suppliers record will automatically be added to 
the notes field for a new purchase order for the supplier. 
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Documents Tab Fields 
 
Logo Header Path 
Enter the path and filename to your company logo. This logo prints on select statements and 
invoices. 
 
Logo Footer Path 
Enter the path and filename to your logo footer. This logo footer prints on select statements 
and invoices. 
 
Payment Receipt Path 
Select the format to use for your payment receipts. 
 
Invoice Path 
Select the format to use for your invoices. 
 
Statement Path 
Select the format to use for your statements. 
 
Purchase Order Path 
Select the default format to use for your purchase orders. 
 
Shipping Label Path 
Select the format to use for your shipping labels. 
 
Picking List Path 
Select the format to use for your warehouse pick list. 
 
Packing List Path 
Select the format to use for your packing lists. 
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Winery Tab Fields 
 
Use Winery Feature 
POSsimplicity has incorporated many features that are required by wineries in Ontario.  
 
Winery Location 
Select from the dropdown, where your winery is located. 
  
Do Not Allow Manual Adjustments Of Key Price Fields 
If Enabled, POSsimplicity will lock all fields relating winery pricing, bottle size and basic 
selling price.  All modifications would be performed by the Winery Pricer. 
 
 
 
 
See Wineries for additional information. 
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Accounting Tab Fields 
 
Accounting Program 
Select from the dropdown list, the accounting program you use.  POSsimplicity can create a 
General Ledger Import File at the end of each business day.  This file can be imported into 
your accounting program to record your daily sales, taxes, Cash, Credit Card etc.  See 
Accounting for additional information. 
 
Create Accounting Export File 
When selected, the POS will create an accounting export file when the Day Close is 
performed.  This file can be imported into your accounting package.  See Accounting 
Interface for additional information 
 
A/R Monthly Interest Rate 
Enter the monthly interest rate to charge on Past Due accounts. The interest will appear on 
their monthly statement selected, provided the customer has Charge Interest enabled in their 
profile. 
 
Misc. Accounting Codes 
Enter the General Ledger Accounting code for the applicable fields. See Accounting for 
additional information. 
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Gift Certificate & Credit Note Tab Fields 
 
 
Always Issue A Credit Note For A Refund 
… 
 
Gift Certificate Preset Values 
… 
 
Allow Manual Entry Of Gift Certificate Amount 
… 
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Auto Sale Email Tab Fields 
 
The Auto Sale Email feature allows for thank you emails to be sent automatically after a sales 
transaction has been completed. See Marketing Tools for additional information. 
 
Use Auto Sale Email Feature 
Check this to enable the auto email feature. 
 
Auto Email Subject Line 
Enter the subject line to appear in the customers email. 
 
Auto Sale Body 
Enter the HTML code that will make up the email the customer will receive. You can view the 
email by clicking View In Browser. See HTML Email Basics for additional information. 
 
Auto Sale Alternate Text 
Computer security sometimes prevents HTML emails from displaying correctly. You can enter 
here a simple text email that will appear if the HTML cannot be displayed.   
   
  

Email Invoice Tab Fields 
 
Email Invoice Subject Line 
Enter the subject line to appear in the customers email. 
 
Email Invoice Body 
Enter the HTML code that will make up the email the customer will receive. You can view the 
email by clicking View In Browser. See HTML Email Basics for additional information. 
 
Email Invoice Alternate Text 
Computer security sometimes prevents HTML emails from displaying correctly. You can enter 
here a simple text email that will appear if the HTML cannot be displayed.   
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SMTP Setup Tab Fields 
 
Email Logo Path 
Select the path to your logo that will appear on all emails.   
 
SMTPQ Queue Path 
Enter the path to SMTPQ outgoing mail folder.   
 
Outgoing Mail Server 
Enter the address for your outgoing mail server. This information can be obtained from your 
Internet service provider.   
 
SMTP Port 
Enter the port for your mail server. Generally, most outgoing mail servers use port 25, but this 
can very between Internet providers. This information can be obtained from your Internet 
service provider.   
 
Use Secure Connection (SSL) 
Check this box if your outgoing mail server requires a secure connection (SSL). This 
information can be obtained from your Internet service provider.   
 
Username 
Enter your username if your outgoing mail server requires it. This information can be obtained 
from your Internet service provider.   
   
Password 
Enter your password if your outgoing mail server requires it. This information can be obtained 
from your Internet service provider.   
 
Domain 
Enter the domain name if required by your computer network.   
 
Your Company Name 
Enter your company name. This name will appear on all emails sent by POSsimplicity.   
 
Your Email Address 
Enter your email address. This name will appear on all emails sent by POSsimplicity.   
 
 
See Setting Up SMTPQ Mail Server for additional information 
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Receipt Messages Tab Fields 
 
Training Mode 
Enter the text to appear on the sales receipt if training mode is enabled. 
 
Duplicate Receipt 
Enter the text to appear on the sales receipt to indicate the receipt is not the original. 
 
Paid Out 
Enter the text to appear on Paid Out receipts. 
 
Refunded Transaction 
Enter the text to appear on the sales receipt for a refund sale. 
 
Voided Transaction 
Enter the text to appear on the sales receipt for a void sale. 
 
Customer Format 
Enter what customer information your wish to appear on the sales receipt if a customer is 
associated with the sale. 
 
Customer Format On Secondary Documents 
Enter what customer information your wish to appear on the other receipts.  These would 
include kitchen chits for pizza delivery and frequent buyer receipts. 
 
Customer On POS Screen 
Enter what customer information your wish to appear on the point of sale screen. 
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Format Customer Info. on Receipts & Screen 
 
Specialized Field Codes for Customer Format 
/NAME/    Customer Name  
/CARDNO/   Card Number  
/PHONE1/   Phone Number 1 
/ACCTBAL/   Account Balance 
/ADDRESS1/   Address Line 1 
/ADDRESS2/   Address Line 2 
/NOTES/   Notes Field 
/CITY/    City 
/PROVINCE/   Province 
/COUNTRY/   Country  
/POSTAL/   Postal or Zip Code 
/SHIPTO/   Ship To Address 
/CNBAL/   Credit Note Balance Available 
/CCBAL/   Conv/RA Balance Available 
/YEAR2DATE/   Year To Date Purchases 
/TAXNUM/       Tax Exempt Number 
/BPOINTS/   Bonus Bucks 
 
Customer format example 
 
^D/NAME/  line 1: customers name double size 
/PHONE1/  line 2: customers phone number normal size 
Card # /CARDNO/ line 3: Card # followed by the customer card number 
Balance: /ACCTBAL/ line 4: Balance: followed by the customers account balance 

 
 

John Smith 

(905)555-1212 
Card # 777628363 
Balance: $123.45 
 
 
 
See Formatting Receipt Text for additional information.   
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Formatting Receipt Text 
 
You can format receipt text by using control codes. 
 
The following codes are available. 
 
 
^C    Center the text on the line  
^B  Print the line in bold faced text 
^D  Print the line in double width text 
^R  Print the line in red text 
^A  Print the receipt number as a barcode on the receipt 
^L  Print the logo on the receipt 
 
 
 
 
Sample receipt header and associated formatting text 

 
 
 
^C^DABC Restaurant 
^C123 Main Street 
^CAnyCity, Any Town 
^C(905)5551212 
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Taxes & Deposits Setup 
 
You can allocate up to 7 different tax rates and 2 deposits within the system.  You assign 
these taxes and deposits to your products under Product Type setup. 
 
Tax System 
Select from the dropdown list the tax system to use. 
 

1) Standard Tax 
 

2) Ontario Tax 
 
Ontario tax is required if you are selling prepared food in the province of Ontario.  
Certain food items such as pop change their tax status depending on whether it is 
sold with prepared food or by itself. For example 
 
To setup Ontario Tax correctly, follow the guidelines below. 
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Note: Tax rates may have fluctuated since this manual was printed so check you’re your 
local government offices.  
 
Using the above example,  
 

 Merchandise and snack foods should be assigned to Tax 4 

 Beverages that will swap their taxability if sold with prepared foods 
should be assigned to Tax 1 and Tax 2 

 Prepared foods should be assigned to Tax 1 and Tax 3 

 Alcohol should be assigned to Tax 4 
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Tax Name 
Enter the name of the tax. 
 
Tax Rate 
Enter the percent rate for this tax. For example, 7.5% would be entered as 7.5. 
 
Tax Limit 
Enter lower taxable limit for this tax.  For example, in Ontario, prepared food is charged 8% 
tax for any prepared foods that cost more that $4.00.  Once this $4.00 limit is reached, the 
entire meal become taxable.  If the entire meal is under $4.00, no tax is charged. 
 
Tax VAT 
A VAT (Value Added Tax) means the tax amount is actually included in the price of the 
product.  Enable this if you are including your taxes in the price.  
Only Taxes 4 can be set as VAT. 
 
Tax Accounting Code 
Enter the GL account code for the tax.  This code is used with the systems accounting 
interfaces as well as appearing on export sales reports. 
 
Charge Tax 1 and 2 on Tax 7 
Check this box if you need to make Tax 7 Taxable. 
 
Print Tax on Receipts and Invoices 
If the tax is VAT, you can have the tax print on the sales receipt or remain hidden. 
 
Quantity Limit for Tax Exempt 
Enter the quantity of items that must be purchased within this tax bracket to become tax-
exempt.  Enter 0 (zero) to disable this feature. 
 
Tax Group Number 1 to 7 
Enter a number between 1 and 7 to group taxes together on reports and sales receipts For 
example, you many need to use 2 taxes for your federal tax, but if you assign them to the 
same group, they will print as a single total on the customers receipt.  
 
Deposit Name 
Enter the name for the deposit. For example,  Bottle Deposit. 
 
Deposit Accounting Code 
Enter the GL account code for the deposit.  This code is used with the systems accounting 
interfaces as well as appearing on export sales reports. 
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Tax To Charge On Purchases 
Select from the dropdown list the tax to charge on purchases.  For example, in Ontario, if 
GST is charged when you sell the product, then it is also charged when you purchase the 
product.  
 
Tax On Shipping 
Select up to 2 taxes to be charged on shipping. 
 
 
Winery Deposit and Tax Stucture 
Select the appropriate tax structure and bottle deposit for each pricing level. 
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HTML Email Basics 
 
HTML Email Basics will give you a small introduction into creating a basic HTML email. 
 
 
HTML Basic Format 
 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC -//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN>  

<HTML> Start HTML Document 

<HEAD> Start Heading Section 

</HEAD> End Heading Section 

<BODY> Start Body Section 

   Enter your information here.  Use <br> to do a carriage return Freeform area  

</BODY> End Body Section 

</HTML> End HTML Document 
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HTML SAMPLE 1 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC -//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<IMG SRC=cid:/LOGOPATH/> 
<br>Thanks for your purchase today. 
<br>We have attached some helpful hints to this email. 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
 
The line <IMG SRC=cid:/LOGOPATH/> inserts the logo you selected in System Setup  
SMTP Setup  Email Logo Path into the email. 
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HTML SAMPLE 2 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<IMG SRC=cid:/LOGOPATH/> 
<br><br> 
Thanks for your purchase today.<br> 
<IMG SRC=cid:/IMAGESTART/:c:\touchhospitality\images\burger.jpg/IMAGEEND/> 
We have attached your invoice 
<IMG SRC=cid:/IMAGESTART/:c:\touchhospitality\images\ballcap.jpg/IMAGEEND/> 
to this email. 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
 
The line <IMG SRC=cid:/IMAGESTART/:c:\posedge\images\burger.jpg/IMAGEEND/> inserts 
an image called burger.jpg into the email. 
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Station Setup 
 
Station Setup allows you to customize each point of sale station.  You must complete station 
setup for each point of sale station. Any functions that you enable only apply to that specific 
station.  
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Main Tab Fields 
 
Station Name 
Enter a descriptive name for the POS station. We recommend the name contain a descriptive 
part followed by the actual station number.  For example Bar #1 or Wait Station #2 
 
Use Active Screen Saver 
Select the screen saver to use for the point of sale. 

 Use no screen saver. 

 Display the floating Gecko logo or the logo specified under System Setup as Screen 
Saver Logo.  The logo will move slowly around the screen.  This uses more system 
resources than other methods. 

 Display random advertising images at the point of sale. See Advertising for additional 
information. 

 Display the floating Gecko logo or the logo specified under System Setup as Screen 
Saver Logo.  The logo will jump randomly around the screen.  This uses less system 
resources. 

 
Station Type 
POSsimplicity has been developed to run in a variety of environments. 

 Retail 

 Hospitality 

 Bar 

 Pizza Delivery 
Choose the one that best suits your business. 
 
POS Screen Name 
Choose from the dropdown list the point of sale screen to use for this station.  Each station 
can have its own screen designed to suit its specific tasks.  The hostess station screen might 
be completely different from the bar station. See POS Screen Names for additional 
information. 
 
Prompt For Customer 
Enable this function if you want to prompt for a customer for each transaction. 
 
Prompt For Customer Count 
Prompt for the number of customers at the table when a new transaction is started. 
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Default Sale Type 
Select from the dropdown list the default sales type for this station. 
 
Lock Sales Type in POS 
Check this if you want the Sales Type to remain locked in the default position regardless of 
the customer’s sales type status. 
 
Bank Authorization 
Select the integrated credit/debit card bank system that you are using on this station.  
 
Change Window Timer 
Enter the number of seconds the Change Due window remains on the screen.   
Valid values are  

 0 = Change due window must be closed by touching or clicking the window. 

 1 to 65 = Change due window will close automatically after that many seconds. 

 Less than 1 = Change due window will flicker for a millisecond and then close. 
 
Float In Required 
Check this if you want a mandatory float entry on this station.  If enabled, you will be required 
to enter a float for any Payment Method that has Float In Required checked. See Floats for 
additional information. 
 
Auto Log Off Timer 
Enter the number of seconds before the current employee is logged off due to inactivity. 
 
Cash Out Required 
Check this if you want mandatory cash out on this station. 
 
Pricing Structure 
POSsimplicity has several pricing structures.  You can force a particular station to use a 
particular structure. 

 Sales Type Price Level 

 Quantity Break Pricing 

 Customer Price Level 

 Force A Price 

 Force B Price 

 Force C Price 

 Force D Price 

 Force E Price 

 Force F Price 
 
Sale Prompt 
Select from the dropdown list any prompt you want for each sale.  For example, Postal Code.  
See Prompt Setup for additional information. 
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Station Has Keyboard 
The computer will automatically display an on screen keyboard if keyboard entry is required 
and the station does not have one attached. 
 
Floor Plan 
Locate the floor plan to use for this station. You must have the station type set to hospitality 
for this function to work. 
 
Floor Plan Timer 
Enable or Disable the floor plan timer on this station. 
 
Drive thru Table Number 
Drives thru orders are automatically saved to the table number specified here when Save 
Check is pressed. Only stations that have the same number programmed here can retrieve 
orders using the Recall Order function. 
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Keyboard Tab Fields 
 
Create shortcut keys to various POS functions. Shortcuts can be applied to the following 
keys: 

 F1 ~ F12 

 Alt F1 ~ Alt F12 

 Ctrl F1 ~ Ctrl F12 

 Shift F1 ~ Shift F12 
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Pole Display & Scale Tab Fields 
 
Pole Display Port 
Select from the dropdown list, the communication port that the pole display is physically 
connected to. 
 
Pole Message 
Enter up to 6 lines of text to display on the pole display when a sale is not active. 
 
Time Delay 
Enter the number of seconds the Pole Message remains before displaying the next message. 
 
Pole Initialization String 
Enter any initialization string the pole display requires. 
 
Scale Type 
Select the appropriate weight scale from the dropdown list. 
 
Scale String 
Enter the scale port string in the following format. 
 
Port:9600,e,7,1          where Port is the serial port number
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Quick Tender Tab Fields 
 
Enter the dollar amounts to use for the quick tender keys on the payment screen at the point 
of sale. 
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Printers Tab Fields 
 
Select from the dropdown list, the printers this station should print to for each printer 
destination. 
 
Receipt Printer Off 
You can turn the local receipt printer off if you generally don’t give sales receipts.  You can 
optionally print the sales receipt from the Transaction Viewer or by pressing the Receipt 
Button. 
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Accounting Integration 
 
POSsimplicity can create General Ledger accounting export files, which can be used to 
import GL entries into QuickBooks and Simply Accounting.   
 
To do this, POSsimplicity needs to know the general ledger accounting codes for the 
following accounts. 

 Sales Departments  enter under Sales Department Setup 

 Payment Methods   enter under Payment Method Setup 

 Discounts  enter under Discount Setup 

 Taxes  enter under tax and deposit setup 

 Bottle Deposits  enter under Tax and Deposit Setup 

 Account Payments  enter under System Setup  Accounting Tab 

 Account Charges  enter under Payment Method Setup 

 Paid Outs  enter under System Setup  Accounting Tab 

 Shipping  enter under System Setup  Accounting Tab 

 Received In Advance  enter under System Setup  Accounting Tab 

 Gratuities  enter under System Setup  Accounting Tab 
 

 Quickbooks also requires you enter the Tax Agency Name under System 
Setup  Accounting Tab  

 
Ignore any accounts that you do not use in your accounting. 
 
Under System Setup  Accounting Tab, select your accounting software and activate the 
accounting export. The actual accounting export files are created automatically when you 
Close The Store at the end of the business day.  See the POS User Guide for information on 
Closing The Store. 
 
From the import menu in Simply Accounting or QuickBooks, you can locate and import these 
files daily to update your general ledger accounting. See your accounting software manual for 
directions on General Ledger Importing. 
 
The accounting export files are normally stored in the accounting folder on the server (usually 
C:\POSEDGE\ACCOUNTING). You can override this default by setting the path for the 
accounting files in the POSEDGE.INI file located in the point of sale root folder. Accounting 
files can be stored on the local server or a web based cloud drive for easier access. 
 
eg  Accounting=F:\Accounting    See POSEDGE.INI for additional information. 
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Drive-thru 
 
POSsimplicity can handle single and dual drive-thru windows as well as a multiple lane drive-
thru. 
 

 Each terminal that takes orders requires a Save Order button on the POS screen. 

 Each terminal that completes the order requires a Recall Order button on the POS 
screen. 

 All terminals can perform both the tasks of taking and completing orders. 

 Terminals that are assigned to the same drive-thru lane need to be assigned to the 
same Drive-Thru table number under Station Setup.  Terminals that are assigned 
different Drive-thru Table Numbers cannot see each other’s traffic. 
 
See Station Setup for additional information 
 
See Drive-thru in the POS User Guide 
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Frequent Buyer Program 
 
The Frequent Buyer Program is a specialized feature that tracks the purchases of products 
by customer.  When a customer purchases so many of a particular product, the system 
issues them a free one.  If you’re a business where your customers should be in on a fairly 
regular basis to replenish their stock of an item, a program like this can sometimes ensure 
the customer will be back. Your supplier often implements programs like this, and they will 
credit your account or will replace the free product.  The system will generate a report that 
lists the customer’s personal information, what item they received for free, and details the 
receipt numbers, the transaction dates and what products were purchased to entitle the 
customer to a free item.  This report can be given to your supplier if they are going to credit 
your account for the free item given. 
 

Setting Up the Frequent Buyer Program 
 

1) Activate Use Frequent Buyer Program under System Setup.  
2) Create or modify your Product Types. You need to assign to each product type, the 

quantity of items within the group. 
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Using the Frequent Buyer Program 
 
The Frequent Buyer Program automatically keeps track of purchases for each transaction 
that has a customer attached.  Each product purchased will tracked by their product type.  
From the customer screen, click the Frequent Buyer Tab to view the customer’s group totals 
and issue any free packages they are entitled to. 
 

1) Click the Customer Search button in the point of sale and locate the customer. 
2) Click the Frequent Buyer Tab on the Customer Screen. 
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3) Click Issue Free to give the customer their free package. 
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Admission Tracker 
 
The Admission Tracker is a special function that is designed for organizations that offer some 
form of membership such as a health club.  When a customer enters the premises, they 
would scan their membership card and the system would log their entry.  Various reports can 
be generated to determine member’s usage of the facility as well as the length of their visits. 
 

Setting Up the Admission Tracker 
 

1) Enable the Admission Tracker In System Setup.  
2) Create Customer Types to assign to your customers such as: 
 

 Premium Member    and check Use Admission Tracker 
 Standard Member    and check Use Admission Tracker 
 Non Members    and don’t check Use Admission Tracker 
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3) Assign the appropriate customer type to your customers. 
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Using the Admission Tracker from the Point Of Sale 
 
Attach the Customer to the Sale using any of the methods shown in the user’s manual. 
If the customer is associated with a Customer Type that has Admission Tracking enabled, the 
system will prompt you to admit the Customer. 
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Admission Ticket Printing 
 
POSsimplicity can produce admission tickets.  Tickets can be used for entrance to 
attractions, or in a winery environment, can be used to show you have purchased wine 
tasting samples.  You may be able to customize this feature to fit your particular business. 
 
The system can produce individual tickets for each person or one ticket listing all the 
admissions. 
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Setting Up The Admission Tracker 

 
1. Under Administration  System Setup  Printers Tab  

Check Print Individual Tickets on Ticket Printer if you want individual chits to print for 
each ticket or leave unchecked for a group ticket. 
 

2. Under Administration  System Setup  Receipt Messages 2 Tab  
Format the layout of the ticket under Ticket Text. 
Specialized Field Codes for Ticket Format 
/NAME/    Product Name  
/DATESTAMP/   Date and Time Stamp  
/TRANSNO/   Transaction Number 
You can format receipt text by using control codes. 
^C    Center the text on the line  
^B  Print the line in bold faced text 
^D  Print the line in double width text 
^R  Print the line in red text 
^A  Print the receipt number as a barcode on the receipt 
^L  Print the logo on the receipt 

 
3. Under Administration  Station Setup  Printers and Cash Drawer Tab 

Select for each station the printer to be used to print tickets. 
 

4. Under Products  Product Types 
Select the product types that are required to produce tickets. 
 

5. Under Products  Product Setup 
Create the various product that are needed for admission tickets. Eg Adult Admission 
and Child Admission and assign them to the appropriate product type you created in 
step 4. 
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Property Management 
 
 
See Authorization Methods under Payment Methods. 
See Property Management Printer under System Setup. 
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Head Office Sales Integration for Multi-Store 
 
POSsimplicity provides a simple method to implement the transfer of sales information from 
individual stores to a central head office for reporting purposes.  There are several important 
considerations that must be taken into account to make this process work. 
 

1) When you purchase POSsimplicity for each store, make sure the software 
registration form contains a unique store number (1 to 7 digits) for each store. 
 

2) The head office installation also requires a software license. The store number for the 
head office location is always 0000000.  
Store 0000000 cannot access Invoicing, POS, and has minimal  POSetup 
access. 
 

3) The same installer is used to install POSsimplicity for each store and the head office 
location.  
 

4) The head office installation will have limited access to POSsetup and access to Head 
Office Reports. 
 

5) A common drive is required to export the sales information out of the stores and into 
the head office.  We recommend setting up a Cloud Drive such as a Google drive to 
accomplish this.  
 
 For example, set up a Google drive and assign it to a drive letter on both computers. 
 

6) Run the program HOexport.exe daily on one machine in each store to export the 
sales information to the cloud drive. This program can be run manually by double 
clicking or set up in a scheduler such as Microsoft Task Scheduler and run with 
command line parameters. 
 
 

7) Run the program HOimport.exe daily on the head office server to import the sales 
information from the cloud drive.  This program can be run manually by double 
clicking or set up in a scheduler such as Microsoft Task Scheduler and run with 
command line parameters. 

 
Head Office Setup consists of 

 Store Setup 

 Head Office Report Group Setup 

 HOimport.exe 

 HOexport.exe 
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Using HOexport.exe 
 
HOexport.exe is part of our Head Office Reporting Tool.  This program is used to export sales 
information from a store to a cloud drive for input into the head office database.  This program 
is located in the root POS folder.  It can be run manually by double clicking or run 
automatically using a scheduler such as Microsoft Windows Task Scheduler. 
 
This program requires two pieces of information to run. 
 

1) The path to the folder where the exported information is to be placed. 
2) The business date of the transactions to export in the format YYYYMMDD or the 

phrase ‘YESTERDAY’ or  ‘TODAY’ 
 
This information can be entered directly into the form when the program is started manually 
or entered using command line parameters.  The command line parameters are  
 

 /P  {drive and folder name} 

 /D  {YYYYMMDD} or  YESTERDAY   or   TODAY 
 
This application should be run daily on one computer in each store. 
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Using HOimport.exe 
 
HOimport.exe is part of our Head Office Reporting Tool.  This program is used to import sales 
information from a store into the head office database.  This program is located in the root 
POS folder.  It can be run manually by double clicking or run automatically using a scheduler 
such as Microsoft Windows Task Scheduler. 
 
This program requires one piece of information to run. 
 

1) The path to the folder where the import file is to locate. 
 
This information can be entered directly into the form when the program is started manually 
or entered using command line parameters.  The command line parameters are  
 

 /P  {drive and folder name} 
 
This application should be run daily on the head office computer. 
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Head Office Report Groups 
 
Head Office Report Groups are part of our Head Office Reporting Tool.  These groups 
provide a common link between all stores and the head office for reporting. Each store 
operates independently so departments and product types can vary from store to store.  
Head Office Report Groups are designed to be the same across the chain to provide better 
reporting for the head office. There are 20 report groups. Head Office Report Groups are 
assigned under Product Type Setup. 
 
Head Office Report Groups Setup can be found under Administration in POS Setup. 
 

 
 

Head Office Report Group Fields 

 
Group Name 
Enter the name for the group. For example, Food, Modifiers, Merchandise. 
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Store Setup 
 
Store Setup is part of our Head Office Reporting Tool.  This allows you to filter head office 
reports by store. Store Setup can be found in POSsetup under Administration. 
 

 
 

Store Fields 

 
Store Name 
Enter the name for the store. 
 
Number 
Enter the 1 to 7 digit store number. 
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Setting Up Your POS Keyboard 
 
POSsimplicity can be operated using a standard computer keyboard or a Point Of Sale style 
keyboard.   You can assign various POS functions and products to keyboards.  Most of the 
keyboard assignment functions are setup in Station Setup under the Keyboard tab. 
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In addition to various POS functions, you can set up direct products to be accessed by 
pressing a key on your keyboard.  You program the specific item in Product Setup under the 
Advanced tab by clicking the Scan Code box and pressing the appropriate key on your POS 
keyboard. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Your POS keyboard requires programming prior to setting it up within POSsimplicity.  You 
can program your keyboard using any of the following macros. 
 

 F1 thru F12 

 Shift F1 thru Shift F12 

 Alt F1 thru Alt F12 

 Ctrl F1 thru Ctrl F12 

 * 
 

Refer to the manual that accompanied your POS keyboard for instructions on programming 
your keyboard. 
 
Standard computer keyboards do not require any additional programming. 
 
 
 

 
Operating with your Keyboard 
 
The function keys and direct products you setup on your keyboard will only function from the 
main order entry screen in the point of sale.  They will not function under the Finished or 
Payment Screen, Manager Tasks, Employee Tasks etc. 
 
Under the Order Entry Screen, the keyboard functions will operate the same as the touch 
screen alternative. 
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Setting up Your Weight Scale 
 
You can connect a weight scale to any station within the system.  This will allow you to create 
products that can be sold by weight.  For example, you can create a deli product called sliced 
ham, set its retail price to 2.99 per pound, set the packaged ham on the scale, and sell the 
product.  The system will calculate the selling price for the ham by multiplying the retail price 
by the weight of the product. 
 

1) In System Setup under the General tab, set the Scale Unit of Measure to LB or KG 
2) In System Setup under the Advanced tab, Uncheck the Short Receipt box 
3) In Station Setup under the Pole Display & Scale Tab, select the appropriate scale 

type and enter the serial port parameters for the scale. 
4) In POS Screen Design, add a Scale Window to your POS Desktop 
5) In Product Setup under the Advanced tab, Check the items that require the scale and 

enter the retail price of the product per your scales unit of measure (LB or KG) 
 
For Additional Information see 

Product Setup 
Using a Scale 

 
 

KiloTech PD-1 Scale 
 

 Set the KiloTech PD-1 Scale to Type Mode 2.  This is the factory default.  Refer to 
your KiloTech manual for more information. 

 

 Make or purchase the appropriate cable. 
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Setting Up Your Winery System 
 
POSsimplicity has several features that have been specifically designed for wineries in 
Ontario.  
 

1) In System Setup under the Taxes and Deposits tab, set the taxes and deposits as 
follows.  Taxes 3, 6 and 7 can be used as needed for your own uses. 
 

 
Note: Taxes 4 and 5 can only be used for Wine Included Taxes.  
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2) In System Setup under the Winery Features tab, turn on the Use Winery Feature and 
assign the taxes and deposits as follows. 

 

 
 

Winery Pricer Tax Structure 
Generally, 
Retail Price:  GST and PST Included In Price, Plus Deposits 
Liquor Board Price: GST Add On Tax, No Deposit 
Duty Free Price:  GST Add On Tax, No Deposit 
Licensee Price:  GST Add On Tax, Plus Deposit 
Export Price:  GST Add On Tax, No Deposit 
Price F (Other):  Reserved for your own use 
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3) Create five Sales Types called Retail Sale, Licensee Sale, Duty Free Sale, LCBO 
Sale and Sampling and then delete all other Sales Types. 
 

4) Create a Discount called Sampling and set it for a Percent Sale Discount with a rate 
of 100%. Under the Advanced Tab, uncheck all the Tax Boxes. 
 

5) Create your Sales Departments, Product Types and Report Groups using the 
guidelines in the manual or the examples below. 

 

 Sales Departments: Wine, Merchandise 

 Product Types: Red Wine, White Wine, Rose, Ice Wine, Merchandise, Clothing 
 

 
 

 Report Groups: VQA, Non VQA 
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6) Create your wine products and any other retail items you sell. 
  

 
 
The Classification for Wines is Winery Product.  For all other products, refer to 
Product Setup for all other products. 
 
Create your wine products as follows: 

 

 Product Description of the wine. 

 Select the appropriate Product Type. 

 Select Winery Product for the classification. 

 Enter or Scan the UPC for the wine. 

 Press the Winery Pricer button and enter the Retail Price and Bottle Size for 
the wine. 
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7) Create your Menus, Payment Methods, Suppliers as required following the general 
guidelines in the manual. 
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8) When you create your customers, enter the name, address and phone number and 
all other general information.  
 

 General Customers: 
- set the Price Level to Retail A (Store Price) 
- set the Default Sales Type under the Advanced Tab to Retail Sale 
 

 Licensee Customers (Restaurants): 
- set the Price Level to Retail B (Licensee Price) 
- enter the Licensee Number 
- set the Default Sales Type under the Advanced Tab to Licensee Sale 
- check PST and PST Wine Exempt 
 

 Duty Free Customers: 
- set the Price Level to Retail C (Duty Free Price) 
- set the Default Sales under the Advanced Tab to Duty Free Sale. 
 

 LCBO Customers: 
- set the Price Level to Retail D (LCBO Price) 
- set the Default Sales Type under the Advanced Tab to LCBO Sale 
 

 Export Customers: 
- set the Price Level to Retail E (Export Price) 
- set the Default Sales Type under the Advanced Tab to Export Sale 
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Making Sales In Your Winery 
 

 All Retail Store Sales are made using the point of sale system. 
See Point Of Sale User Guide for additional information. 
 

 All LCBO, Licensee, Duty Free and Export Sales are made using the invoicing 
system. 
See Invoicing User Guide for additional information. 

 
For all sales, always verify, 

 the Price Level 
 the Sales Type 

 

Sampling 
 

1) Sell the bottle that you are sampling. 
2) Perform a Sampling discount. 
3) Finish the sale by pressing the Cash Button. 

 
 

Setting Up Gift Baskets For Wineries 
 
There are several ways in which you could set up and sell gift baskets using POSsimplicity, 
but the following is the preferred method because it will allow the system to accommodate all 
the various tax and bottle deposit structures that could exist in the basket.  For example, your 
basket might contain Wine, Cheese, Cork Screw and Glasses.  This means the basket must 
charge wine taxes, deposits and merchandise taxes.  
 
Sell Gift Baskets just as you would any other product. 
 
Note: You cannot sell gift baskets using the Invoicing Module. 

 
Note:  See Sales Departments, Product Types, Products, Modifiers, Combos and Menu Design for additional 
information. 
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The following steps will demonstrate how to create a Gift Basket. 
 

1) Click Administration  System Setup  Hospitality Tab and enable the feature 
Force Voiding Of Master Item. 
 

2) Click Products  Sales Department and if it doesn’t already exist already create a 
Sales Department called Gift Baskets. 
 

3) Click Products  Product Types and if it doesn’t already exist already create a new 
Product Type call Gift Baskets.  Verify that this product type is charging no taxes, no 
deposits and is being applied to the Sales Department Gift Baskets. 
 

4) Click Products  Product Setup and verify or create each product that will go into the 
Gift Basket.  

 
 

For each product, enter the price 
that is sells for within the gift 
basket.  Enter this price in the 
Modifier Price field. 

  
  Note: Do not associate any of the 

products you create here to the 
Gift Basket product type that you 
just created in step 3.  
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5) Click Products  Modifiers to create the list of items that will go into the Gift Basket. 

 

 
 

 Under Table Name, enter a unique name for your gift basket. 

 Under the Product List, locate the items that are in your gift basket. Click the 
Add Item button to move them into the basket. 

 The Minimum Choices and the Maximum Choices both must equal the 
number if items in the gift basket. In our example, we have five items in our 
gift basket. We have set both the Minimum and Maximum Choices to five. 

 Check the Auto Accept Selection feature. 

 Check the Is Combo feature. 

 Uncheck all other features. 
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6) Click Products  Menu Design to create the Gift Basket button on your point of sale 
screen.  Right click on any blank button to create a new product. 
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Setting Up Your Pizza Delivery System 
 
There are only a few steps in setting up your delivery system. 
 

1) Create a Sales Type called Delivery or similar. 
2) In System Setup under the Pizza Delivery tab, select the Sales Type you just created 

as your Default Sales Type for Deliveries and also set any other parameters you 
wish. 

3) In Station Setup for all applicable stations, set the Station Type to Pizza Delivery. 
4) In POS Screen Design, make sure you have a Delivery keys on your POS desktop. 
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The System Manager 
 
The System Manager is a program that is included with the POSsimplicity system.  This 
program must be running on one computer only, usually the point of sale server computer. 
 
To view the System Manager, simply right click on the icon and left click View System 
manager. 
 
 

 
 
 
The System Manager is a utility that runs hidden in the background.  It provides many 
functions, but its main purpose to back up your data and update your stock levels.  When you 
receive stock or sell a product, the information is sent to the System Manager and it will 
update the stock changes.  If for any reason the System Manager is not running, then your 
stock will not be accurate.  This is not as big a problem as it sounds.  As soon as the System 
Manager is running again, it will gather all the information that is waiting to be processed and 
update your stock levels. 
 
To disable the System Manager, right click on the icon and left click Exit System Manager. 
 
For Additional Information see 
Backing Up Your Data 
Rebuilding Your Data Files 
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Rebuild Data Files 
 
Use the function to compact and rebuild system index files. 
 
Before rebuilding your files, 
 
 1) Back up your data 
 2) Turn Off all stations 
 3) Turn On the station running the System Manager 
 4) Exit the Point Of Sale if it starts automatically 
 5) Open the System Manager 
 6) Click the File Repair tab 
 7) Click Rebuild Files 
 
When complete, restart the computer. 
 
For Additional Information see System Manager 
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Backing Up Your Data 
 
The importance of data backups cannot be stressed enough.  Data can be lost for a variety of 
reasons; hardware failures, equipment theft and power failures. 
 

Automated Backups 
 
The POSsimplicity System Manager provides for simple real time backups of your data.   
 
POSsimplicity provides two automated backups. 
 

 Daily Backups are performed once each day and stored in a folder by calendar 
date.  POSsimplicity never overwrites or erases these backups. 

 

 Real-time Backups are performed many times during each business day.  
POSsimplicity can backup your data to up to four different locations every 1 to 99 
minutes.   

 
 
To setup the backup process, open the System Manager and click on the Backup tab. 
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Note: For the Backup Source and Destinations, 
DO NOT USE UNC   (Universal Naming Conventions) 
Instead, map the network drive in Windows and use the mapped drive letter for the appropriate path. 

 
 
Source 
This is the data directory that you want backed up.  This would normally be the POS data 
directory.  The system will backup all sub directories of the Source.  To use the backup 
process, you must have a valid source directory. 
 
Destination 1 to 4 
This is the data directory where you want the source information saved to for real-time 
backups.  This can be any local or shared computer directory. To use the backup process, 
you must have a valid directory entered under Destination 1.  You can select up to four 
different backup locations. 
 
Backup Up Every 
Enter the frequency for real-time backups.  This can be anywhere from 1 to 99 minutes. 
 
Daily Backup 
Enter the folder to use for daily backups. POSsimplicity will create sub directories within this 
folder to store the daily backups.  The sub directories will have the format MMDDYYYY.  
 
Daily Backup Time 
Enter the time of day to perform the daily backup.  
 
Activate or De-Activate Backups 
Click to start or end the backup process. 
 
Note:  Backing up your data is extremely important.  You should always make sure you have backups that are not 
stored on premises.  If all your backups are stored on your computers and your computers are stolen, then you have 
no backups! 
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For Additional Information see System Manager & posedge.ini 
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Manual Backups 
 
In POSsetup, you can manually backup your data any time you choose to another computer 
on your network or a USB memory stick. 
 

1. Log in to POSsetup 
2. Insert your USB memory stick into an available USB port on the computer. 
3. Click the Backup button at the bottom of the screen.  

 
 

4. A typical Windows dialog box similar to the one shown below will appear. 
Navigate the dialog box to locate your USB memory stick. 

 
 

5. You can enter your own file name or using the default name provided. 
6. Click the Save button. 
7. When the confirmation window appears, you can remove your USB stick and your 

backup is complete. 
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POSEDGE.INI 
 
Some system information that POSsimplicity needs to operate correctly is stored in 
configuration setting files. Generally, the information within these files is created and 
maintained automatically by POSsimplicity and should not require any user intervention. 
 
POSsimplicity maintains two configuration files; Global and Local. The global file stores 
information that is universal to all point of sale stations while the local file stores information 
that is specific to each individual station. 
 
Only qualified administrators should make manual adjustments to these files. 
 

Global POSEDGE.INI 
(Located in the root POSsimplicity folder on the server computer) 
 
[Database] 
DBName2004 
Location POSsimplicity data files For example, DBNAME2004=\\posserver\posedge\data\ 
PGName2004 
Location POSsimplicity root directory For example, PGName2004=\\posserver\posedge\ 
SPName2004 
Location POSsimplicity spool directory.  By default, this entry is not present and the receipt 
data is automatically spooled to the PGName2004\spool\ directory.  You may want to have a 
dedicated printer server,  in which case you can specify the spool directory.  
For example, SPName2004=\\posserver\posedge\spool\ 
DBNameLocal 
Local location POSsimplicity data files For example, DBNAMELocal=c:\posedge\data\ 
PGNameLocal 
Local location POSsimplicity root directory For example, PGNameLocal=C\posedge\ 
SPNameLocal 
Local location POSsimplicity spool directory.  By default, this entry is not present and the 
receipt data is automatically spooled to the PGNameLocal\spool\ directory.  You may want to 
have a dedicated printer server, in which case you can specify the spool directory.  
For example, SPNameLocal=c:\posedge\spool\ 
Accounting 
Location of POSsimplicity accounting files.  By default, accounting export files are saved to 
the accounting folder located within the point of sale root folder.  Any entry here will override 
this default.  You may want your accounting files saved to another location. 
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[Reports] 
MyDSN=System DSN Name 
Enter the DSN to use when creating reports (usually POSReports) 
Path=pathname 
Enter the path name to the report data files 
SyncData=True/False 
 
[Backup] 
Interval 
The number of minutes between backups 
Source 
The pathname to backup 
Destination1 
The first destination for the backup 
Destination2 
The second destination for the backup 
Destination3 
The third destination for the backup 
Destination4 
The fourth destination for the backup 
 
[PortableDataCollector] 
CollectorIniLocal=True/False 
UseDataCollector=True/False 
AutoCreate=True/False 
DataFormat=UMQ  or  UQ 
DataCollectorFiles=pathname    eg c:\posedge\3rdparty\ 
JobPath=path & filename  eg c:\posedge\3rdparty\doPT630.bat 
 
 
[SystemManager] 
SystemManagerStation=##    where ## is the station that runs the System Manager 
StartWithWindows=0/1   (where 0=False and 1=True) 
 
[Invoice] 
NumberRows=###    where ### is the number of rows of detail allowed per invoice. If this 
entry does not exist, NumberRows defaults to 99. 
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[Options] 
LowStockWarning=True/False 
AllowQuickReceive=True/False 
ShowCostInPOS=True/False 
ShowQOHInItemWindow=True/False 
DayEndWarning=True/False 
NoBackOrders=True/False 
OpenStoreStation=##  {Station Number That Opens The Store Each Day} 
 
 
[##]   where ## is the Station Number 
HideTipOfTheDay=True/False 
TipLeft=#     (For Internal Use Only) 
TipTop=#     (For Internal Use Only) 
 
[AdmissionMonitor] 
POSsimplicity creates information here automatically. 
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Local POSEDGE.INI 
(Located in the c:\poslocal folder on each computer) 
 
[Database] 
IsLocal=True/False 
Set to True if the database and POSsimplicity programs are physically located on this 
computer.  The default setting is False.  
 
[PortableDataCollector] 
AutoCreate=True/False 
DataFormat=UMQ  or  UQ 
DataCollectorFiles=pathname    eg c:\posedge\3rdparty\ 
JobPath=path & filename   eg c:\posedge\3rdparty\doPT630.bat 
 
[Reports]   
MyDSN=System DSN Name 
Enter the DSN to use when creating reports if the database is local 
Path=pathname 
Enter the path name to the report data files 
 
[Launcher]   
POSPath=\\{SERVER COMPUTER NAME}\{POS Folder}\ 
Enter the path to the POS root folder on the server. Eg \\POSSERVER\POSEDGE\ 
StationNumber=# 
Enter the station number for this POS terminal 
StartAutomatically=True or False 
Enter TRUE to have the terminal start the Point Of Sale as soon as the POS Launcher is 
started or FALSE to require the user to confirm. 
SyncTime=Net Time \\{COMPUTER NAME} /SET /YES 
Enter the command line sync the time for this computer. 
AllowStandAlone=True or False 
BackUpPOSPath=C:\POSLOCAL\ 
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ODBC Configuration 
 
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) is a widely accepted method of sharing data between 
applications.  Using the ODBC driver included with POSsimplicity, you can access our 
database using any ODBC compliant application such as Crystal Reports or Microsoft 
Access. 
 
The ODBC driver is automatically installed during our server and station installs. 
  
To manually install the ODBC driver, click Start  Run and type   
\\POSSERVER\POSEDGE\ODBCStandInstall\Stand.exe. 
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Understanding the Point Of Sale 
 
POSsimplicity can operate in many different environments. 
 

 General Retail Stores 

 Fine Dining 

 Quick Service 

 Golf Clubs 

 Tourist Attractions 

 Wineries 
 
Because of this, POSsimplicity has been designed to operate using various point of sale 
keyboards or touch screen monitors.  This manual has been designed with the assumption 
that you are using a touch screen monitor to operate the point of sale and that all the 
appropriate functions are enabled on your system. 
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Daily Procedures 
 
It does not matter what type of business you are operating, there are basic procedure that 
should be followed in POSsimplicity.  The following list gives you a general guideline of these 
procedures, however your installing dealer may modify this process. 
 

 Each day, start by turning on the server or main computer for your point of 
sale system. Once Windows has started on this computer, you can turn on all 
other computers.  
 

 Depending on how your system has been configured, your point of sale 
software may or many not start automatically.  If it does not start 
automatically, start it by double clicking the POS shortcut on the desktop of 
each computer. 
 

 Once POSsimplicity is running on all computers, you must open the store.   
This process must be performed from POS station #1. 
 
   Log on to POS station #1 
   Click [Manager] 
   Click [Open The Store] 
   Click [Yes] to confirm you wish to start a new business day 
   Click the [Puzzle Logo] several time to return to the Login screen 
 

 The system is now ready for all your daily operations. 
 

 At the end of each business day, you need to close the store for the POS 
system. 
 

 All POS stations should be turned off each night. The following process is to 
be performed at all POS stations except for station POS station #1. 
Do Not Perform This Process On POS Station #1  
 
   Go to each POS station and Log on 
   Click [Manager] 
   Click [Shut Down Station] 
   Click [Yes] to confirm you wish to shut down the station 
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 The last process for the day is to shut down POS station #1. 
 
   Go POS station #1 and Log on 
   Click [Manager] Tasks 
   Click [Transactions] 
   Click [All Transactions] until you see Todays Open Transactions. 
        (All Open Transactions Must Be Closed. 
         If any transactions are open, close them.) 
   Click the [Puzzle Logo] to return to the Manager Screen 
   Click [Close The Store] 
   Click [Yes] to confirm you wish to close the current day. 
   Click [Yes] to confirm Clock Out for each employee including yourself 
   Click [Shut Down Station] 
   Click [Yes] to confirm you wish to shut down the station 
 

 Your Point Of Sale system is now closed for the day. 
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Open the Store 
 
Note:  The Open the Store process is only required if you have enabled the Open & 
Close Store function under the More Features in System Setup. 
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Generally, your store will be open at this point and no further action will be required. 
 
There are occasions however where you may see the following screen. 
 

 
 
This screen indicates the date you have selected already contains sales data.  This could be 
due to a number of reasons but the main reason is you have closed the store and need to 
reopen it for some reason. You have 3 choices at this point. 
 

1) Use Current Date will open the store using the date selected.  Any new sales will be 
added to the existing sales for the selected date. 

2) Select Another Date will give you a calendar so you can select another business 
date. 

3) Cancel will exit you from the Open the Store process without opening the store. 
 
 
You are now ready to make your daily sales. 
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Login & Logout, Clocking In & Out, Breaks 
 
The POSsimplicity system contains a complete employee time clock to track employee hours 
and breaks.  All employees must clock in at the start of their shift and all employees must be 
clocked out to perform the day end process. Depending on how the security levels are set, 
employees can clock in with or without Managerial Authorization.   
 
Clock In   
 
Performed at the Start of the employee’s shift 
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Note: To Enable the Expanded Login Screen, click Use Expanded Login in System Setup 
under the enable features tab. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
When an employee starts their shift they go to any terminal and swipe their employee card.  
The system will ask them if they wish to clock-in.  If the employee selects Yes, and has a 
sufficient security level, they will be clocked in. If they select No, they will not be clocked in. 
Now the employee can make sales. 
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Note: Time Clock Employees will be returned to the login screen automatically after they 
have clocked in.  They are given no access to the Point Of Sale. 
 
If your system does not use employee swipe cards, then you can manually enter your 
employee code by touching the Login Screen and entering your code when prompted. 
 
Logging In and Out of the System 
 
Performed as required to access the system throughout an employee’s shift 
 
To operate the system, there must be one employee currently logged into the system.  Once 
an employee has been clocked in to the system, they can Login and Logout of the system as 
required. To Login, simply go to the POS station that you want to use and enter your 
employee code.  You can do this by swiping your employee card or by touching the screen 
and manually entering your employee code.  Provided you have already clocked in and have 
sufficient authority to access the system, you will be allowed access. 
 
The employee who is currently logged on to a station is responsible for everything that 
happens on that station, so it is important that you logout when you have completed the task 
you wanted to perform.  To logout, simply touch the POSsimplicity icon to return you to the 
Login screen. 
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Clock Out 
 
Performed at the End of the employee’s shift 
 
All employees must be clocked out at the end of their shift. 
 
To do this, 
 

1) Login to the system 
2) Click [Employee]  

 
 

 
 

3) Click [Cash Out].  This will produce a report showing all monies that the employee 
owes based on all the transactions the employee closed during their shift. 
 

4) Click [Clock Out].  This will clock the employee out of the system and optionally will 
produce a Time Chit for the employee’s records. 
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Note: In order for the clock out to be successful, the employee must have all their checks 
closed.  If the employee has any open checks, the system will give an error saying ‘Too Many 
Open Checks’.  In this case the employee must close these checks or transfer them to 
another employee, and then repeat the clock out process. 
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Starting a Break 
 
To put yourself on a break,  
 

1) Login to the system. 
2) Click [Employee]  
3) Click [Start a Break] 

 
Ending a Break 
 
An employee can end their break by logging in to any station.  The system will ask if they are 
finished their break.  Select the Check Mark to continue. 
 
For Additional Information see Time Clock & Transfer Checks 
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Time Clock 
 
The Time Clock is a management tool that can be used to: 
 

 Clock employees in and out 

 Start and finish breaks for employees 

 Adjust punch times for employees 

 View shifts for the current and previous days 

 Transfer ownership of an employees open checks to another employee 
 
To access the Time Clock, 
 

1) Log-In to the system 
2) Click [Manager] 
3) Click [Time Clock] 
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View Shifts and Time Clock Adjustments 
 
To view shifts and adjust the time clock touch the View Shift Times.  
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Closing the Store 
 
Note:  The Closing the Store process as defined here is only required if you have 
enabled the Open & Close Store function under the More Features in System Setup. 
 
If you are NOT using the Open & Close Store function, then there are no preset functions to 
perform at the end of the day.  You can produce any reports that you wish, but the system 
does not require you to take any action whatsoever. 
 
A manager should be the only person to perform End of Day Functions.  To end the days 
sales and close the store, you must ensure that all employees have been cashed out and all 
employees have been clocked out except for the person performing the End of Day 
procedure. 
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Go to each POS Station, except for the main station. 
 

1) Login to the station 
2) Click [Manager] 
3) If your Credit and Debit card system is integrated directly into POSsimplicity and this 

station processes debit or credit transactions, then [Click Close Credit Card Batch] 
4) Click [Shut Down Station] 
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Go to the Main Point Of Sale Station. 
 

1) Login to the main POS station 
2) Click [Manager] 
3) Click [Transactions] 
4) Click [All Transactions] until it reads Todays Open Transactions. Ensure there are 

no open transactions.  If there are, these must be closed before continuing. 
5) Click [Time Clock]. Ensure you are the only employee clocked in.  If there are any 

other employees clocked in, they must be clocked out before continuing.  
6) If your Credit and Debit card system is integrated directly into POSsimplicity and this 

station processes debit or credit transactions, then Click [Close Credit Card] 
7) If everything is ok, then click the [Close the Store] 
8) When the system prompts you to clock out, click the [Check] to continue 
9) Once all the reports have printed, click the [Shut Down Station]  

 
The system is now closed. 
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Sales in a Hospitality Environment 
 
 
Restaurants typically fall into the following categories, 
 

 Table Service 
 
A table service establishment is one where the patron dines at the restaurant 
and is served at their table.  There can be many variations for a table service 
restaurant, but the overall process would be similar.  A server would open a 
guest check and leave it open for the duration of the meal. The patron would 
pay for their meal when they were finished and the guest check would be 
closed.  
 

 Quick Service 
 
A quick service establishment is one where the patron can dine in or take 
out. Generally the customer will place their order with a cashier at a counter, 
pay for their food, and either move to a table or leave with their food. 
 

 Nightclub 
 
A bar establishment tends to serve little food and have few tables. 
Customers tend to pay for their drinks as they go, food might be carried on a 
tab that would need to be paid before they leave.  
 

 Delivery 
 
A delivery establishment would be fairly similar to a quick service 
establishment with several differences. Customers can place their orders at 
the restaurant or they could be placed by telephone or Internet. Customers 
could also pick up their orders or have them delivered  
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Table Service Restaurants 
 
This section discusses the processes that would typically be used in a table service 
restaurant. POSsimplicity offers a graphical layout of your restaurant on the Floor Plan 
Screen.  Tables can be access by simply touching them on the screen.  The appearance of 
the table on the screen will vary as the status of the table changes. For example, a table 
could be black when it is available, and blue when it is in use. 
 
 

 
 
A legend will show the various colors and icons that will represent the current status of the 
table. 
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Starting A New Table 
 

1) Log On to POSsimplicity 
 

2) From the Floor Plan screen, click the [table] you wish to open 
 

3) Optionally, the system will prompt you for the number of people that will be sitting at 
the table.  Select the customer count on the numeric keypad by pressing the 
appropriate number. If the count is greater than 9, press the >9 button and then enter 
the customer count and click [Ok]  
 
Note: The Customer Count feature is an optional feature, which means your 
establishment many have it turned off. 

 
4) You will now be taken to the Order Entry Screen.  
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Enter The Orders 
 

 
 

1. Select the seat position for the customer. 
Seat Positions selection is an optional feature that may not be used by your 
establishment. 
 

2. Select the menu category.  In our example, we selected Appetizers. 
 

3. Select the item the customer ordered.  In our example, we selected Caesar Salad. 
 

4. Repeat the above steps as needed to complete the order. 
 

5. When the order is complete, press the Gecko or Send to exit and send the order to 
the appropriate kitchen and bar printers. 
 
Note: The Gecko will log you off, Send will return you to the Floor Plan Screen. 
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1. Log On to POSsimplicity and reopen the table by selecting it from the Floor Plan 

Screen. 
2. Select the seat position by touching the Seat Line or any item for already ordered 

for that seat. 
3. Select the menu category.  In our example we selected Entrees. 
4. Select the item customer ordered.  In our example, we selected New York Strip 

Steak. 
5. Repeat the above steps to complete the order. 
6. When the order is complete, press the Gecko or Send to exit and send the order 

to the appropriate kitchen and bar printers. 
7. Repeat the above steps for each additional course. 
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Closing The Table 
 
When the customer is finished their meal, you will produce the customers guest check and 
pay the bill. 
 

 
1. Log On to POSsimplicity and reopen the table by selecting it from the Floor Plan 

Screen. 
2. Click [Finished] 
3. Optionally, click the [Gratuity] button to pre-add a gratuity amount to the customers 

check. 
4. Click [Receipt] to print the customer’s check. 
5. Take the check to the customer. 
6. When the customer gives you money to pay the check, reopen the table one last 

time, click the [Finished] Button and select the appropriate method of payment 
 
See Finishing the Sale for additional information. 
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Transfer Checks 
 
The transfer check feature is used to transfer the ownership of checks or tables from one 
staff member to another. 
 
Check Ownership 
 
When a transaction is started, the ownership of the check is with the employee who started it. 
This employee will retain ownership of the check until it is either transferred to another 
employee using the Transfer Check feature or it is closed, at which point the ownership of the 
check is transferred to the employee who completed it. 
  
Note: The employee who closes a transaction is responsible for all monies collected for the 
transaction. 
 
Check Ownership is important to understand because employees are required to have all of 
their transactions/checks closed prior to Clocking Out. 
 

 
Transfer All Checks  
 

1) Click the [Transfer All Checks] button.  This can be located on the [Employee] 
screen and the Time Clock screen in the point of sale. 
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2) Select from the list, the employee that you are transferring the checks to. 
 

 
 
 
Transfer One Check 
 

1) From the Floor Plan form, click the My Open Tables or All Open Tables button. 
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2) Click or highlight the transaction you wish to transfer and then click [Transfer Check]  
 

 
 

3) Select from the list the employee that you want to transfer the check to. 
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Split Checks and Items 
 
Split Checks is a feature mainly used in the hospitality industry. This feature allows a guest 
check to be split into several checks.  For example, a group of four comes in to a restaurant. 
After they have finished their meals, they ask for 2 separate checks.  Using the Split Check 
feature, the waitress can divide the bill accordingly. 
 
Note: If the Split Check button is not visible on any screens, then you must add it to your 
screen using the POS Screen Designer. 
 
Guest checks can be split when the patron has finished their meal and wants their bill, on the 
fly while the order is being entered into the system or at any point during their meal. 
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Split Check During or at the End of the Meal 
 

1) Open up the table or check that you want to split. 
2) Click [Split Check] on the POS screen. 
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3) Click the item you wish to move and then click the check to add it to. 

 

 
 
 

4) Continue to order items or pay the checks as needed. 
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Split Check While Ordering 
 

1) Start the table as normal. 
2) Enter the items the first party is ordering. 
3) Click [Split Check]  
4) Click [Click for New Split] 

 

 
 

5) Enter the items the second party is ordering. 
6) Keep repeating steps 2 to 4 until the order has been entered for each party. 
7) Click the [Puzzle Logo] when the order has been entered. 
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To Reopen a Split Check 
 

1) Click the [table] on the Floor Plan screen. 
2) Select the split you wish to work with from the Split Check screen. 

 

 
 

3) Order items or pay the check as normal. 
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Split Items 
 
Split item allows you to split one item between two or more checks.  A good example of this is 
2 groups at a table want to split the price on a bottle of wine. 
 
The procedure to split an item is as follows: 
 

1) Click [Split Check] 
2) Click the item you want to split followed by [Split Item] 
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3) Click on each check where the item is to be split to followed by  
[Click To Finish Splitting] 
 

 
 

4) The item will be split across the various checks. 
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5) If needed, you can click on any of the split items and move them between checks as 
you would any other item or you can move the split items back to the original check. 
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Product Countdown 
 
Product countdown is a feature normally used in the hospitality industry.  In a restaurant, you 
may only have 20 Prime Rib Dinners available for the evening.  You can set the Prime Rib on 
a countdown.  Once 20 Prime Ribs Dinners have been sold, the system will sell out the 
product and not allow any more sales. 
 
To use the Product Countdown feature, you must set the Countdown Timer Delay to 1 or 
greater under the Hospitality Features tab in System Setup.  
 
When a product sells out, it will disable on all stations and will no longer be available until the 
countdown is removed. 
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Set Countdown 
 
To set a product on countdown,  
 

1) Click [Manager] or [Query] from the point of sale. 
2) Locate the product by entering the product code or by clicking [List Products] 
3) Click and depress [On Countdown] and enter the countdown quantity. 
 

 

 
 
 
To remove the countdown, click to un-depress the On Countdown button. 
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Sale in a Retail Environment 
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Refunds 
 
Refunds are generally performed when a customer is returning a product that was 
purchased on a previous transaction.  Refunds and purchases can be combined in the same 
transaction. A good example of this would be a product exchange. 
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Basic Refunds 
 
To perform a basic refund, 

1) Logon 
2) Click [Refund] and scan the item being returned. 
3) Repeat step 2 for each item return. 
4) Click [Finished] followed by the appropriate payment method. 

 

Combining a Refund with a Purchase 
 
You can combine a refund with a sale if you wish.  For example, if the customer is returning 
one item and purchasing another, 
 

1) Logon. 
2) Click [Refund] and scan the item being returned. 
3) Scan the item the customer is purchasing. 
4) Click [Finished] and complete the sale. 

 
Depending on your security level, an authorization may be required to perform the refund. 
 
Note:  By default, payment methods are set to refund Domestic Currency (usually Cash).  
You can override this by setting the Refund This Currency to True under the appropriate 
payment type. For more information see Payment Method Setup. 
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Voids 
 
Voids are normally used to make corrections within the current sales transaction.  Any item 
or group of items can be voided easily by highlighting the appropriate item and clicking the 
Void Button. 
 
 

 
 
 
There are four types of voids: 

 Direct Void 

 Past Item Void 

 Sale Void 

 Transaction Void 
 
The point of sale will perform a Direct Void if the transaction has: 

 never been parked 

 not had a receipt printed 

 not been serviced or split 

 not been transferred 
 
If any of the following conditions have taken place, the system will perform a Past Item Void. 
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Direct Void 
 
Basic voids allow a staff member to correct basic entry errors made within the current 
transaction.  
 

1) Highlight the item on the order grid 
2) Click [Void] 

 

Past Item Void 
 
The Past Item Void requires a Refund Reason to be selected before the void can continue. 
Refund reasons determine what happens to the stock that is being returned, whether the 
correction will appear on the customer’s receipt and also whether remote printers will print the 
correction.  Security levels also come into play with past item voids so an authorization code 
may be required in order to access a particular refund reason. 
 

1) Highlight the item on the order grid 
2) Click [Void] 
3) Select from the list the appropriate Refund Reason. 
4) Obtain authorization (if required). 

 

Void Sale 
 
The void sale feature allows you to cancel an entire transaction quickly and easily. The void 
sale requires the current employee to have sufficient security, otherwise they will require an 
authorization code. You can access the void sale feature through the Transaction Viewer. 
 
 

Transaction Void 
 
The transaction void is accessed through the Transaction Viewer.  Locate the transaction in 
the transaction viewer and click [Void Sale] 
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Drive-Thru Procedures 
 
There are several variations to applying a drive-thru service. 
 

Single and Dual Window Drive-Thru 

 
The establishment has one window for managing drive-thru orders.   
 
The order taking process is as follows: 
 

1) Orders can be taken from any terminal that has been configured to save drive-thru 
orders. Orders are saved in sequence. 

2) From the order entry screen, enter the customer’s order. 
3) Click [Save Check].  The order will print to the appropriate prep stations. 
4) Process other orders such as counter service or repeat to step 1 for the next drive-

thru patron. 
 
The order completion process is as follows: 
 

1) When the customer arrives at the window, click [Recall Check].  The order will be 
retrieved and displayed on the screen. 

2) Settle the transaction. The order will be completed. 
3) If this is a single window drive-thru, present the order to the customer. In a dual 

window drive-thru, the customer will drive to the next window to get their order. 
4) You are now ready to process another order or recall the next drive-thru by repeating 

to step 1. 
 

Dual Drive-Thru Systems 
 
Some multi-concept establishments offer multiple drive-thru lanes.  In such cases, the 
physical layout of the system may vary, but the operation is basically the same.  Each lane 
will have its own drive-thru lane and windows.  The stations for each will have been 
programmed not to see the save checks from the other drive-thru system.   
See Drive-thru Table Number under Station Setup for additional information. 
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Finishing the Sale 
 
To complete any sales transaction, click [Finished]. 
 

 
 

 
 

The Finished button will not be functional unless a sales transaction is active.
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The Process Of Finishing The Sale 
 
Finish a transaction using a single payment method 
 

1. Optionally, click [Gratuity]  to enter any tip amount to add to the transaction. 
 

2. Tender the amount of money the customer gives you.  For example, if you are given 
ten dollars and fifty cents, enter 1050 or 10.50 

 
3. Click the appropriate [Payment Button]  eg Cash, Visa, Mastercard 

 
Finish a transaction using multiple payment methods 
 

1. Optionally, Click [Gratuity] to enter any tip amount to add to the transaction. 
 

2. Tender the amount of money the customer gives you.  For example, if you are given 
ten dollars and fifty cents, enter 1050 or 10.50 

 
3. Click the appropriate [Payment Button]  eg Cash, Visa, Mastercard 

 
4. Repeat steps 1 & 2 until you have tendered more than the sales total. 

 
Error: Tendering Not Allowed 
 
This error indicates you are not allowed to tender the amount of money the customer gives 
you prior to pressing the payment button.  Just press the appropriate payment button. 
 
Error: Over Tendering Not Allowed 
 
This error indicates you are not allowed to tender an amount of currency greater than the sale 
total.  You can only tender an amount that is less than or equal to the sale total. 
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Error: Tendering Is Required 
 
This error indicates you must tender the amount of currency the customer gives you prior to 
pressing the Payment button. 
 
Error: Authorization Not Approved 
 
This error indicates that the payment method you have selected declined to approve the 
payment. You must choose another payment method. 
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Settle Transaction To Cash 
 
Cash refers to your local domestic currency. 
 
From the Finish Screen,  
 

1. Use the keypad to enter the amount of money the customer gives you. 
 

2. Click [Cash] 
 

3. The transaction will complete when you have tendered an amount greater than or 
equal to the sale total.  When the transaction completes, the Change Due window will 
appear displaying the amount of money to give the customer as change. 
 

4. Repeat with other forms of payment if the customer is paying with multiple 
currencies. 

 

Settle Transaction To Foreign Currency 
 
Foreign currency refers to any currency, other than your local domestic currency, which has 
an exchange rate.  Each foreign currency button on the Finish screen will display the amount 
due on the transaction valued in that currency.  
 
From the Finish Screen, 
 

1. Use the keypad to enter the amount of foreign currency the customer gives you. 
 

2. Click the Foreign Currency button. 
 

3. The transaction will complete when you have tendered an amount greater than or 
equal to the sale total.  When the transaction completes, the Change Due window will 
appear displaying the amount of money to give the customer as change. 
 
Note: Foreign currency buttons can be configured to give domestic or foreign change. 
The change due window will tell you what currency to give as change.  

 
4. Repeat with other forms of payment if the customer is paying with multiple 

currencies. 
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Settle Transaction To Debit 
 
With Non Integrated Debit Card Terminal 
 
A separate debit system will process the actual debit card transaction. Go to that terminal and 
process the transaction per the manufacturer’s instructions. Once the transaction is 
approved, you can settle the transaction in POSsimplicity. 
 
From the Finish screen,  
 

1. Use the keypad to enter the amount of money that was authorized by the debit 
terminal. 
 

2. Click [Debit] 
 

3. The transaction will complete when you have tendered an amount greater than or 
equal to the sale total.  When the transaction completes, the Change Due window will 
appear displaying the amount of money to give the customer as change. 
 

4. Repeat with other forms of payment if the customer is paying with multiple 
currencies. 
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With Integrated Debit Card Terminal 
 
From the Finish screen,  
 

1. Use the keypad to enter the amount of money to that needs to be authorized. 
 

2. Click [Debit] 
 

3. Follow the directions on the Debit Pinpad. 
 

4. If the debit transaction is not approved, you will receive a declined message on the 
screen. You can retry the debit transaction or have the customer use another form of 
payment. 
 
If the debit transaction is approved, the transaction will complete if the tendered 
amount is greater than or equal to the sale total.  When the transaction completes, 
the Change Due window will appear displaying the amount of money to give the 
customer as change. 
 

5. Repeat with other forms of payment if the customer is paying with multiple 
currencies. 
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Settle To Credit Card 
 
With Non Integrated Credit Card Terminal 
 
A separate credit card system will process the actual credit card transaction. Go to that 
terminal and process the transaction per the manufacturer’s instructions. Once the 
transaction is approved, you can settle the transaction in POSsimplicity. 
 
From the Finish screen,  
 

1. Use the keypad to enter the amount of money that was authorized by the credit card 
terminal. 
 

2. Click the appropriate Credit Card button. 
 

3. The transaction will complete when you have tendered an amount greater than or 
equal to the sale total.  When the transaction completes, the Change Due window will 
appear displaying the amount of money to give the customer as change. 
 

4. Repeat with other forms of payment if the customer is paying with multiple 
currencies. 
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With Integrated Credit Card Terminal 
 
From the Finish screen,  
 

1. Use the keypad to enter the amount of money to that needs to be authorized. 
 

2. Click the appropriate Credit Card button. 
 

3. Depending on the type of credit card system you are using, you will need to either 
swipe the credit card through the POSsimplicity terminal or follow the directions on 
the pinpad. 
 

4. If the credit card transaction is not approved, you will receive a declined message on 
the screen. You can retry the credit card transaction or have the customer use 
another form of payment. 
 
If the credit card transaction is approved, the transaction will complete and if the 
tendered amount is greater than or equal to the sale total.  When the transaction 
completes, the Change Due window will appear displaying the amount of money to 
give the customer as change. 
 

5. Repeat with other forms of payment if the customer is paying with multiple 
currencies. 
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Settle To Customers Account 
 
The point of sale allows you to maintain charge accounts for your customers if you extend 
credit to your customers. 
 
From the Finish Screen,  
 

1. If the customer is using multiple forms of payment, process all other payment 
methods prior to processing the On Account. 
 

2. Click the On Account/House Charge button. 
 

3. If you have not already attached the customer to the transaction, you will be 
prompted for the customer.  
 

4. The transaction will be approved or declined based on the customer’s available 
credit. The customer must have sufficient credit available to process the charge to 
their account.  Available credit is based on their Credit Limit less their current 
charges.   
 
If the charge is not approved, you will receive a declined message on the screen.  
The customer can make a payment, you can increase the credit limit or if you have 
sufficient authority, you might be able to override the credit limit.  If you cannot get 
approval, the customer will need to use another form of payment. 
 
If the charge is approved, the transaction will complete and if the tendered amount is 
greater than or equal to the sale total.  When the transaction completes, the Change 
Due window will appear displaying the amount of money to give the customer as 
change 
 

5. Repeat with other forms of payment if the customer is paying with multiple 
currencies. 
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Settle to POSsimplicity Tracked Gift Card 
 
From the Finish screen,  

 
1. Click [Gift Card Open] 

 
2. Enter the gift card number when prompted. The system will automatically deduct the 

appropriate amount of money from the sale and adjust the value of the gift card.  
 
Example 1: The sale total is $75 and the gift card is worth $50. When the gift card 
payment key is pressed, the amount due on the sale will be reduced to $25 and the 
gift card will be closed with a value of $0.  
 
Example 2: The sale total is $75 and the gift card is worth $100. When the gift card 
payment key is pressed, the amount due on the sale will be reduced to $0 so the sale 
will be finished and the value remaining on the gift card will be reduced to $25 which 
can be used against future purchases by the customer. 
 

3. The transaction will complete when you have tendered an amount greater than or 
equal to the sale total.  When the transaction completes, the Change Due window will 
appear displaying the amount of money to give the customer as change. 
 

4. Repeat with other forms of payment if the customer is paying with multiple 
currencies. 

 

Settle to Untracked Gift Card 
 
Untracked gift cards, in terms of procedure only, are treated the same as Cash. 
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Settle to Gift Cards That Were Sold Prior To 
POSsimplicity 
 
If the gift card / certificate was sold before your business started using POSsimplicity, then 
you will not be able to redeem it using the above method.  There are two methods you can 
use to redeem older gift certificates. 
 

1) Redeem the gift card as Cash. 
 

2) (Recommended Method) 
a) Sell the customer a new gift card through the system for the amount of the 

original gift card and accept their old gift card for payment. 
b) The payment for the new gift card will be their old gift card. Use Cash as the 

tender method for this transaction. 
c) Now the gift card is in the system and can be redeemed using our system.    
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Tax Exempt 
 
There are two methods you can use to exempt taxes. 
 

1) You can exempt any taxes directly at the point of sale. Once you press the Finish 
Button on your point of sale screen, click on the Tax Delete Button and select the 
taxes to exempt from the sale.  When you click the Check Mark, the sales totals will 
be adjusted. 
 
Note: If you don’t see the Tax Delete button on the Payment Screen, then you must 
add it to the screen using the POS Screen Layout Design utility. 
 

 

 
 

2) When you create a customer, you can specify under the Advanced Tab, any taxes 
the customer is exempt from.  When the customer is attached to the sale, the 
appropriate taxes will be exempt automatically. 

 
For Additional Information see Customer Setup & Using a customer with a sale 
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Re-opening a completed transaction 
 
There are several methods that can be used to re-open a transaction that has already been 
closed. Both are accessed through the Transaction Viewer. 
 
Method 1 
 
Click [Manager]  [Transactions]  Locate the transaction  Click [Remove Tender] 
 
This method will re-open the transaction and remove all existing gratuities and amounts 
tendered.  You will then be allowed to modify the transaction if required and re-close the 
transaction using the appropriate payment method. 
 
Method 2 
 
Click [Manager]   [Transactions]  Locate the transaction  Click [Use Sale] 
 
This method will re-open the transaction. Existing payments and gratuities will remain intact. 
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Parking and Restoring a Sale 
 
Parking a sale is a method of postponing a sales transaction that has not been completed. 
Sometimes in the course of making a sale, a price check might be required, a customer may 
have forgotten their wallet or may need to go and pick up another item that they forgot. If you 
have already started cashing them out, you can park the sale. Once parked, you can 
continue with the next customer in line.  When the first customer returns, you can restore 
their sale and complete it. 
 

Parking a Transaction 
 
Once any sales transaction has started, it can be parked by pressing the Park Sale key on 
your screen or keyboard.  Once parked, you are free to do any other tasks. 
 

Restoring a Transaction 
 
As long as you are not within a sales transaction, pressing the Park Sale key on your screen 
or keyboard will bring up the following screen. 
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This screen lists all current open checks or parked transactions.  By selecting a transaction, 
you can restore it and make it the active sale and continue to work with it as usual. 
 
Note:  Once a transaction has been started, the ownership of the transaction belongs to the 
employee who started it. If the transaction is parked, the ownership of the transaction 
remains with the employee who started it. 
 
When an employee clocks out at the end of their shift, all their transactions must be closed, 
therefore if an employee has any parked or open transactions, they must be transferred to 
another employee or closed prior to clocking out. 
 
Note:  A Parked Transaction in a restaurant environment would be equivalent to an Open 
Table. 
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Product Query Screen 
 
The Product Query Screen provides detailed products information within the point of sale 
environment. 
 

 View Product Information 

 Access Product Setup 

 Set Product Count Downs 

 POS Stock Adjustments 
   
 

 
Click this Icon from the Managers  
Tasks screen or from your Point Of Sale Screen 
to access the Product Query screen. 
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POS Stock Adjustments 
 
POS Stock Adjustments provides a simple method to adjust stock levels directly from the 
point of sale.   
 

 
 
Click this Icon from the Product Query Screen 
to access Stock Adjustments. 
                                
 

 
1) Select the reason for the stock adjustment. You create these reasons in POS Setup.  

See Stock Adjustment Reasons for additional information. 

2) Select the + to locate the product and add stock or – to locate the product and 

subtract stock.  Repeat this step for all the products that require a stock adjustment. 
3) Click the Finished Flag to complete the process and update your inventory.  
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Using a Weight Scale 
 
The Weight Scale Display shows the weight of the product currently on the scale.  When you 
scan or sell a product that has been configured to Use Scale under Product Setup, the POS 
will calculate the selling price of the product by multiplying the products retail price times the 
weight determined by the scale. 
 

 
 
If you wish to scan a product that requires the scale, then you need to Lock the Scale 
Display.  To do this, place the product on the scale to determine the weight.  Once the weight 
is displayed on the screen, touch the Scale Display.  This will lock the display, allowing you to 
remove the product from the scale.  You can now scan the product. 
 
Selling the product or touching the Scale Display again will release the lock and the scale will 
function normally again. 
 
Other Scale Display Messages 
 

 Zero Weight: Nothing Is On The Scale. 

 Zero Scale: Scale was not zero prior to having an item set on it. 

 Not Steady: Weight is not constant. 
 

All these messages will prevent the product from being sold! 
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Using a Customer with a Sale 
 
Sometimes when you are selling products, you want to record the customer who is 
purchasing the items.  This allows you to maintain a history of all your customers’ purchases.  
You can easily, from the point of sale, view each transaction for any customer, reprint 
receipts and also recreate orders. 
 

To attach the Customer to the Sale 
 

1) Login to any POS station. 
2) Click [Customer] to bring up the Customer Lookup screen. 

 
 

3) Search for the Customer using any search method you wish. 
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4) Once the customer is in the Display Area, press the Leave button to return to the 
point of sale and make the sale as you normally would. 
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Receiving Payments on Accounts 
 
The point of sale allows you to enter payments you receive from your customers to reduce 
their account balance. 
 
Before you can use the account feature, you must first, 
 

1) Go to System Setup and select the Customer Features tab. 
2) Make sure there is a check mark beside the feature ‘Payment on Account Visible’. 

 

 
To enter a Payment on Account 
 

1) Login to any POS station. 
2) Attach the Customer to the Sale. 
3) Touch the Payment on Account button. 
4) Enter the payment amount and touch the Checkmark button. 
5) Touch the Finish button. 
6) Touch the appropriate payment method button. 
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Selling or Refilling Convenience Cards 
 

Selling or Refilling a Convenience Card is no different than selling any other product with the 
exception that a customer must be assigned to the sales transaction. 
 

1) Log On to the Point of Sale System. 
2) Click the Customer Search Screen and assign a customer to the sales transaction. 

Optionally, Click Customer Setup and assign the convenience card to the customer. 
3) Sell the customer the appropriate Convenience Card. 

 

 
 
 
 

4) Sell the customer any other products they wish to purchase. 
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5) Click the Finished Button to complete the sales transaction. 

 
 

6) Finish the sales transaction with the appropriate payment method. 
 
Note:  You cannot finalize the purchase of a convenience card or refill with the 
convenience card payment method.  It must be paid for using Cash, Visa, Mastercard 
etc. 
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Redeeming Convenience Cards 
 
Convenience Cards are used in the same way as any other payment method 
 

1) Sell the customer any products they wish to purchase. 
2) Attach the customer to the sale, or Scan/Swipe their Convenience Card. 
3) Click the Finished Button. 
4) Click your Convenience Card Payment key. 

 
POSsimplicity will deduct the appropriate amount from their card balance.  If the 
sales total exceeds their available credit, they can use another form of payment for 
the remainder or refill their Convenience Card.  
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Selling Gift Certificates 
 

1) Click the appropriate Gift Card button on the POS Screen and follow the on screen 
prompts. 
 

2) Click Finished and finalize the sale using the appropriate payment method. (Cash, 
Visa, Debit etc.) 
Do Not Finalize The Sale Using The Payment Method Gift Certificate.  This is used to 
redeem gift certificates. 
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Employee Tasks 
 
The Employee Task screen allows access to various functions that apply to the staff member 
that is currently logged on to the station. 
 

 Clock Out 

 Start A Break 

 Print A Cash Out Report 

 Transfer All Your Open Checks To Another Employee 

 Maintain Floats 

 Open The Cash Drawer 

 View/Edit Daily Notes 

 Review Your Mail 
 
 
 
Some of these functions can also be accesses through other methods. 
 
 
 

The Employee button can be found on the Floor Plan Screen as well as your 
main point of sale screen. 
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Manager Tasks 
 
The Manager Task screen allows access to various functions. 
 

 Opening and Closing Store processes 

 Point Of Sale reports 

 Time Clock 

 Transaction Viewer 

 Printer Manager 

 Paid Outs 

 Product Query Screen 

 Invoicing 

 POS Setup 

 On-Line Credit Card Functions 
 
 
Some of these functions can also be accesses through other methods. 
 
 
 
 

The Managers button can be found on the Floor Plan Screen as well as your 
main point of sale screen. 
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Credit & Debit Functions 
 
On-Line Credit & Debit Functions is only visible if you have selected a Bank Authorization 
System under System Setup 
 
To access the On-Line Credit & Debit Functions, Log-On to any station and click the 
Managers Tasks Button. 
 
 

 
 
 
Initialize Pin Pad Button 
Use the initialize pin pad button to configure your pin pad with bank specific information.  
Generally, this function is only required on installation of a new pin pad or when requested by 
your bank or clearing house.  
 
Close Credit Card Batch For This Station 
This will close and release the Credit and Debit transactions processed on the point of sale 
station since the last close.  This process should be performed at the Close of each business 
day.  
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Get Totals Only 
This process will provide transaction totals regarding all on line transactions performed since 
the Close Credit Card Batch was performed.  
 
Get Details Only 
This process will provide detailed information regarding all on line transactions performed 
since the last Close Credit Card Batch was performed.  
 
No Sale Credit Card Processing 
This process will allow you to process an on-line credit card transactions.  
 

 
 

1) Enter the Credit Card Number 
2) Enter the Expiry Date 
3) Enter the transaction amount in Dollars and Cents.  Eg 10.50 
4) Click Process Now 

 

                  Or 
 

1) Enter the transaction amount in Dollars and Cents.  Eg 10.50 
2) Click Activate Pinpad and swipe the Credit Card through the swipe located on the 

Pinpad. 
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Transaction Viewer 
 
The Transaction Viewer can be accessed from the Manager Tasks screen from within the 
point of sale. 
 

 
 
Print Receipt 
Print a receipt for the selected transaction. 
 
Use Sale 
The Use Sale function will take the selected transaction and make it the current sales 
transaction.  If the selected transaction is already closed, you will be given the option to re-
open the transaction.  This is useful if you wish to make corrections to a sale that has already 
been completed. 
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Void Sale 
Void the selected transaction. 
 
Select Date 
By default, the Transaction Viewer displays the transactions for the current day.  The Select 
Date function allows you to view the transactions for a previous date. 
 
Filters 

 All Transactions for Today displays all transactions for the selected business date. 

 Today’s Open Transactions displays only transactions that have not been 
completed for the selected business date. 

 Today’s Close Transactions displays only transactions that have been completed 
for today’s business date. 

 All Open Transactions displays all open transactions in the system. 
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Print Manager 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This page is under construction. 
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Paid Outs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This page is under construction. 
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Troubleshooting 
 
 
Receipt or Prep Printers Not Printing 
 

 Look to see that the printer is on-line. There should be a light on the printer to 
indicate this. 

 Turn the printer off, wait several seconds and turn it back on. 

 Verify the printer has paper. 

 Verify the cable connection between the computer and printer is secure. 

 Feed paper through the printer to verify it is not jammed. 

 If applicable, make sure the printer ribbon is installed and is not dried out. 

 Verify that the computer the printer is connected to is running POSsimplicity 
software. 

 Verify the printer is not redirected in the Printer Manager. 

 Run a printer self-test and reset. 
1) Turn the printer off and wait several seconds. 
2) Hold down the paper feed button. 
3) Turn the printer on while continuing to hold the feed button. 
4) The printer should print a self test. 
5) Turn the printer off, wait several seconds and turn it back on. 

 
If all the above have been checked, redirect the printer and call your 
POSsimplicity dealer for support. 

 
Computer Not Starting Up 
 

 Check the computer and monitor both have power and are turned on. 

 If you have a UPS (uninterruptible power supply), turn it off, wait several 
seconds, turn it back on. Verify the UPS has power. 

 Check the brightness on the monitor. 

 Try plugging the computer and monitor into another power source. 
 
If all the above have been checked, call your POSsimplicity dealer for support. All 
printers connected to this station should be redirected using the Printer Manager. 
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Station Is Turned On But Not Responding 
 

 Attach a USB keyboard to the station. 

 Press the [NumLock] button on the keyboard to see if the system is reading 
the keyboard.  You will be able to verify this by the NumLock light turning on 
and off. 

 If responding, press [Ctrl] [Alt] [Delete] at the same time. If the system does 
not respond, turn off the computer manually by holding the power button 
down on the computer for 2 to 10 seconds or as a last resort, unplug the 
power source for the station. 

 Select Shutdown.  The process on doing this can vary depending on your 
operating system. 

 After the station has shutdown, wait several seconds, turn the station back 
on and retry the system. 

 Remove the keyboard. 
 
Quantity On Hand Never Changes 
 

 Make sure the System Manager is running. 

 Make sure Track Stock is checked in product setup. 
 
When I Refund A Product, It Always Refunds As Cash Even If I Press Credit Card 
 
By default when payment methods are created, they are set to always refund the local 
domestic currency.  You can override this under Payment Method Setup by enabling the 
Refund This Currency option for each currency. 
 
The Function Keys On My POS Keyboard Do Not Work 
 
Make sure the POS keyboard has been programmed correctly following the manufacturer’s 
directions using any of the macros described under Setting Up Your POS Keyboard. 
Make sure you are only using the various function keys from the main Order Entry Screen. 
The POS functions will not work once you leave the Order Entry Screen. 
 
 
For Additional Information see Rebuild Data Files 
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Invoicing Users Guide 
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Invoicing With POSsimplicity 
 
POSsimplicity has a fully integrated Invoicing Module.  Invoicing allows for greater ease of 
use if you are planning to make sales from a back office computer.  
 
 
 

 
To access the Invoicing Module, 

 From Managers Task in the Point Of Sale, click the Invoicing Icon 

 Click Start  Programs  POSsimplicity  Invoicing 

 Create a Windows shortcut on your desktop to Invoicing.exe 
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Create New Invoice 
 
 
Creating an invoice is a simple process. 
 

1) Click the Create Invoice button. 
2) Optionally, click Find Customer to locate the customer to associate with the sale.  If it 

is a new customer, click Customer Setup to create the customer. 
3) Confirm or change the customers shipping address. 
4) Optionally, enter the Purchase Order number. 
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5)  

a) Select of confirm the Price Level. 
The price level determines what price the customer will be charged for the item.  
The price level dropdown is automatically set to the selected customers default 
price level. See Price Level for additional information. 
 

b) Select or confirm the Sale Type. 
The sales type is mainly used for reporting purposes. 
See Sales Types for additional information. 
 

c) Select or confirm the appropriate warehouse to deduct the stock from.  Stock 
warehouses must be enabled in System Setup to use this function. 

 
d) Select or confirm appropriate Payment Method.  

 
 

 
6) Sell the customer the products they wish to purchase. 
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7) Click Post & Print to finish the transaction. 
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Reports Guide 
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POS Reports 
 
POS Reports are simple and informative reports that generally print on your local receipt 
printer.  These reports can provide quick information on all aspects of your business and their 
main advantage is that they are very quick to create. You can provide a date range for most 
POS Reports, so you can get your sales by the day, week, month, and year or whatever 
period you want.  These reports can be displayed on the screen or printed directly to your 
local receipt printer. On Screen Reports can optionally be printed to your Windows default 
printer. 
 
POS Reports are located in the Point of Sale under Manager Tasks. 
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1) Select the appropriate report from the list. 
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2) Select the starting and ending date for the report. 
 

 
 
 

3) Direct the reports output to the screen or your receipt printer. 
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Analysis Reports 
 
Analysis Reports are used to create detailed reports on all aspects of your business. 
POSsimplicity uses Crystal Reports XI for its report generator. 
 
Like POS Reports, you can specify Start and End Date Ranges for Analysis Reports. Along 
with the date ranges, you can also filter the reports to customize the reports to show more 
specific information. For example, you might want a detailed sales report from January 1

st
 to 

December 31
st,

 but you only want to include on the report, products from a specific supplier.  
The filters you can select from will vary between the different reports.  For example, the filters 
for a customer-based report will be different than the filters for an inventory report. 
 
All Analysis Reports will print to your Windows default printer.  These reports will not print on 
a receipt printer. 
 
 
Analysis Reports can be time consuming to create, so be patient 
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Report Filters 
 
Depending on the report selected, you may have the option of selecting from various report 
filters.  These filters allow you to customize the report to only include relevant information. 
You can select one or many filters. 
 
 
SQL (Structured Query Language) 
 
When you are creating your reports, you can customize the reports by entering a direct query 
for the report. For example, you can customize a basic sales report, by telling the report to 
only include items that were sold that have ‘cola’ somewhere in the name, or create a list of 
customers, but only include those that have ‘L2R’ somewhere in the Postal Code. 
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Examples 
 
{Product.Name} like ‘*cola*’ 
The report will only include Products that have cola in the name  
 
Uppercase({Customer.City}) like ‘*CATH*’ 
Include all customers with CATH somewhere in City 
 
{Customer.CustSince} > Date (2006, 01, 01) 
Include all customers that were created after January 1

st
, 2006 

 
Uppercase({Customer.City}) like ‘*CATH*’ and {Customer.CustSince} > Date(2006,01,01) 
Include all customer that were created after January 1

st
, 2006 with CATH somewhere in the 

city name 
 
Uppercase({Customer.FirstName}) like ‘JA*’ 
                          Or 
Uppercase({Customer.FirstName}) startswith ‘JA’ 
Include all customers who’s first name begins with JA 
 
Not Uppercase({Customer.City}) like ‘*CATH*’ 
Include all customer who’s city does not contain CATH 
 

Uppercase({Customer.Postal}) like ‘L?N*’ 
Include all customers who’s Postal Code has an L in the first position, any character in the 
second position, an N is the third position and contains any number of additional characters 
after that.  
 
 
{Customer.Name} in ‘Atterbury’ to ‘Dawson’  
Include all customers who’s name is between Atterbury and Dawson 
 
{Products.PriceA} in [1.00, 1.25, 1.50] 
Include all products who’s retail Price is $1.00, $1.25 or $1.50 

 
 
 
Most reports already create a basic SQL for you. You can modify the existing query or create 
one of your own. 
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Saving Your Report Queries 
 
Once you’ve viewed a report, you can save the query that was used to create it.  This is 
useful if a report is going to be run over and over again and is a complicated report using may 
filters and perhaps has your own query built in.  Once a report is viewed on the screen and 
exited, you can press the Save Query button to save the filters the system used to create the 
report. 
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